catalog RA.2071E
(Replaces RA.2071D)

FM Transmitter, 40kIN,
Type BTF-40ES1

r

The Type BTF-40ES1 is a forty -kilowatt transmitter for the maximum power FM -broadcast station where
continuous operation is important.
The transmitter combines two
identical twenty -kilowatt transmitters
to form a redundant forty -kilowatt
system. The dual design even allows
major maintenance without
interruption of air -time.
The BTF-40ES1 is a single -output
transmitter. Four mode manual patch
or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-20ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.
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The BTF-40ES1 transmitter is actually
two complete twenty -kilowatt units, (Type

the Direct FM solid state units. (See Catalog RA.2020B.)

for the combiner are mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

BTF-20ES1) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major components-except the combining equipment

Interface to the BTF-40ES1 is accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter
interface relay panel to permit deactivat-

Coaxial Harmonic Filters

and the harmonic filter-are duplicated
within the system: dual amplifiers, dual
power supplies, etc. (see functional diagrams, on opposite page).

The BTF-40ES1 is intended for opera-

tion into a single transmission line and
antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-40ES1 includes two solid-state

exciter systems arranged so that one of
the two serves the transmitter while the
other operates as a hot standby. In the
event of trouble in the on -air exciter,
manual (or Automatic optional) switch over puts the extra exciter on the line.
Lighted indicators on the control panel
show the change in status.
The exciter system is the STE-115 system providing excellent monaural, stereo

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

ing the exciter RF amplifier output when
the individual 20 kW amplifier is ti..med
off.

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two out-

puts, each to a pair of IPA tetrodes, in
each transmitter section. These raise the
power level to drive the final power amplifier. The final stage raises the power
level to 20 kW. The two 20 kW outputs arc
combined to 40 kW in a hybrid combiner.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 20 kW modulated carriers
into one 40 kW output. The reject loads

Forty -Kilowatt FM Transmitter,

The single harmonic filter

is

122"

(3100 mm) long and is a series of transmission -line elements with a uniform 6'/8 inch outer -conductor diameter, a stepped

inner conductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of all harmonics is accomplished
in an M -derived section and a series of
constant -K, T sections. The filter has a
broad passband with a sharp high -frequen-

cy cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency.
An optional filter configuration using two
31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching,

but two will be supplied with either the
manual or motor driven four mode switching versions. The optional filter consists of
a series of transmission line and four shunt
stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by resonating the stub sections to
various harmonic frequencies.

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined

RA.2071

transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

of combined transmitter on/off and high
voltage on/off. Lighted indicators signal

Block diagram of the BTF-40ES1 FM Transmitter.
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d -c overload and output line VSWR over-

BTF-20ES'

) KW BCE TOLS

load, and are re-settable. Three meters,
at the top panel, display reject power, re-

POWER
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flected power and combined power output.
In the area immediately below the meter

LINEEsTAE.

panel are reflectometer controls and adjustments. Next are the control switches
for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that displays
exciter reject power. Below this is the
control knob for adjustment of the "line stretcher", which compensates the phase
of the input circuits to the twin power -
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The audio connections to the stereo and
SCA subchannels are switched automatically when the exciters are switched.
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Built for Continuous Operation
The BTF-40ES1 transmitter, by virtue
of its two independent transmitter systems,
is configured so that either twenty -kilowatt
system can be shut down for maintenance

while the other feeds the antenna.

A four mode manual or motor driven
by-pass switching system can be provided
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BTF-40ES1 Transmitter, showing optional Stereo and SCA.
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both dual
transmitters into antenna; 2.) both transmitters into dummy load; 3.) one trans-
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load; and 4.) reverse of 3.). Automatic
operation of the motor driven by-pass
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Typical four mode switching system (motor driven)
for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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supply cabinets need not be located in
the same room as the transmitter unit
where space is a problem. They might,
for example, be located in a basement
room or in a shelter external to the transmitter building. More information on the
twenty -kilowatt transmitter will be found
in the catalog section on the Type BTF20ES I . (See Catalog RA.2061D.)
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Block diagram of ore of the diplexed 20 -kW units of the

1.)

The redundancy of the BTF-40ES I system extends even to separate power supplies for each twenty -kilowatt section.
These are units using solid-state rectifiers
throughout for reduced maintenance and
minimal operating expense. The power
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to allow one of the parallel transmitters
to be connected directly to the station's
antenna (see switching systems diagrams).
This results in a reduced power of one-half
instead of one -quarter power as would be
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Typical four mode switching system (manual)
for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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Performance

Type of Emission

EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM(1921.11)
INOT SUPPLIED)

F3 and F9

Frequency Range
87.5 to 108 MHz
Power Output
40,000 watts
Output Impedance (6'/8" O.D. Unflanged Line)
50 Ohms
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
±75 kHz
Modulation Capability
±100 kHz

Carrier Frequency Stability
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz)
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.)

±1000 Hz max.

1=0
TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

1305)

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

1813)

12"

600 Ohms

+10 ±2 dBm'

(152

±1 dB max.2

-65 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to carrier voltage)
-50 dB max.5
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.)
9 to 30%
adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to ±6.0 kHz
deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone. Main channel
modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to 15000 Hz) and 30%
by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk
-60 dB referred to 100%
modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone. Subcarrier
modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to 5000 Hz), main
channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band
detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.

-.POWER

POWER
SUPPLY

25, 50 or 75 As.
0.3% or less3

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER

40D

MI -561575

308 HYBRI
TO ANTENNA

122.08-188 TO 108MHz)
13101)

NOTE

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER

on

20 KW(13
TRANSMITTER UNIT
1762)
.1
30"

OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED
COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

20 KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Tube Complement
Driver: four 7203/4CX250B; Power Amplifier: two 4CX15000A

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation
±10%
Power Consumption
72,000 Watts (approx.)
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Mechanical
Each

Dimensions
(overall):
Width
Height
Depth
Weight
(Approx.)

Finish

Each 20 kW
Transmitter

High -Voltage
Power Supply

48'/2" (1232 mm) 32" (813 mm)
77" (1956 mm)
46" (1168 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
24" (610 mm)
2950 lbs.
(1338 kg)

2050 lbs.
(936 kg)

Combiner
Cabinet
201/2" (521 mm)

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
686 lbs.
(311 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude
Ambient Temperature Range

7500 ft. (2290 m)4

-20° to +45°C

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator

AM Noise Reduction Kit
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-40ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560996B
ES -5609%C
ES -560996D9
ES -560996E9

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
'Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
'AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
°For 117V/60 Hz power only; use MI -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
'Specify operating frequency.

'Catalog RA.7711B.
"Includes 31/4 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven), and
connecting transmission line pre-cut to proper lengths.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

NT.

Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spares Kit (for Exciter)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter (one pair)
(Also for Stereo and SCA)

M I-560307-36
M1-561018-2;
MI -560307-31

MI -560735
MI -5607407
M1-5607457
M1 -560738T

ES -563026
M1-561073

Slider Rails Installation Kit

(one for each 20 kW Transmitter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
RF Load and Wattmeter (50 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven By -Pass
Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System
High Altitude Blower Kit
Mounting Kit (for High Altitude Blower only)

IICA

Broadcast
Systems

MI -563516
ES -560613
M1-561343
CBs

CB
CB
M1-560347-3
MI -560705

TRADEMARKISI C REGISTERED
LIAAGAISI REGISTRADAISI

catalog RA.2071E
(Replaces RA.2071D)

FM Transmitter, 40kW,
Type BTF-40ES1

0

The Type BTF-40ES1 is a forty -kilowatt transmitter for the maximum power FM -broadcast station where
continuous operation is important.
The transmitter combines two
identical twenty -kilowatt transmitters
to form a redundant forty -kilowatt
system. The dual design even allows
major maintenance wi:hout
nterruption of air -time.
The B-17-40ES1 is a s'ngle-output
transmitter. Four mode manual patch
or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-20ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.
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The BTF-40ES1 transmitter is actually
two complete twenty -kilowatt units, (Type

BTF-20ES1) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major components-except the combining equipment
and the harmonic filter-are duplicated
within the system: dual amplifiers, dual
power supplies, etc. (see functional diagrams, on opposite page).
The BTF-40ES1 is intended for operation into a single transmission line and
antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-40ES1 includes two solid-state

exciter systems arranged so that one of
the two serves the transmitter while the
other operates as a hot standby. In the
event of trouble in the on -air exciter,
manual (or Automatic optional) switch over puts the extra exciter on the line.
Lighted indicators on the control panel
show the change in status.
The exciter system is the BTE-115 system providing excellent monaural, stereo

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

the Direct FM solid state units. (See Catalog RA.2020B.)
Interface to the BTF-40ES1 is accom-

for the combiner are mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

plished through an Exciter/Transmitter
interface relay panel to permit deactivat-

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

ing the exciter RF amplifier output when
the individual 20 kW amplifier is turned

mission -line elements with a uniform 61/13 -

off.

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two out-

puts, each to a pair of IPA tetrodes, in
each transmitter section. These raise the
power level to drive the final power amplifier. The final stage raises the power
level to 20 kW. The two 20 kW outputs arc
combined to 40 kW in a hybrid combiner.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB

in an M -derived section and a series of
constant -K, T sections. The filter has a
broad passband with a sharp high -frequen-

cy cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency.
An optional filter configuration using two

31/4" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching,

but two will be supplied with either the
manual or motor driven four mode switching versions. The optional filter consists of
a series of transmission line and four shunt
stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by resonating the stub sections to
various harmonic frequencies.

hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 20 kW modulated carriers

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control

into one 40 kW output. The reject loads

and metering functions for the combined

Niousomill

orsimir

,
I

122"

inch outer -conductor diameter, a stepped
inner conductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of all harmonics is accomplished

Forty -Kilowatt FM Transmitter,

I

is

(3100 mm) long and is a series of trans-

I
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transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

of combined transmitter on/off and high
voltage on/off. Lighted indicators signal

Block diagram of the BTF-40ES1 FM Transmitter.
,NTENN
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load, and are re-settable. Three meters,
at the top panel, display reject power, re-

POWER
SUPPLY

flected power and combined power output.
In the area immediately below the meter

STRIA.

panel are reflectometer controls and adjustments. Next are the control switches
for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that displays
exciter reject power. Below this is the
control knob for adjustment of the "line stretcher", which compensates the phase
of the input circuits to the twin power -
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system inputs, outputs and primary power.

The audio connections to the stereo and
SCA subchannels are switched automatically when the exciters are switched.
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Built for Continuous Operation
The BTF-40ES I transmitter, by virtue
of its two independent transmitter systems,
is configured so that either twenty -kilowatt
system can be shut down for maintenance

while the other feeds the antenna.
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to allow one of the parallel transmitters
to be connected directly to the station's
antenna (see switching systems diagrams).
This results in a reduced power of one-half
instead of one -quarter power as would be
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Block diagram of one of the diplexed 20 -kW units of the
BTF-4OES1 Transmitter, showing optional Stereo and SCA.

experienced through the combining network.

The four modes are:

3

TRANS:JITTER

SWITCH

both dual
transmitters into antenna; 2.) both transmitters into dummy load; 3.) one trans-

TO

ANTENNA

1.)

COMBINER

mitter into antenna and other into dummy

DUMMY
LOAD

load; and 4.) reverse of 3.). Automatic
operation of the motor driven by-pass
switching system is an optional accessory
to the four mode switching system.

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-40ESI system extends even to separate power supplies for each twenty -kilowatt section.
These are units using solid-state rectifiers
throughout for reduced maintenance and
minimal operating expense. The power

SW
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FILTER

L

Typical four mode switching system (motor driven)
for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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HARMONIC
FILTER

I

S

3

TO

ANTENNA

supply cabinets need not be located in
the same room as the transmitter unit
where space is a problem. They might,
for example, be located in a basement
room or in a shelter external to the transmitter building. More information on the
twenty -kilowatt transmitter will be found
in the catalog section on the Type BTF20ES I. (See Catalog RA.2061D.)
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for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter
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Specifications
Performance
EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM 062KM
INOT SUPPLIED)

F3 and F9

Type of Emission

Frequency Range
87.5 to 108 MHz
Power Output
40,000 watts
Output Impedance (61/2" O.D. Unflanged Line)
50 Ohms

Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz)
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.)
AM Noise Level (referred to carrier voltage)
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.)

a

0

±75 kHz

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

±100 kHz
±1000 Hz max.

(305)

600 Ohms

IN

6
(1521

MI
(152

-'POWER
SUPPLY

25, 50 or 75 As.
0.3% or less3

Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to ±6.0 kHz
deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone. Main channel
modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to 15000 Hz) and 30%
by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk
-60 dB referred to 100%
modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone. Subcarrier
modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to 5000 Hz), main
channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band
detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.

POWER SOURCE

2-

+10 ±2 dBm1
±1 dB max.2

-65 dB max.
-50 dB max.5
9 to 30%
adjustable
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.

TO INCOMING

(813/

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER

6( 0

O

MI -56157s

308 HYBRID
TO ANTENNA

L-

\-11.13
122.08'188 TO 108MHz)
(31011

WbV
NOTE

t^4
1

20KW .
TRANSMITTER UNIT

(7621
30'

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED
COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

20 KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Tube Complement
Driver: four 7203/4CX250B; Power Amplifier: two 4CX15000A

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ........±10%
Power Consumption
72,000 Watts (approx.)
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

Mechanical
Each

Dimensions
(overall):
Width
Height
Depth
Weight
(Approx.)

Finish

Each 20 kW
Transmitter

High -Voltage
Power Supply

481/2" (1232 mm) 32" (813 mm)
77" (1956 mm)
46" (1168 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
24" (610 mm)
2950 lbs.
(1338 kg)

2050 lbs.
(936 kg)

Combiner
Cabinet
201/2" (521 mm)

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
686 lbs.
(311 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude
Ambient Temperature Range

7500 ft. (2290 m)4

-20° to +45°C

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator

AM Noise Reduction Kit
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-40ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560996B
ES -560996C
ES -560996D9
ES -560996E9

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
'Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

°Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
°AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
°For 117V/60 Hz power only; use MI -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
'Specify operating frequency.

Catalog RA.7711B.
°Includes 31/8 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven), and
connecting transmission line pre-cut to proper lengths.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spares Kit (for Exciter)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter (one pair)
(Also for Stereo and SCA)

M I-560307-36
MI -561018-26
M1-560307-31
M1-5607357
M1-5607407
M1-5607457
MI -5607387
ES -563026
M1-561073

Slider Rails Installation Kit

(one for each 20 kW Transmitter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
RF Load and Wattmeter (50 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven By -Pass
Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System
High Altitude Blower Kit
Mounting Kit (for High Altitude Blower only)

Broadcast
RCM II Systems

M1-563516
ES -560613
M1-561343
CBS

CB
CB
M1-560347-3
M1-560705

TRADEURRNISI

..

REGISTERED

SAARCRISI R EGISTRADAISI

RCA
FM Transmitter, 20 kW
Type BTF-10 Plus 10ES1
Parallel Transmitters for High Reliability
Designed for unattended operation

catalog RA.2055B
(Replaces RA.2055A)

The Type BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a
twenty -kilowatt transmitter for the
FM -broadcast station where continuous operation is important. The
transmitter combines two identical
ten -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-10ES1)
to form a redundant twenty -kilowatt
system. The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption
of air -time.

Expandable to 40 kW power level
Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA

Only two tube types

The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a single-.
output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-10ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.
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The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 transmitter is
actually two complete ten -kilowatt units,

(Type BTF-10ES1) combined to make
continous operation practical. All major
components-except the combining equip-

ment are duplicated within the system:
twin finals, twin power supplies, etc. (see
functional diagrams, on opposite page).
The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is intended for
operation into a single transmission line
and antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-10 plus IOESI includes two
exciter systems arranged so
that one of the two serves the transmitter
while the other operates as a hot standby.
solid-state

In the event of trouble in the on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic optional)
switchover puts the extra exciter on the
line. Lighted indicators on the control
panel show the change in status.
The exciter system is the BTE-115 system providing excellent monaural, stereo

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020B).

Interface to the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is
accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter interface relay panel to permit
deactivating the exciter RF amplifier output when the individual 10 kW amplifier
is turned off.

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outputs, each to a IPA tetrode in each transmitter section. This raises the power level

to drive the final power amplifier. The
final stage raises the power level to 10
kW. The two 10 kW outputs are combined to 20 kW in a hybrid combiner.

Hybrid -Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 10 kW modulated carriers

into one 20 kW output. The reject load
for the combiner is mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

is

149"

(3784 mm) long at frequencies below
98 MHz and 129" (3277 mm) above
98 MHz and is a series of transmission line elements with a uniform 3%8 inch
outer -conductor diameter, a stepped inner conductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of all harmonics is accomplished in
a M -derived section and a series of constant -K, T sections. The filter has a broad
passband with a sharp high -frequency

cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency. A pressurized unit for
outside installation is also available.
An optional filter configuration using two

31/4" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching,
and two also will be supplied with either

the manual or motor driven four mode
switching versions. The optional filter
consists of a series of transmission line
stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by resonating the stub sections to
various harmonic frequencies.

Center Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined
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transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c
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20 kWEITF10 10E51

SUPPLY

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge,

LINE
STRETCHER

display reject power, reflected power and
combined power output.
HYBRI

In the area immediately below the
meter panel are reflectometer controls
and adjustments. Next arc the control

RING

COUPLER

BTF4OESI

REJECT

ladder circuit -breaker and a meter that

output power of the exciter system. The
audio connections to the stereo and SCA
subchannels are switched automatically
when the exciters are switched.
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Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 10 kW

A four mode manual or motor driven

units of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 FM Transmitters.
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diagrams). This results
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HARMONIC
FILTER

operation of the motor driven by-pass
switching system is an optional accessory

to the four mode switching system.

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-10 plus
IOESI system extends even to separate
power

supplies

for each

Typical Four -Mode Switching System (motor driven)

of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 Dual FM Transmitters.

TRANSMITTER

SWITCH

ten -kilowatt

located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in
a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More in-

formation will be found in the catalog
section on the Type BTF-10ESI. (See

3

SWITCH

1

section. These are units using solid-state
rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be

Catalog RA.2051C).
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by-pass switching system can be provided

both dual
The four modes are:
transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into antenna and other into dum-

LOAD

716 WATTS
87,108 MHz

dREFERENCE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR.

AFC

GEN.

antenna.

in a

REACT

SUPPLY

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR

BTX 101
SCA

kilowatt sytsem can be shut down for
maintenance while the other ferds the

to allow either one of the parallel transmitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems

I_

BTF-IOES1
POWER

Block diagram of the BTF-10
plus 10ES1 FM Transmitter.

By -Pass Switching Operation
The BTF-10 plus 10ESI transmitter, by
virtue of its two independent transmitter
sysetms, is configured so that either ten -

I

LOAD

displays exciter reject power. Next is

amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs and

'--

3C8 HYBRID

POWER
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switches for the exciter systems, a control -

the control knob for adjustment of the
"line-strecher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power -
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REJECT
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Typical Four -Mode Switching System (manual)

for the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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Performance
Type of Emission
F3 and F9
Frequency Range
87.5 to 108 MHz
Power Output
10 kW to 20 kW
Output Impedance (61/8" O.D. Unflanged Line)
50 Ohms
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
+75 kHz
Modulation Capability
+100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 Ohms

Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) .... +1 dB max."
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 ps3
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)

EXHAUST FAN 6800 LEM 1192n01
(NOT SUPPLIEDI

18131

32MIN

.

_6716

1571

1152

POWER

POWER

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER
3118" 0 D
MI 561506

306 HYBRID

0 3% or less -1

TO ANTENNA

179 9 188 to 108 Mall
13299/

Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
20-95 kHz

-50 dB referred to
±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

Vt

Li

FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ...-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.) ...-50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE
3051

NOTE:
I

10

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REOUIRED

KW/

TRANSMITTER UNIT
1762/

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

1

COMBINING

10 KW

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER UNIT

11 9

--60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,

using narrow band detector, or 10% by a subcarrier when
operating in stereo.
Tube Complement
Driver

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX10000D

Power Amplifier
Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line

240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ...-±-10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
38,000 Watts
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

Transmitter

Finish

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

Accessories and Options

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall):
Width
Height
Depth
Weight (approx.)

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

1141/4" (2882 mm)

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
2950 lbs.
(1336.4 kg)

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

Ambient Temperature Range

9000 ft. (2740 m).
7500 ft. 2286 m)

-20° to +45°C

Ordering Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type -10 plus 10ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (20 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filter (20 kW ea.)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560994B
ES -560994C

ES -560994D"
ES -560994E1"

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/8", 50 -ohm, 20 kW

(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one for each parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (20 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

MI -560307-36
M1-561018-27
MI -560307-316
MI -5607358
MI -5607408
MI -5607458
MI -5607388
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343
M1-561043-8
CB9

CB

CB

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
'Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.
'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
°AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
'For 117V/60 Hz power only; use M1-561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
'Specify operating frequency.
"Catalog RA.7711B.

"Includes 31/8 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven.

RamItI

Broadcast
Systems

.
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catalog RA.2055B
(Replaces RA.2055A)

FM Transmitter, 20 kW
Type BTF-10 Plus 10ES1
Parallel Transmitters for ligh Reliability
Designed for unattended operation

The Type BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a
twenty -kilowatt transmitter for the
FM -broadcast station where continuous operation is important. The
transmitter combines two identical
ten -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-10ES1)
io form a redundant twenty -kilowatt
system. The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption
of air -time.

Expandable to 40 kW power level
Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA

Only two tube types

The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a single output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output

switching can be provided to allow
e ther BTF-10ES1 to be connected
d rectly to the antenna.
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The BTF-10 plus 10ESI transmitter is
actually two complete ten -kilowatt units,

(Type BTF-10ES1) combined to make
continous operation practical. All major
components-except the combining equipment are duplicated within the system:
twin finals, twin power supplies, etc. (see
functional diagrams, on opposite page).
The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is intended for
operation into a single transmission line
and antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-10 plus 10ESI includes two
solid-state exciter systems arranged so
that one of the two serves the transmitter
while the other operates as a hot standby.
In the event of trouble in the on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic optional)
switchover puts the extra exciter on the
line. Lighted indicators on the control
panel show the change in status.
The exciter system is the BTE-115 system providing excellent monaural, stereo

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020B).

Interface to the BTF-I0 plus IOESI is
accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter interface relay panel to permit
deactivating the exciter RF amplifier output when the individual 10 kW amplifier
is turned off.

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outputs, each to a IPA tetrode in each transmitter section. This raises the power level

to drive the final power amplifier. The
final stage raises the power level to 10
kW. The two 10 kW outputs are combined to 20 kW in a hybrid combiner.
Hybrid -Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 10 kW modulated carriers

into one 20 kW output. The reject load
for the combiner is mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter is 149"
(3784 mm) long at frequencies below
98 MHz and 129" (3277 mm) above
98 MHz and is a series of transmission line elements with a uniform 31/8 inch
outer -conductor diameter, a stepped inner conductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of all harmonics is accomplished in
a M -derived section and a series of constant -K, T sections. The filter has a broad
passband with a sharp high -frequency

cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency. A pressurized unit for
outside installation is also available.
An optional filter configuration using two

31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching,
and two also will be supplied with either

the manual or motor driven four mode
switching versions. The optional filter
consists of a series of transmission line
stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by resonating the stub sections to
various harmonic frequencies.

Center Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined

Twenty -Kilowatt FM Transmitter, Type BTF-10 plus 10ES1
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transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c

BTE-10ES1
PCYIER

20 kW-8TF 10 . IOESI

SUPPLY

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge,

LINE
STRETCHER

display reject power, reflected power and
combined power output.
In the area immediately below the
meter panel are reflectometer controls

HYBRID RING

switches for the exciter systems, a control -

REJECT

306 HYBRID

POWER

COUPLER

SPLITTER

and adjustments. Next arc the control
ladder circuit -breaker and a meter that
displays exciter reject power. Next is
the control knob for adjustment of the
"line-strecher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs and

output power of the exciter system. The
audio connections to the stereo and SCA
subchannels are switched automatically
when the exciters are switched.

REJECT

BTF-10ESI

LOAD

LOAD

BTF.OESI

Block diagram of the BTF-10
plus 10ES1 FM Transmitter.
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By -Pass Switching Operation
The BTF-10 plus IOESI transmitter, by
virtue of its two independent transmitter
sysetms, is configured so that either ten -
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kilowatt sytsem can be shut down for
maintenance while the other feeds the
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Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 10 kW

A four mode manual or motor driven

units of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 FM Transmitters.

by-pass switching system can be provided

to allow either one of the parallel transmitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems

TRANSMITTER

diagrams). This results in a reduced
power of one-half instead of one -quarter

2
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FILTER

3

SWITCH

3

4

TO

SWITCH

ANTENNA

2

0

power as would be experienced through

0

J

I Lc

the combining network.

COMBINER

both dual
transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into antenna and other into dum-

The four modes are:

1)

my load; and 4) reverse of 3). Automatic

operation of the motor driven by-pass
switching system is an optional accessory

to the four mode switching system.

DUMMY
LOAD

(OPTIONAL/

TRANSMITTER
A

HARMONIC
FILTER

b

REJECT
LOAD

Typical Four -Mode Switching System (motor driven)

of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 Dual FM Transmitters.

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-10 plus
IOESI system extends even to separate
power supplies

for

each

ten -kilowatt

section. These are units using solid-state
rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be

located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in
a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More in-

formation will be found in the catalog
section on the Type BTF-10ES1. (See
Catalog RA.2051C).

0 kW

:0M8INER

Typical Four -Mode Switching System (manual)

for the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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-;pecifications
Performance
Type of Emission
F3 and F9
Frequency Range
87.5 to 108 MHz
Power Output
10 kW to 20 kW
Output Impedance (61/8" O.D. Unflanged Line)
50 Ohms
Frequency Deviation 1000/D modulation
+75 kHz
Modulation Capability
+100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 Ohms

EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM 119201
(NOT SUPPLIED)

7

407/
03131

32"

"'t..16
11501

1152

POWER

POWER

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

L

TO ANTENNA

1/9 9 18810 108 MHO
137991

**
TRANSMITTER UNIT

NOTE.

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMIT'
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED

lieeftes,
COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

10 6W

TRANSMITTER UNIT

V
PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,
Tube Complement
Driver

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line

240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ... +10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
38,000 Watts
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

to/x

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

Accessories and Options

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall):

Transmitter

Finish

/Mr

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX10000D

Power Amplifier

Width
Height
Depth
Weight (approx.)

IALE61506

u

--60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
using narrow band detector, or 10% by a subcarrier when
operating in stereo.

HARMONIC FILTER
3
OR.

t

308 HYBRID

±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE
13051

Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBmi
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) .... +1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 ps3
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
0 3% or less4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ... -68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

A 0=0

1141/4" (2882 mm)

77" (1956 mm)
321/z" (825 mm)
2950 lbs.
(1336.4 kg)

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

Ambient Temperature Range

9000 ft. (2740 m) .
7500 ft. 2286 mr.

-20° to +45°C

Ordering Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type -10 plus 10ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (20 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filter (20 kW ea.)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560994B
ES -560994C
ES -560994D1"
ES -560994E1"

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/4", 50 -ohm, 20 kW

(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one for each parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (20 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven

MI -560307-36
MI -561018-27

MI -560307-31
MI -5607358
M1-5607408
MI -5607458
MI -5607388
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343 -

MI -561043-8

CB"

By -Pass Switching System

CB

Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

CB

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
'Frequency response referred lo 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion ncludes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
"AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
'For 117V/60 Hz power only; use MI -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
'Specify operating frequency.

'Catalog RA.7711B.
'"Includes 31/8 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven.

C

A hi'
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catalog RA.2045B

RCA

(Replaces RA.2045A)

FM Transmitter, 10kW,
iype b I
Flus

The Type BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a
ten -kilowatt transmitter for the FM broadcast station where continuous
operation is important. The transrr itter combines two identical
five -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-5ES1)
to form a redundant ten -kilowatt
system. The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption of

Parallel Transmitters for High Reliability
Designed for unattended operation

Expandable to 40 kW power level

air -time.

Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA

The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a single output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output

Only two tube types

switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-5ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.
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The BTF-5 plus 5ESI transmitter

is

actually two complete five -kilowatt units,
(Type BTF-5ES1) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major
components-except the combining equip-

ment are duplicated within the system:
twin finals, twin power supplies, etc. (see
functional diagrams, on opposite page).

The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is intended for
operation into a single transmission line
and antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The B1'F-5 plus 5ESI includes two
solid-state exciter systems arranged so

that one of the two serves the transmitter while the other operates as a

hot standby. In the event of trouble in
the on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic
optional) switch -over puts the extra ex-

citer on the line. Lighted indicators on
the control panel show the change in
status.

The exciter system
system

providing

is

the BTE-115

excellent

monaural,

stereo and SCA performance that more
than meets the Industry, FCC regulations
and CCIR recommendations as achieved

by the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020B).

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

Interface to the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is
accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter interface relay panel to permit

(3784 mm) long at frequencies below 98

deactivating the exciter RF amplifier out-

put when the individual 5kW amplifier
is turned off.
Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outputs, each to a IPA tetrode in each transmitter section. This raises the power level

is

149"

MHz and 129" (3277 mm) above 98
MHz, and is a series of transmission -line
elements with a uniform 31/8" inch outer conductor diameter, a stepped inner con-

ductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of
all harmonics is accomplished in a M derived section and a series of constant -

K, T sections. The filter has a broad
passband with a sharp high -frequency

cutoff and excellent attenuation above

kW. The two 5 kW outputs are combined
to 10 kW in a hybrid combiner.

cutoff frequency.
An optional filter configuration using two
31A" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching
and two also will be supplied with either

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarly mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB

switching versions. The optional filter consists of a series of transmission line stubs.
Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished
by resonating the stub sections to various
harmonic frequencies.

to drive the final power amplifier. The
final stage raises the power level to 5

hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly com-

bines the two 5 kW modulated carriers
into one 10 kW output. The reject load
for the combiner is mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

the manual or motor driven four mode

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined
transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

Ten -Kilowatt FM Transmitter, Type BTF-5 plus 5ES1
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of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c

Block diagram of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitter.

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge, display reject power, reflected power and

ANT NNA
BTF
I

POWER

1014W BTF 5 PLUS 5ES1

I

SUPPLY

combined power output.
In the area immediately below the
meter panel are reflectometer controls and
adjustments. Next are the control switches

LINE
STRETCHER

for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that dis-

By -Pass Switching Operation
The BTF-5 plus 5ESI transmitter, by
virtue of its two independent transmitter

HYBRID RING

308 HYBRID

POWER

COUPLER

REJECT
ISTF 5E31

antenna.

ATE 5E31
POWER

SUPP.P

LEFT-IP,
AUDIO INPUTS

STEREO
EITS-101

STEREO
GEN.

RIGHT -11.

SCA

SCA
GEN.

50010
INPUT

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR
AND
BUFFER

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

EXCITER
R.F.

AMPLIFIER

-1-7"

BTX 101

REFERENCE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

AFC
SCA

67 KHz

SCA

GEN.

to allow either one of the parallel transmitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-5 plus
5ESI system extends even to separate
power supplies for each five -kilowatt section. These are units using solid-state

rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be
located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in
a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More information on the five -kilowatt transmitter
will be found in the catalog section on
the Type BTF-5ESI. (See Catalog RA.
2041C).

-11.

DRIVER

PA

7203/4CX25013

41%5000A

SCA

TO 40 W
COMBINER

41 KHz
MONO

MONO

AUDIO
INPUT

AMPLIFIER

VARIABLE

EXCITER
POW R

LOW

VOLTAGE

SUPPLY

HIGH
VOLTAGE

PA

BIAS
SUPPLY

SUPPLY

:;UPPLY

by-pass switching system can be provided

power as would be experienced through
the combining network.
The four modes arc 1) both dual transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into
antenna and other into dummy load; and
4) reverse of 3). Automatic operation of
the motor driven by-pass switching system is an optional accessory to the four
mode switching system.

7 15 WATTS
81.108 MHz

OFF FREQUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS
TO TRANSMITTER
CONTROL CIRCUIT

OFF FRED.
DETECTOR

BTX 101

A four mode manual or motor driven

diagrams). This results in a reduced
power of one-half instead of one -quarter

LOAD

LOAD

systems is configured so that either five -

kilowatt sytsem can be shut down for
maintenance while the other feeds the

FILTER

REJECT

"line -stretcher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs
and output power of the exciter system.
matically when the exciters are switched.

;I

SPLITTER

plays exciter reject power. Next is the
control knob for the adjustment of the

the audio connections to the stereo and
and SCA subchannels are switched auto-

HARMLN,

BIT 5

Block diagram of one o' the Duplexed 5 kW

units of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitters.
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SWITCH
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COMBINI III
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DUMMY
LOAD
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SWITC

TRANSMITTER
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2
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O

REJECT

LOAD

Typical Four Mode Sw tching System (motcrdriven of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 Dual Transmitter.

0
SWITCH

2

DUMMY
LOAD

REJECT
LOAD

Typical Four Mode Switching System manual) for the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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Specifications
Performance
Type of Emission
F3 and F9
Frequency Range
87.5 to 108 MHz
Power Output
5 kW to 10 kW
Output Impedance (61/8" O.D. Unflanged Line)
50 Ohms
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
+75 kHz
Modulation Capability
+100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 Ohms

EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM 1192.31
(NOT SUPPLIES/

r

r

zery

10051

Ate AfrAM.

TO INCOMING

TO INCOMING

POWER SOURCE

POWER SOURCE

1813/

lroto- 3r

MIN

1

152/

Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) .... +1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 ps,

1152

-1-T'3 POWER

POWER

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER

SUPPLY

11/8" 0.0.

A

M117987.

308 HYBRID

as desired5

-ot TO ANTENNA

\Oa-)

Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)

0 3% or less4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ...-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to

[

LI 11

4%)

140.39 88 to 98 MHz

.9

135631

129 38 '98 lo 10P, MN,
132661

t-.
NOTE'

5KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

17621_...1

±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED

T18

COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

5KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

30"

15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,
using narrow band detector, or 10% by a subcarrier when

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

1

operating in stereo.
Tube Complement
Driver
Power Amplifier

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX5000A

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ...-±-10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
20,000 Watts
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Mechanical

Dimensions (overall): Transmitter

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Width
1141/4" (2882 mm)
Height
77" (1956 mm)
Depth
321/2" (825 mm)
Weight (approx.) ....2850 lbs. (1247 kg)
Finish
Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.
Altitude:
60 Hz
11,000 ft. (3352.8 m)5
50 Hz
9000 ft. (2743.2 m)3
Ambient Temperature Range
-20° to +45°C

Ordering Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-5 +5ES1
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560992B
ES -560992C
ES -560992010
ES -560992E10

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 9000 feet (2743 m) above seal level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.
rAcc nri

(Int; on

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85

MI -560307-36
MI -561018-27

SCA Freq. aid Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and given Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/8", 50 -ohm, 20 kW
(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one foi each parallel transmitter)
RF Load anc Wattmeter (10 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven

MI -5607458
MI -5607388
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343

MI -560307-311;
MI -5607358

MI -561043-12
CI33

By -Pass SAitching System

CB

Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

CB

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.
'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
"AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
For 117V/60 Hz power only; use MI -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
`Specify operating frequency.
'Catalog RA.7711B.
'Includes 31/2 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor. driven).

in
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catalog RA.2045B
(Replaces RA.2045A)

FM Transmitter, 10kW,
iype is i F-5 Plus 5ESi

The Type BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a
ten -kilowatt transmitter for the FM broadcast station where continuous
operation is important. The transmitter combines two identical
five -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-5ES1)
to form a redundant ten -kilowatt
system. The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption of

Parallel Transmitters for High Reliability
Designed for unattended operation

Expandable to 40 kW power level

air -time.

-he BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a single output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-5ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.

Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA
Only two tube types
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The BTF-5 plus 5ESI transmitter

is

actually two complete five -kilowatt units,
(Type BTF-5ESI) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major
components-except the combining equip-

ment are duplicated within the system:
twin finals, twin power supplies, etc. (see
functional diagrams, on opposite page).

The BTF-5 plus 5ESI is intended for
operation into a single transmission line
and antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 includes two
solid-state

by the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020B).

Interface to the BTF-5 plus 5ESI

accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter interface relay panel to permit
deactivating the exciter RF amplifier output when the individual 5kW amplifier
is turned off.

MHz and 129" (3277 mm) above 98

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outputs, each to a IPA tetrode in each transmitter section. This raises the power level

to drive the final power amplifier. The
final stage raises the power level to 5

mitter while the other operates as a
hot standby. In the event of trouble in

kW. The two 5 kW outputs are combined
to 10 kW in a hybrid combiner.

status.

The exciter system
system

providing

is

the BTE-115

excellent

monaural,

stereo and SCA performance that more
than meets the Industry, FCC regulations
and CCIR recommendations as achieved

149"

(3784 mm) long at frequencies below 98

exciter systems arranged so

citer on the line. Lighted indicators on
the control panel show the change in

is

is

that one of the two serves the transthe on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic
optional) switch -over puts the extra ex-

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarly mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 5 kW modulated carriers
into one 10 kW output. The reject load
for the combiner is mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

MHz, and is a series of transmission -line
elements with a uniform 3%8" inch outer conductor diameter, a stepped inner con-

ductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of
all harmonics is accomplished in a M derived section and a series of constant -

K, T sections. The filter has a broad
passband with a sharp high -frequency

cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency.
An optional filter configuration using two

31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available
for a transmitter without output switching
and two also will be supplied with either
the manual or motor driven four mode
switching versions. The optional filter consists of a series of transmission line stubs.
Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished
by resonating the stub sections to various
harmonic frequencies.

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined
transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

Ten -Kilowatt FM Transmitter, type BTF-5 plus 5ES1
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of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge, display reject power, reflected power and

Block diagram of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitter.
ANT RNA
EITF 5E57
I

POWER

10 ,W EITF 5 PLUS 5ESI

I

SUPPLY

combined power output.
In the area immediately below the
meter panel are reflectometer controls and
adjustments. Next are the control switches

LINE
STRF TCHEH

0-

for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that dis-

kilowatt sytsem can be shut down for
maintenance while the other feeds the
antenna.

COUPLER

HEJE CT

1-- _.I

1

REJECT
10
LOAD

LOAD

OF 'A 01
1.1.5 EH

WETLY

STEREO

LEFT

BTS 101

AUDIC INPUTS

RIGHT --ay

By -Pass Switching Operation
The BIT -5 plus 5ESI transmitter, by
virtue of its two independent transmitter
systems is configured so that either five -

33B HYBRID

POWER

51 51

BTE 115
EXCITE

"line -stretcher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs
and output power of the exciter system.
matically when the exciters are switched.

IY BRIO RING
SPUTTER

plays exciter reject power. Next is the
control knob for the adjustment of the

the audio connections to the stereo and
and SCA subchannels are switched auto-

all 5, SI

STEREO

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR

1,1111(

RF
AMPLIFIFH

ANO
BUFFER

GEN

BTX 101

AUDIO
INPUT

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

dREFERENCE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

SCA
GEN

AFC

SCA

67 KHz

SCA

GEN.

DRIVER

PA

7203/4CX25013

4CX 50C43A

1

OFF FREQUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS
TO TRANSMITTER
CONTROL CIRCJIT

OFF FREQ.
DETECTOR

BTX 101

15 WATTS
A/ 108 mHz

SCA

TO 08W
COMBINER

41 KHz

A four mode manual or motor driven

MONO

MONO

EXCITER

AUDIO
INPUT

AMPLIFIER

POWEP

VARIABLE

SUPPL"

PA

VOLTAGE

1(05

SUPPLY

S 'PPLY

SUPPLY

by-pass switching system can be provided

to allow either one of the parallel transmitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems
diagrams). This results in a reduced
power of one-half instead of one -quarter
power as would be experienced through
the combining network.
The four modes are 1) both dual transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into
antenna and other into dummy load; and
4) reverse of 3). Automatic operation of
the motor driven by-pass switching system is an optional accessory to the four

HIGH

LOW

VOLTAGE

Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 5 kW

units of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitters.

I TO
ANTENNA

SWITCH
3

0

0

DUMMY
LOAD
(OPTIONAL/

REJECT
LOAD

mode switching system.
Typical Four Mode Switching System (motor driven of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 Dual Transmitter.

Redundant Power Supplies
rho tedundam y of the BTF-5 plus
5ES1 system extends even to separate
power supplies for each five -kilowatt section. These are units using solid-state

rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be
located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in
a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More infor-

mation on the five -kilowatt transmitter
will be found in the catalog section on
the Type BTF-5ESI. (See Catalog RA.
2041C).

TRANSMITTER

HARMONIC
FIL-E R

3

0

0

SWIT:H

0

0

4

0

o

SWITCH

0

COMBINER

DUMMY
LOAD

3

SWITCH,
2

TRANSMITTER

HARMONIC
FILTER

j.

REJECT

LOAD

Typical Fou Mode Switching System manual) for the BTF-5 plus 5ES/ Dual Transmitter.
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Specifications
Performance
F3 and F9
Type of Emission
87.5 to 108 MHz
Frequency Range
5 kW to 10 kW
Power Output
50 Ohms
Output Impedance (61/2" O.D. Unflanged Line)
+75 kHz
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
-4-100 kHz
Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
600 Ohms
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
+10 -.±2 dBmi

EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM 11924)31
(NOT SUPPLIES/

EW

TO INCOMING

POWER SOURCE

POWER SOURCE

*121'44.-- 32"
MIN -4.I

-64-

-;714.

1621

1153

" POWER

POWER

SUPPLY

Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) ....+1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 ps,

HARMONIC FILTER

SUPPLY

Iva- O.D.
M427967,

3DB H BRIO

as desired3

0 3% or less;
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ...-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)

Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

TO INCOMING
813/

130E1

-. TO ANTENNA

UU

\.1111..)

140 20 88 lo 98 MID

1131
9 38"98 lo 108 Mn,
I32461
NOTE

Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
20-95 kHz

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED

SEW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

-50 dB referred to
±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

SKVI

TRANSMITTER UNIT

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,
using narrow band detector, or 10% by a subcarrier when

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

operating in stereo.
Tube Complement
Driver
Power Amplifier

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX5000A

Electrical

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

Power Requirements:
Line

240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ...±-10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
20,000 Watts
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

Mechanical

Dimensions (overall): Transmitter
Width
Height
Depth

1141/4" (2882 mm)

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Weight (approx.) ....2850 lbs. (1247 kg)
Finish
Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.
Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

Ambient Temperature Range

11,000 ft. (3352.8 m)7,

9000 ft. (2743.2 m),

-20° to +45°C

nr--1--,ng Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-5 +5ES1
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
ES -560992B
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
ES -560992C
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
ES-560992Di"
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System
ES -560992E1"

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 9000 feet (2743 m) above seal level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

\ccessories and Optiol:
Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/2", 50 -ohm, 20 kW

(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one for each parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (10 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven

Ml -560307-36
M1-561018-27
MI -560307-3111

MI -5607358
MI -5607408
MI -5607458
MI -5607388
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343

MI -561043-12
CB9

By -Pass Switching System

CB

Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

CB

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
'Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.
'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
"AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
'For 117V/60 Hz power only; use Ml -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
`Specify operating frequency.
"Catalog RA.77118.

'"Includes 31/4 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven).

MIL

CA Broadcast
Systems
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catalog RA.2039B
(Replaces RA.2039A)

FM Broadcast Transmitters, 10kW,
Type BTF-5 Plus 5ES2
Parallel Transmitter for high reliability
All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter
with or without Stereo and SCA
Designed for unattended operation
Only two tube types
Grounded -grid power amplifier

Compact and self-contaired

The type BTF-5 plus 5ES2 is a ten
kilowatt Broadcast transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of multiplex
transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.

The transmitter uses one or two
solid state exciters (as ordered),
employing time tested and field
proven direct FM system of
modulation.

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube grounded grid parallel
Power Amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote controls
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplify
the installation.
With the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 10 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to ailow a single BTF-5ES2 of the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
7DRA
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The BTF-5+5ES2 transmitter is actually two complete five kilowatt transitter units (Type BTF-5ES2) combined
to make continuous operation practical
at the 10 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF5 + 5ES2 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

able with the push of a button either
locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially
and the second exciter and switching

system can be added at a later date if
desired.

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the
two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts the

extra exciter on

The harmonic filter and directional
coupler supplied with the BTF-5ES2 are
two separate units in a 50 ohm 1Y8"
coax line configuration so as to be compatible with the output combining network supplied with the combined transmitter.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center
combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid'.
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

grounded grid tube, a ceramic triode
3CX3000A7 tube type.

Harmonic Filters and
Directional Couplers
The harmonic filter supplied with the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 transmitter is not a

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.
All tuning controls are located on the

reset buttons.

When the two 5 kW transmitters are
each of equal power out and are properly phased by the line stretcher, the
system will easily achieve the full 10 kW
to the antenna system. If one transmitter
reduced in power or is completely
disabled the power output will be less
than 10 kW and can be as low as 2500
watts if one transmitter is completely
is

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages

coupler. The output configuration uses a

prevents turn -on of the plate power until
all cathodes have heated sufficiently. In
addition, a stepping relay automatically
cycles power -off three times before lock-

combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

service can be maintained on a reduced
power basis even if one of the parallel
transmitters is disabled. When one trans-

fier to 5 kW power output. The two 5
kW outputs are then combined to provide a full 10 kW out of the combiner

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system

front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indica-

the line.

splitter which, in turn provides two outputs, each to a 8122 IPA tetrode tube.
This raises the power to the required
level to drive the the final power ampli-

Power circuits in each 5 kW transmitter
are protected by magnetically tripped

two 5 kW modulated carriers into one
10 kW output. The reject load for the
combiner is mounted within the center

shut down. The uniqueness of the parallel
transmitter configuration is that program

The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power

Self -Protected Against Overload

tors,

plate power on -off and overload

Remote Control
The BTF-5 +5ES2 transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) and remote reading when used
with a remote control system. Terminals
for transmitter on -off, plate on -off, overload reset, and reading remotely -plate

voltage, cathode current, and power out-

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter rear lift off doors on each
5 kW unit.

mitter is disabled the 3 dB hybrid coupler
splits the power from the remaining active

Output Configurations

transmitter so that half the power input
goes to the antenna and half to the reject
load unless an output sv, itching system
is employed (see 4 mode switching).

and no switching system or with two

Adjustable Power -Output Control
Power output is controlled by means
of a variable resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power

output is adjustable from zero to a full
5 kW in each 5 kW transmitter unit or
10 kW in the combined transmitter.

The basic BTF-5 +5ES2 parallel transmitter conies with either one exciter

exciters and a exciter switching system,
but with no output by-pass switching, as
shown in Floor Plan and Coaxial Cable
and Combining Configuration Diagrams
illustrated in this catalog. Other switching
configurations

such as

manual output

patch, and motor driven output by-pass
switching are also available. These latter
systems are both 4 mode switching systems described as follows:

simple harmonic trap. The filter consists
of two M -derived half -sections in series
and these constant -K half -sections con-

figured in a 50 ohm 1%" coax cable in
line harmonic filter. The M -derived sec-

1111

tions at the input and output provide
cut-off in the second harmonic region and

above. This filter consists of a series of
transmission line elements and several
shunt stubs tuned to the second harmonic.

The Directional Coupler is also a coax
cable component to provide reliable forward power and VSWR indications that
are read on the transmitter power/reflected power front panel meter.

0
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during periods when one of the individual
BTF-5ES2 transmitters is shut -down for

repairs or routine maintenance is to bypass the shut -down transmitter using a
manual coax patching system as shown
in Figure 4. If Transmitter B for example
is shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch
of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks 1 and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend connections between

Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus the RF
continuity from the Transmitter A to the
antenna is complete and Transmitter B

is taken off the antenna feed. If transmitter A is disabled the "U" bend patch
1

is connected to Jacks 2 and

3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Transmitter B is then connected to the station's
antenna.

REJECT

LOAD

Typical Four Moce Switching System (manual) for the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Dual Transmitter.

Fig. 3

Four Mode Manual Patch
A method of achieving a interim
power of 5 kW to the station's antenna

ANTENNA

O

-I' TO TRANSMITTER

SEA

TO

SWITCH

SWITCH

41 KHz

of Switch

0

0

HARMONIC
FILTER

Fig. 4

The manual patch switches are 11/2"
coaxial in 3 pole and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output
coax combining network above the transmitter and combining cabinets. All coax,
90° elbows, fittings and couplers are pre-

tested and cut to exact lengths so that
the installation can be efficiently and
quickly assembled.

patch system that the output mode can
be quickly changed by a single pushbutton

action, and can be adapted to automatic
logic for complete automatic operation
(optional).
The motor driven coaxial switches arc

ly." in a Double Pole Double Throw
( DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in

the output coax combining network

The four mode patching will allow for

above the transmitter and combining cabi-

1) both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy
load 3) Transmitter A into antenna and
B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pretested and cut to exact
lengths to assist in the installation of the

Four Mode Motor Driven Switching

by-pass switching system are; 1) both
fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters

A method of achieving an interim power

of 5 kW to the station's antenna and bypassing one complete BTF-5ES2 transmitter unit of the parallel system is to

install a 4 mode motor driven coaxial
switching system as shown in Figure 2
above. The motor driven switching system has the advantage over the manual

system.

The four modes of the motor driven
into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed
into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter

B into the antenna with A into the
dummy load.
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Floor plan for BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Transmitter.

BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Transmitter. Transmission line and
combiner configuration for non -switching output system.

Specifications
Performance
Power Output
Output Impedance (1%" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

1000-10,000 watts
50 ohms
-4-75 kHz

Modulation Capability
+100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 ohms
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBmi
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz)
±1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 ps2
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
0 3% max.4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ....-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.) ...-50 dB max.
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to
+6.0 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.

Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using

a narrow band detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.
Electrical
Power Requirements:

System

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

MI -561066
MI -561073
ES -560920
CBI;
MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353

MI -561080-2
MI -561090
CB
MI -561086
CB

MI -560735
MI -560738
MI -560740
MI -569745

.Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
Frequency response referred to 75- or 60 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

240/108V, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
+10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
18,000W
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Line

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)
Weight
Finish

Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter
Spare Transmitter Tubes
RF Load and Wattmeter
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 1543", 50 ohm,
for use with Automatic Power Control
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Low Power/VSWR Protection Module
Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching

69"W, 77"H, 321/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2700 lbs. (1225 kg)

Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz
Ambient Temperature Range

6000 ft. max. (1829 m)
4000 ft. max. (1219 m)

-20° to +45°C

Accessories
Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)

MI -561023
MI -561026

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

'Modifications available for higher altitudes.
'Catalog RA.7711B.

Ordering Information
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with one Exciter,
No Output Switching
ES -563020A*
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, No Output Switching
ES -563020B'
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching and manual or motor driven
output switching
ES -563020C"
'Includes one Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main -channel
operation; stereo and SCA subcarrier generators as ordered. Also includes
power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.
"Includes two Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main channel
operation and/or stereo and SCA as ordered. Also includes exciter switching, power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.

*Includes two exciter systems equipped for main channel and stereo/SCA
as ordered, power dividing and combining equipment, manual or motor
driven by-pass switching network, two coax type harmonic filters and
switching control panel.

MaarII Broadcast
Systems
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catalog RA.2039B
(Replaces RA.2039A)

FM Broadcast Transmitters, 10kW,
tyN

BTI

Plus

Parallel Transmitter for high reliability
The type BTF-5 plus 5ES2 is a ten
kilowatt Broadcast transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of multiplex
transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.

All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter
with or without Stereo and SCA
Designed for unattended operation
Only two tube types
Grounded -grid power amplifier

Compact and self-contained

The transmitter uses one or two
solid state exciters (as ordered),
employing time tested and field
proven direct FM system of
modulation.

Ell MI IIIII

" VIM

IMO =UM

IMMI Wan

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube grounded grid parallel
Power Amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote controls
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplify
the installation.
r.

With the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 10 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to allow a single BTF-5ES2 of the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load: 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
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The BTF-5 +5ES2 transmitter is actually two complete five kilowatt transitter units (Type BTF-5ES2) combined
to make continuous operation practical
at the 10 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF5 +5ES2 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

able with the push of a button either
locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially
and the second exciter and switching

system can be added at a later date if
desired.

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the
two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts

the extra exciter on

The harmonic filter and directional
coupler supplied with the BTF-5ES2 are
two separate units in a 50 ohm 1Y8"
coax line configuration so as to be compatible with the output combining network supplied with the combined transmitter.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center
combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid'
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

two 5 kW modulated carriers into one
10 kW output. The reject load for the
combiner is mounted within the center
combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

When the two 5 kW transmitters are
each of equal power out and are properly phased by the line stretcher, the
system will easily achieve the full 10 kW
to the antenna system. If one transmitter
reduced in power or is completely
disabled the power output will be less
than 10 kW and can be as low as 2500
watts if one transmitter is completely
is

the line.

shut down. The uniqueness of the parallel
transmitter configuration is that program

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages

service can be maintained on a reduced
power basis even if one of the parallel
transmitters is disabled. When one transmitter is disabled the 3 dB hybrid coupler

The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power

splitter which, in turn provides two outputs, each to a 8122 IPA tetrode tube.
This raises the power to the required
level to drive the the final power ampli-

fier to 5 kW power output. The two 5
kW outputs are then combined to provide a full 10 kW out of the combiner
coupler. The output configuration uses a
grounded grid tube, a ceramic triode
3CX3000A7 tube type.

Harmonic Filters and
Directional Couplers
The harmonic filter supplied with the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 transmitter is not a

splits the power from the remaining active

transmitter so that half the power input
goes to the antenna and half to the reject
load unless an output switching system
is employed (see 4 mode switching).

Adjustable Power -Output Control
Power output is controlled by means
of a variable resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power

output is adjustable from zero to a full
5 kW in each 5 kW transmitter unit or
10 kW in the combined transmitter.

Self -Protected Against Overload
Power circuits in each 5 kW transmitter
are protected by magnetically tripped

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system
prevents turn -on of the plate power until
all cathodes have heated sufficiently. In
addition, a stepping relay automatically
cycles power -off three times before lock-

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.
All tuning controls are located on the

front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indicators, plate power on -off and overload
reset buttons.

Remote Control
The BTF-5+5ES2 transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) and remote reading when used
with a remote control system. Terminals
for transmitter on -off, plate on -off, overload reset, and reading remotely -plate

voltage, cathode current, and power out-

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter rear lift off doors on each
5 kW unit.

Output Configurations
"The basic BTF-5 + 5ES2 parallel trans-

mitter comes with either one exciter
and no switching system or with two
exciters and a exciter switching system,
but with no output by-pass switching, as
shown in Floor Plan and Coaxial Cable
and Combining Configuration Diagrams
illustrated in this catalog. Other switching
configurations such as

manual output

patch, and motor driven output by-pass
switching are also available. These latter
systems are both 4 mode switching systems described as follows:

simple harmonic trap. The filter consists
of two M -derived half -sections in series
and these constant -K half -sections con-

figured in a 50 ohm 1W coax cable in
0
0

line harmonic filter. The M -derived sections at

the input and output provide

cut-off in the second harmonic region and

above. This filter consists of a series of
transmission line elements and several
shunt stubs tuned to the second harmoni(

The Directional Coupler is also a coax
cable component to provide reliable forward power and VSWR indications that
are read on the transmitter power/reflected power front panel meter.

BTE-115 FM Exciter
System with BTS-101

Stereo and BTX-101
SCA Generator.
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Block diagram of the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 FM Transmitter.
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Fig. 3

Four Mode Manual Patch
A method of achieving a interim
power of 5 kW to the station's antenna
during periods when one of the individual
BTF-5ES2 transmitters is shut -down for

repairs or routine maintenance is to bypass the shut -down transmitter using a
manual coax patching system as shown
in Figure 4. If Transmitter B for example
is shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch
of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend connections between
1

Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus the RF
continuity from the Transmitter A to the
antenna is complete and Transmitter B

is taken off the antenna feed. If transmitter A is disabled the "U" bend patch
of Switch

1

is connected to Jacks 2 and

3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Transmitter B is then connected to the station's
antenna.

The manual patch switches are 1Y8"
coaxial in 3 pole and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output
coax combining network above the transmitter and combining cabinets. All coax,
90° elbows, fittings and couplers are pre-

tested and cut to exact lengths so that
the installation can be efficiently and
quickly assembled.
The four mode patching will allow for

patch system that the output mode can
be quickly changed by a single pushbutton

action, and can be adapted to automatic
logic for complete automatic operation
(optional).
The motor driven coaxial switches are
1Y8" in a Double Pole Double Throw
(DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in the output coax combining network
above the transmitter and combining cabi-

1) both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy
load 3) Transmitter A into antenna and

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pretested and cut to exact
lengths to assist in the installation of the

B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

system.

Four Mode Motor Driven Switching

by-pass switching system are; 1) both
fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters

A method of achieving an interim power

of 5 kW to the station's antenna and bypassing one complete BTF-5ES2 transmitter unit of the parallel system is to

install a 4 mode motor driven coaxial
switching system as shown in Figure 2
above. The motor driven switching

sys-

tem has the advantage over the manual

The four modes of the motor driven
into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed
into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter

B into the antenna with A into the
dummy load.
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BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Transmitter. Transmission line and
combiner configuration for non -switching output system.

Specifications

Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)

Performance
Power Output
Output Impedance (15/a" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

Service Slider Rails for Exciter
1000-10,000 watts
50 ohms

+75 kHz
+100 kHz
Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 ohms
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz)
±1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 ps2
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
0 3% max.4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ....-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.) ...-50 dB max.
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to
+6.0 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.

Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to

5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using

a narrow band detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.

Electrical
Power Requirements:

System

C13';

MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353
MI -561080-2
MI -561090
CB
MI -561086
CB

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

MI -560735
MI -560738
MI -560740
MI -569745

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
'Frequency response referred to 75- or 60 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

240/108V, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
+10%
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
Power Consumption (approx.)
18,000W
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Line

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)
Weight
Finish

Spare Transmitter Tubes
RF Load and Wattmeter
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 15/8", 50 ohm,
for use with Automatic Power Control
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Low Power/VSWR Protection
Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching

MI -561066
MI -561073
ES -560920

69"W, 77"H, 321/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2700 lbs. (1225 kg)

Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz
Ambient Temperature Range

6000 ft. max. (1829 m)
4000 ft. max. (1219 m)5

-20° to +45°C

Accessories
Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)

MI -561023
MI -561026

'Modifications available for higher altitudes.
'Catalog RA.771 1 B.

Ordering Information
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with one Exciter,
No Output Switching
ES -563020A*
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, No Output Switching
ES -563020B**
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching and manual or motor driven
ES -563020C' '
output switching
Includes one Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main -channel
operation; stereo and SCA subcarrier generators as ordered. Also includes
power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.
"Includes two Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main channel
operation and/or stereo and SCA as ordered. Also includes exciter switching, power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.

"*Includes two exciter systems equipped for main channel and stereo/SCA
as ordered, power dividing and combining equipment, manual or motor
driven by-pass switching network, two coax type harmonic filters and
switching control panel.

r11211 Broadcast

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.
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catalog RA.2033B
(Replaces RA.2033A)

FM Broadcast Transmitter, 6kW,
Type BTF-3 plus 3ES1
Parallel transmitter for high reliability
All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter with or without
Stereo and SCA

Designed for unattended operation
Only two tube types
Grounded -grid power amplifier
Compact and self-contained

The type BTF-3 plus 3ES1 is a six
kilowatt Broadcast Transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of Multiplex
Transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.
The transmitter uses one or two
Solid State Exciters, (as ordered)
employing time tested and field
proven direct -FM system of
modulation.

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube, grounded grid parallel
power amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote control
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplify
the installation.

With the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 6 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter, four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to allow a single BTF-3ES1 of the
BTF-3 plus 3ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
intc dummy load; 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
7DRA
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The BTF-3 +3ES1 transmitter is actually two complete three kilowatt trans-

transmitter power/reflected front panel

mitter units (Type BTF-3ES1) combined
to make continuous operation practical at

The harmonic filter/directional coupler

the 6 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies, etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF3 + 3ES1 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

able with the push of a button either
locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially

and the second exciter and switching
system can be bought at a later date if

meter.

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the
two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts the extra exciter on
the line.

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn provides two out-

puts, each to a 8122 IPA Tetrode Tube.
This raises the power to the required
level to drive the final power amplifier
to 3 kW power output. The two 3 kW
outputs are then combined to provide a
full 6 kW transmitter power out of the
combiner croupier. The output configuration uses a grounded grid tube, a ceramic
triode 3CX3000A7 tube type.

Harmonic Filters/Directional
Couplers
The standard harmonic filter supplied
with the BTF-3ESI transmitter is not a

Power circuits in each 3 kW transmitter

supplied with the BTF-3+3ESI are two
separate units in a 50 ohm 1%" unflanged
coax fitting input so as to be compatible

with the parallel output combining network supplied with the combined transmitter.

combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid"
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

two 3 kW modulated carriers into one
6 kW output. The reject load for the
combiner is mounted within the center
combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

When the two 3 kW transmitters are
each of equal power out and are properly

phased by the line strecher, the system
will easily achieve the full 6 kW to the
antenna system. If one transmitter is reduced in power or is completely disabled
the power output will be less than 6 kW

and can be as low as 1500 watts if one
transmitter is completely shut -down. The
uniqueness of the parallel transmitter
configuration is that program service can
be maintained on a reduced power basis
even if one of the parallel transmitters is

disabled. When one transmitter is disabled the 3dB hybrid coupler splits the
power from the remaining active transmitter so that half the power input goes
to the antenna and half to the reject load
unless an output switching system is em-

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.

All tuning controls are located on the
front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indicators, plate power on -off and overload
reset buttons.

Remote Control
The BTF-3+ 3ES I transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter

System) and remote meter readings when
used with a remote control system. Terminals for transmitter on -off, plate on -off,
overload reset, and reading remotely plate
voltage, cathode current, and power out-

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter's rear lift off doors on each
3 kW unit.

Output Configurations

ployed (see 4 mode switching).

Adjustable Power -Output Control

Plan and Coaxial Cable and Combiner
Configuration diagrams on the last page

Power output is controlled by means of
variable resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power
a

output is adjustable from zero to a full
3 kW in each 3 kW transmitter unit or
6 kW in the combined transmitter.

into a lumped inductive -capacitive network and is installed inside the transmitter cabinet. The M -derived sections at
the input and output provide cut-off in
the second harmonic region and above

Solid state FM Exciter

and a 50 ohm termination impedance

System, Type BTE-115,

at each end of the filter.
A built-in directional coupler is an
integral part of the harmonic filter and

with optional

Stereo and

power indications that are read on the

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system
prevents turn -on at the plate power until
all filaments have heated sufficiently. In
addition, a stepping relay automatically

The basic BTF-3 + 3ESI parallel transmitter comes with either one exciter and
no switching system or with two exciters
and a switching system, but with no output by-pass switching, as shown in Floor

simple harmonic trap. The filter consists of
two M -derived half -sections in series and
three constant -K half -sections configured

provides reliable forward and VSWR

are protected by magnetically tripped

cycles power -off three times before lock-

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center

desired.

Self -Protected Against Overload

BTS-101

BTX-101

SCA Generator.

of this catalog. Other switching configura-

tions such as manual output patch, and
motor driven output by-pass switching are

also available. These latter systems are
both 4 mode switching systems described
as follows:
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Four Mode Manual Patch

ANTENNA

A method of achieving a interim power

BTF.3ESI
POWER

of 3 kW to the station's antenna during

SUPPLY

periods when one of the individual BTF3ES1 transmitters is shut -down for repair
oi routine maintenance is to by-pass the
shut -down transmitter using a manual

coax patching system as shown in Figure 4. On the bottom right side of this
page. If Transmitter B for example is
shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch
of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend patch connections between Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus, the
RF continuity from the Transmitter A
to the antenna is complete and Transmitter B is taken off the antenna feed.
If Transmitter A is disabled the U bend
patch of Switch 1 is connected to Jacks
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2 and 3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed.
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The manual patch switches are 11/4"
coaxial in 3 poles and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output coax
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Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 3 kW
units of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 FM Transmitter.
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Another method of achieving an in-
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Typical Four Mode Switching System motor driven) of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual Transmitter.

Fig. 3

in Figure 3. The motor driven switching
system has the advantage over the manual
patch system that the output mode can
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34Y1

HARMONIC
FILTER

be quickly changed by a single pushbutton

4

3

3
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action, and can be adapted to automatic
logic for complete automatic operation
(optional).
The motor driven coaxial switches are
15/8" in a Double Pole Double Throw
(DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in the output coax combining network
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by-pass switching are: 1) both transmitters
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6 kW BTF.3 3ES1

both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy
load, 3) Transmitter A into antenna and
B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

The four modes of the motor driven

VARIABLE

EXCIT
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system.
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The four mode patching will allow for

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pre -tested and cut to exact
lengths to assist in the installation of the
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RELAY CONTACS

SCA

the network can be efficiently and quickly
assembled.

driven coaxial switching system as shown
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plus 3ES1 FM Transmitter.
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Typ cal Four Mode Switching System (manual) for the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual Transmitter.

fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters

into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed

into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter
B into the antenna with A into the dunimy load.
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BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Transmitter. Transmission line and
combiner configuration for non -switching output system.

Specifications
Performance
Power Output
Output Impedance (15/8" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

1000-6000 watts
50 ohms
÷75 kHz

-1-100 kHz
Modulation Capability
+1000 Hz max.
Carrier Frequency Stability
600 ohms
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBmt
dB max.2
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz)
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 jistt
0 3% max.4
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ....-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.) ...-50 dB max.
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Resistive 600 ohms bal.
Subcarrier Input Impedance
20-95 kHz
Subcarrier Frequency
-50 dB referred to
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated -±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using

a narrow band detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.
Electrical
Power Requirements:

240/208V, 50/60 Hzi;
-1-10°/0
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
12,000W
Power Consumption (approx.)
90%
Power Factor (approx.)
Line

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)
Weight
Finish

69"W, 77"H, 221/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2100 lbs. (953 kg)
Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

7500 ft. max. (2290 m)5
5000 ft. max. (1520 m)

Ambient Temperature Range

Accessories

Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)
Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter

-20° to +45°C

MI -561023
MI -561026
MI -561066
MI -561073

Spare Transmitter Tubes
RF Load and Wattmeter
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 1%", 50 ohm,
for use with Automatic Power Control
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Low Power/VSWR Protection Module
Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching
System

MI -561080-6
MI -561090
CB
MI -561086
CB

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

MI -560735
MI -560738
MI -560740
MI -569745

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
'Frequency response referred to 75- or 50 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.

Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a

standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Modifications available for higher altitudes.
"Ordinarily three-phase power. Unit for single-phase power available. See
"Ordering Information" below.
Catalog RA.77118.

Ordering Information
Parallel 6 kW -FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
ES -563016A
Combining and Dividing Equipment
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
ES -563018A
Combining and Dividing Equipment
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type

BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
ES -563016B
No output switching

Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type

BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
ES -563018B
No output switching

Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter Switching,
Combining and Dividing Equpiment and manual
ES-563016D/E
or motor driven power ouptput switching
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type

BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Ewitching Equipment
and manual or motor driven power output
ES-563018D/E
switching and control panel

opi in§
Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

ES -560920
CBI'
MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353

Broadcast
Systems
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catalog RA.2033B
(Replaces RA.2033A)

FM Broadcast Transmitter, 6kW,
Type BTF-3 plus 3ES1
Parallel transmitter for high reliability
All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter with or without
Stereo and SCA

Designed for unattended operation
Only two tube types
Grounded -grid power amplifier
Compact and self-contained

The type BTF-3 plus 3ES1 is a six
kilowatt Broadcast Transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of Multiplex
Transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.
The transmitter uses one or two
Solid State Exciters, (as ordered)
employing time tested and field
proven direct -FM system of
modulation.

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube, grounded grid parallel
power amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote control
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplify
the installation.

With the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 6 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter, four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to allow a single BTF-3ES1 of the
BTF-3 plus 3ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
7DRA
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The BTF-3+3ES1 transmitter is actually two complete three kilowatt trans-

transmitter power/reflected front panel

mitter units (Type BTF-3ES1) combined
to make continuous operation practical at

The harmonic filter/directional coupler
supplied with the BTF-3+3ES1 are two
separate units in a 50 ohm 11/2" unflanged
coax fitting input so as to be compatible

the 6 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies, etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF3 +3ES1 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

able with the push of a button either
locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially
and the second exciter and switching
system can be bought at a later date if
desired.

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the
two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts the extra exciter on
the line.

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 15 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn provides two out-

puts, each to a 8122 IPA Tetrode Tube.

This raises the power to the required
level to drive the final power amplifier
to 3 kW power output. The two 3 kW
outputs are then combined to provide a
full 6 kW transmitter power out of the

meter.

Self -Protected Against Overload
Power circuits in each 3 kW transmitter
are protected by magnetically tripped

with the parallel output combining network supplied with the combined trans-

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system
prevents turn -on at the plate power until
all filaments have heated sufficiently. In
addition, a stepping relay automatically

mitter.

cycles power -off three times before lock-

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center
combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid"
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

two 3 kW modulated carriers into one
6 kW output. The reject load for the
combiner is mounted within the center
combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

When the two 3 kW transmitters are
each of equal power out and are properly

phased by the line strecher, the system
will easily achieve the full 6 kW to the
antenna system. If one transmitter is reduced in power or is completely disabled
the power output will be less than 6 kW

and can be as low as 1500 watts if one
transmitter is completely shut -down. The
uniqueness of the parallel transmitter
configuration is that program service can
be maintained on a reduced power basis
even if one of the parallel transmitters is

disabled. When one transmitter is disabled the 3dB hybrid coupler splits the
power from the remaining active transmitter so that half the power input goes
to the antenna and half to the reject load

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.

All tuning controls are located on the
front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indicators, plate power on -off and overload
reset buttons.

Remote Control
The BTF-3+3ES1 transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) and remote meter readings when
used with a remote control system. Terminals for transmitter on -off, plate on -off,
overload reset, and reading remotely plate
voltage, cathode current, and power out-

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter's rear lift off doors on each
3 kW unit.

Output Configurations

unless an output switching system is employed (see 4 mode switching).

The basic BTF-3+3ES1 parallel transmitter comes with either one exciter and
no switching system or with two exciters
and a switching system, but with no output by-pass switching, as shown in Floor

Adjustable Power -Output Control

Configuration diagrams on the last page

Plan and Coaxial Cable and Combiner

combiner ccoupler. The output configuration uses a grounded grid tube, a ceramic
triode 3CX3000A7 tube type.

Power output is controlled by means of
resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power

of this catalog. Other switching configura-

a variable

tions such as manual output patch, and

Harmonic Filters/Directional
Couplers

output is adjustable from zero to a full
3 kW in each 3 kW transmitter unit or
6 kW in the combined transmitter.

also available. These latter systems are

The standard harmonic filter supplied
with the BTF-3ES1 transmitter is not a
simple harmonic trap. The filter consists of
two M -derived half -sections in series and
three constant -K half -sections configured

into a lumped inductive -capacitive network and is installed inside the transmitter cabinet. The M -derived sections at
the input and output provide cut-off in
the second harmonic region and above

Solid state FM Exciter

and a 50 ohm termination impedance

System, Type BTE-115,

at each end of the filter.
A built-in directional coupler is an
integral part of the harmonic filter and

with optional

Stereo and

forward and VSWR
power indications that are read on the
provides reliable

BTS-101

BTX-101

SCA Generator.

motor driven output by-pass switching are

both 4 mode switching systems described
as follows:
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Four Mode Manual Patch

ANTENNA

A method of achieving a interim power

BTF 3151
POWER

of 3 kW to the station's antenna during

SUPPLY

periods when one of the individual BTF3ES1 transmitters is shut -down for repair
or routine maintenance is to by-pass the
shut -down transmitter using a manual

coax patching system as shown in Figure 4. On the bottom right side of this
page. If Transmitter B for example is
shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch
of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks 1 and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend patch connections between Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus, the
RF continuity from the Transmitter A
to the antenna is complete and Transmitter B is taken off the antenna feed.
If Transmitter A is disabled the U bend
patch of Switch 1 is connected to Jacks

IND

306 HYBRID

POWER

COUPLER

HAR:47)P7C
FILTER

LOAD

POWER

Fig. 1

SUPPLY

STEREO

LEFT

BTS 101

AUDIO INPUTS

STEREO

RIGHT -IP

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

GEN.

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR
AND
BUFFER

EKCITER
R.F.

AMPLIFIER

Biz 101

REFERENCE

SYNTHESIZED
AFC

SCA

GEN

SCA

0RYSTAL
0ScILLATOF

67 KHz

UFF FRED
DETECTOR

101

BT

SCA

GEN.

LOAD

Block diagram of the BTF-3
plus 3ES1 FM Transmitter.

BTF-3ES1

SCA

-0

DRIVER

PA

13122

31 [3000A

OFF FREQUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS
TO TRANSMITTER
CONTROL CIRCUIT

TO

0W

COMBINER

41 KHz
MO Nu

MONO

AUDIO

AMPLIFIER

VARIABLE

FXCIT R
POWER
SUPPLY

LOW

HIGH
VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE

SUPPLY

T.UPPLY

6 kW BTF3 3ES1

Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 3 kW
units of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 FM Transmitter.

Fig. 2

the network can be efficiently and quickly
assembled.
TRANSMITTER:

The four mode patching will allow for

3kW

0

0

HARMONIC

'ILTER

1) both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy
load, 3) Transmitter A into antenna and
B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

SNITCH

SWITCH

ITC

xx

ANTENNA

0

COMBINER

Four Mode Motor Driven Switching
Another method of achieving an in-

DUMMY
LOAD
(OPTIONAL
SW IC

terim power of 3kW to the station's

driven coaxial switching system as shown

F EJECT

BTF 3E11

REJECT

The manual patch switches are Ws"
coaxial in 3 poles and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output coax
combining network above the transmitter
and combining cabinets. All coax, 90°

antenna and by-passing one complete
BTF-3ES1 transmitter unit of the parallel system is to install a 4 mode motor

BTF 3E51

SPLITTER

station antenna.

fittings and couplers are pretested and cut to exact lengths so that

HYBRID

BTE.II5
EXCITER

2 and 3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed.
Transmitter B is then connected to the

elbows,

HARMCNIC
FILTER

LINE

STRETCHER

TRANSMIT
A

Fig. 3

lEoN

HARMONIC
FILTER

L

REJECT

0

]-I
Typical Four Mode Switching System

LOAD

motor -

driven) of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual Transmitter.

in Figure 3. The motor driven switching
system has the advantage over the manual

4

SWITCH

be quickly changed by a single pushbutton

action, and can be adapted to automatic
logic for complete automatic operation
(optional).
The motor driven coaxial switches are
1Y8" in a Double Pole Double Throw
(DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in the output coax combining network

2

system.

The four modes of the motor driven
by-pass switching are: I) both transmitters

IT

E
DUMMY
LOAD
IO PT IO NA LI

REJECT
LOAD

above the transmitter and combining cabi-

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pre -tested and cut to exact
lengths to assist in the installation of the

0

0

patch system that the output mode can

Fig. 4

Typical Four Mode Switch ng System (manual) for the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual Transmitter.

fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters
into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed

into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter

B into the antenna with A into the dummy load.

r---2902
:=

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER.M1.5610110-1
ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 104.12"

COAXIAL COUPLER111.561537A
ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR: 96.56"
14.51

0

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER.MI-561081-1
ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 104.12"

6 ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 119.00"

H2.12
ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 69.00"

TOP OF TRANSMITTER
ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 77.00"

1.50

--11.--

22.00

-1.-

22.00-.1

22.00

09.00

Floor plan for BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Transmitter.

BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Transmitter. Transmission line and

combiner configuration for non -switching output system.

Specifications
Performance
Power Output
Output Impedance (15/a" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

1000-6000 watts
50 ohms

+75 kHz
Modulation Capability
+100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 ohms
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz) ....±1 dB max.:2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 jis3
0 3% max.{
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) .... -68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.) ...-50 dB max.

Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

Resistive 600 ohms bal.
20-95 kHz

--50 dB referred to

+6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
100% modulation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to

5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using

a narrow band detector, or 10% by subcarrier when operating in stereo.
Electrical
Power Requirements:
240/208V, 50/60 HzU
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
+10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
12,000W
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Line

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)
Weight
Finish

69"W, 77"H, 221/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2100 lbs. (953 kg)
Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

7500 ft. max. (2290 m)5
5000 ft. max. (1520 m)5

Ambient Temperature Range

-20° to +45°C

Accessories

Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)
Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter

MI -561023
MI -561026
MI -561066
MI -561073

Spare Transmitter Tubes
RF Load and Wattmeter
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 15/8", 50 ohm,
for use with Automatic Power Control
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Low Power/VSWR Protection Module
Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching
System

ES -560920
CB7

MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353

MI -561080-6
MI -561090
CB
MI -561086
CB

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

MI -560735
MI -560738
MI -560740
MI -569745

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
'Frequency response referred to 75- or 50 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Modifications available for higher altitudes.
'Ordinarily three-phase power. Unit for single-phase power available. See
"Ordering Information" below.
'Catalog RA.7711 B.

Ordering Information
Parallel 6 kW -FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
Combining and Dividing Equipment
ES -563016A
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
Combining and Dividing Equipment
ES -563018A
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3-1-3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
ES -563016B
No output switching
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type

BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
ES -563018B
No output switching
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter Switching,
Combining and Dividing Equpiment and manual
or motor driven power ouptput switching
ES-563016D/E
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Ewitching Equipment
and manual or motor driven power output
switching and control panel
ES-563018D/E
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FM Exciter System, Fype BTE-15A
Stereo Generator, Type BTS-1B
SCA Generator, type BTX-1B

Modular, integrated design
Direct -FM modulation

Built-in multimeters
Automatic SCA subcarrier muting
Built-in, off -frequency (phase -lock) detector

)
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The BTE-15A is a completely solidstate, integrated -circuit exciter
system for FM broadcast transmitters,
using direct frequency modulation
o1 the carrier for excellent frequency
response, low noise.
The system is available in several
configurations of mono cr stereophonic with or without one cr two
supsid ary communications (SCA)
channels. The basic exciter system
handles monophonic programming
only. Adding plug-in modules to
the basic system expands it to
handle stereophonic or SCA programming (see Ordering Information). Stations equipped with SCA
facilities offer background music
or other subscriber services while
they maintain mono or stereo mass market programming.
A; important operational feature of
this exciter system is its metering
facility that uses two separate
meters. One indicates operating
parameters while the other indicates
peak modulating -signal levels.
The main frame of the system houses
the power -supply equipment and
the two built-in multimeters. Into
this main frame plug four individual
modules: FM Exciter: Stereo Generator and one or two SCA Sub carrier Generators. When the system
serves a transmitter operating only
the monophonic main channel, an
input module occupies the stereo
module space. When subcarrier
generators are not part of the system, the nodule space set aside

is covered with bank panels.
Description of each module begins
on the next page.
For the low -power, educational -FM
station the BTE-15A is available
as a packaged, 10 -watt transmitter.
6X B

RA.2011A

FM Exciter System,

Solid-state exciter system as it appears equipped fc r stereo and
two SCA subchannels. Stereo and SCA generators are cptional.

STEREO

LEFT

AUDIO INPUTS

RIGHT -10

SCA
AUDIO
INPUT

SCA
AUDIO
INPUT

DIRECT FM

BTS-1E1
STEREO

OSCILLATOR

GEN.

-Om

AND

SCA

AFC

BTX-IB
SCA
GEN

7-I5 WATTS
87-108 MHz

SCA

CRYSTAL

OSCILLATOR

67 KHz

41 KHz

-10

REFERENCE

SCA
GEN.

R. F.

AMPLIFIER

BUFFER

BTX-IB

--10

EXCITER

OFF -FRED.

OFF FREQUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS

DETECTOR

TO TRANSMITTER
CONTROL CIRCUIT

Simplified block diagram, Type BTE-15 Exciter equipped for, stereo and two SCA subchannels.

RA.201 IA

The BTE-I5A is a completely solidstate exciter system for FM broadcast
transmitters. It employs a principle of

direct frequency modulation that results
in an FM signal of wide frequency. response, low distortion and low noise.

The BTE-15A is used in all current
RCA FM transmitters and it is directly
interchangeable with the earlier, tube powered exciter (Type BTE-lOC) used
in RCA FM transmitters. Minor connector

rewiring in the transmitter allows substitution for the even earlier Type BTE10B exciter. The system is fully selfcontained, even when fitted with stereo
and/or SCA subcarrier generators. The
entire

system

operates directly

from

single phase, commercial power.

The system's main frame houses the
power -supply equipment and the two
built-in multimeters: one, a d -c meter
for exciter parameters
peak -reading a -c meter,
sections.

and another, a
for the audio

In a mono -only configuration, the exciter system consists of a main frame, an
FM generator module and an audio -input

the main frame precludes automatic
simultaneous operation of a 41 -MHz SCA

the buffer stage), is divided in a binary

subcarrier while the exciter operates in

divider chain to a frequency that matches
the reference oscillator subharmonic (at

stereo mode.

a

100.1 MHz carrier, the frequency is

approximately

Carrier Oscillator
A temperature -compensated, solid-state
oscillato'r circuit generates the exciter
signal at carrier frequency. True fre-

quency modulation of this oscillator is
performed with variable -capacitance di-

odes in a push-pull connection to the
oscillator tank circuit. A 10dB resistive
attenuator isolates the oscillator from the
input of a solid-state buffer amplifier.
The buffer amplifier raises carrier level
to about 500 milliwatts for the RF amplifiers that follow and provides a sample
for the AFC system as well.

RF Amplifier Chain
In three solid-state stages, the RF
amplifier raises the 500mW carrier to

a 15 -watt level. The output level is adjustable between 7 and 15 watts while

the output circuit tolerates load mis-

six

kHz).

These

two

signals are phase detected in a timesharing comparator. When an error between the two exists, the AFC system
applies

a

Correction

to

the

carrier -

generator oscillator through a pair of
variable -capacitance diodes connected to

the tank circuit. Thus, the carrier oscillator is phase locked to a low -frequency
oven -controlled crystal through the binary
chains.

Off -Frequency, Phase -Lock
Detector
The BTE-15A includes a detector that
senses a loss of phase lock between the
carrier oscillator and the reference oscillator. This condition operates a relay in
the exciter system which can be connected

to the transmitter control circuit to shut
down the transmitter should such an
event take place.

matches from dead -short to open -circuit

for a reasonable time without damage
to the output transistor.

Built-in Multimeters

Equipped for stereo, the main frame
holds two modules: the FM generator
module and a stereo generator module.
The two spaces at the lower left are
covered with blank panels. Adding one
or two SCA subchannels is a simple
matter of adding one or two SCA gen-

AFC System
The automatic frequency control portion of the system uses an oven -heated
crystal as the frequency reference. This
crystal oscillates at 1/1024 of the carrier

The main frame of the exciter systhe regulated power supply
and the system's two built-in multimeters.
The uppermost meter is a d -c unit and
is connected, through a rotary selector
switch, to monitor 11 exciter parameters;
the lower meter is an audio -measuring,

frequency and its frequency is divided by

peak -reading device calibrated

erator modules. A special circuit within

carrier generator oscillator,

module (which plugs into the space
otherwise occupied by the stereo module).

tem houses

16 in a binary divider. A sample of the

Spe'
Carrier Frequency Range

87.5 to 108 MHz

7 to 15W
Power Output (Adjustable level at 50 ohms)
Type BNC
Output Connector
±125 kHz max.
Modulation Capability
±250 Hz
Carrier Frequency Stability
10 ±2 dBm
Audio Input Level (For 75kHz deviation, 400Hz)
Frequency Response (75ns pre -emphasis):
50-10,000 Hz
10,000-15,000 Hz

Flat ±0.5 dB
Flat ±1.0 dB
50 or 75µ5
0.5% max.

Pre -emphasis Net Time Constants
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
-68dB max.
Noise Level, FM (ref: 100% mod, 400 Hz)
-60dB max.
Noise Level, AM (ref: carrier)
117, 208, 240V; 50-60 Hz; 80W max.
Power Requirements
±5% max.
Power Line Regulations (Slow voltage variation)
19" W; 10V2" H; 9" D (483, 267, 229 mm)
Dimensions
40 lbs. (18kg)
Weight (Approx.)
50 lbs. (23 kg)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
12,500 ft. (3812 m)
Operating Altitude (Above sea level)
Ambient Operating Temperature ....-20 to 60°C (-10 to 140°F)

Acr.enries and Snares
Input'Output Plugs and Connectors, Set
Recommended Semiconductor Spare Kits for:
Main Frame

MI.560734
RO-390

(taken

at

in

dB

(-20 to +5) which measures 7 audio
parameters through a rotary selector.

Exciter Module
Stereo Generator Module
SCA Generator Module

Mono Input Adapter Module
RF Portion of Exciter Module*
Crystal, with Oven (Please specify carrier freq.)
Crystal Oven, less crystal
FM Generator Module
(Please specify carrier freq.)
Stereo Generator Module, Type BTS-1B
SCA Subcarrier Generator Module,
Type BTX-1B (Specify Subcarrier freq.)

RO-391
RO-392
RO-393
RO-394
RO-381
MI -560717
MI -560717A
MI -560712

MI -560713
MI -560714

*Five in kit; duplicated in Exciter Module Spares Kit (R0-391) Order "RO"
kin from RCA Parts and Accessories, Deptford, N. J.

0.
Exciter System, Type BTE-15A
(Please specify assigned frequency):

Mono only
Mono & 1 SCA Channelt
Mono & 2 SCA ChannelsStereo

Stereo & 1SCA Channelt
Stereo & 2 SCA Channelst
Less input-output plugs and connectors. See Accessories.
(Please specify subcarrier frequency or frequencies.

ES -560631#
ES -560632T
ES -5606331
ES -560634#
ES -5606351
ES -560636#

RA.2011A

Plug -In Stereo Generator, Type BTS-1B
wentical audio cnanneis
Choice of pre -emphasis time constant

Low distortion pilot signal
Built-in 19 -kHz program filter
Negligible 76 -kHz harmonic content

Entire generator contained in this plt..g-in module.

Generator module in rack mount unit for use external to BTE-15

RA.2011A

monics in the output. The counter

The BTS-1B Stereo Generator is a plug-

in module for the Type BTE-15A FM
Exciter System. However, it is offered
separately in a self -powered rack -mount
assembly for use with RCA exciters and
transmitters of earlier design. The self powered generator is also useful to form a
composite stereo signal for an STL system.

(See Ordering Information, below.)
Among the many features of the BTS1B are the identical left and right audio
channels, the efficient 19 -kHz program
filters,

the buffered

38 -kHz

switching

signal, the negligible 38 -kHz second harmonic in the output, the field -reconnect able pre -emphasis time -constant network
and a built-in, phase -linear filter.

operating mode. Additional front -panel

is

controls adjust

pilot frequency,

crystal -controlled 76 -kHz
oscillator to assure a frequency stable
38 -kHz subcarrier.

tion.

Low Distortion Pilot Signal

Available in Two Forms

driven by

a

The BTS-1B Stereo Generator is
available as a plug-in module for the

The switching modulator output and
the 19 -kHz sinusoidal pilot frequency
(distortion less than one percent) are

exciter system from which it draws operat-

ing power. For use with earlier RCA

stripped of 38 -kHz third and all higher order harmonics in a phase -linear filter.

exciter units, the BTS-1B is offered in a
combination with a rack -mount frame.
The module plugs into the frame in the
same manner it does into the exciter
system. The rack -mount frame includes
a power supply for operation from commercial power lines. Requires 31/2 inches
(89 mm) rack space.

Pushbutton Switching
Front -panel

pilot

level, carrier balance and stereo separa-

pushbuttons operate in-

ternal relays that switch the generator's
operating mode: left mono; stereo or
right mono. Lighted indicators, immediately above the pushbuttons, indicate

Identical Audio Channels
The "left" and "right" audio channels
in the BTS-1B are essentially identical in

all respects. For example, the gain differential between the two is adjustable
to within one-half percent and the phase
shift fo within one-half degree at all
frequencies between 30 and 15,000Hz.
Each amplifier includes a resistive input
termination, an isolation transformer, a
15 -kHz

low-pass filter,

an operational

amplifier and a pre-einphasis network.
This network is connected for 75-ps
time constant and may he field reconnected for 50-ps or "flat" (zero pre emphasis). The low-pass filter in each
channel attenuates 15 -kHz program con-

tent less than one-half dB but response
at 19kHz and higher is down at least
50dB. This assures minimum audible
beatnotes between program and pilot/

Specificatio.
Pilot Carrier Stability (19kHz)
Subcarrier Suppression
Frequency Response Characteristic:
30 to 10,000Hz
30 to 15,000Hz
Pre -emphasis Time Constants

Channel Separation (L to R and R to L)
Crossta I k:

L -FR to L-R
L-R to L -FR
Stereo Harmonic Distortion

Accesso

Symmetrical Switching Signal
The left and right audio signals arc

Recommended Semiconductor Spares
Frame and Power Supply, less Stereo Module

modulator. The switching signal

is

a

buffered, balanced and symmetrical waveform from a bi-stable counter with

minimum second and higher -order har-

Flat ±0.5dB
Flat ±1.0dB
50 or 75ps
35dB min.

-45dB max.
-45dB max.

1% max.
Dimensions
(Rack -Mount Unit)...31/2" H, 19" W; 10%" D (89, 483, 270 mm)
19 bs. (9 kg)
Weight, Rack -Mount Unit (Approx.)
Shipping Data:
51/2" x 20" x 13"
Dimensions (ApproxJ
140 x 508 x 130
Dimensions (mm)
24 lbs. (11kg)
Weight (Approx.)

subcarrier frequencies.

switched at a 38kHz rate in the switching

±1Hz
45dB min.

and Spare<

Module Extender

RO-392
MI -560711A
MI -560719

Ordering Information
Stereo Generatcr Module, Type BTS-1B
As Above, for Rack -Mount (Includes
Power Supply & Module Extender)

MI -560713
ES -560639

RA.2011A

Plug -In SCA Subcarrier Generator,

Rack -mount unit holds two generators and a power supply.

Entire generator
contained in this
plug-in module.

RA.2011A

ator is a plug-in module for the Type

Automatic SCA Muting
The modulated oscillator drives

BTE-15A FM Exciter System. However,
it is offered separately in a self -powered,
rack -mount assembly for use with RCA

muting gate which is closed automatically
when no modulation is present. A "mute delay" circuit provides an adjustable

exciters and transmitters of earlier de-

time delay between the end of modulation and the muting of the subcarrier. A
front -panel indicator lights as long as

The BTX-1B SCA Subcarrier Gener-

sign.

Among the many features of the BTX1B is a resistive -terminating pad at the
audio input, an adjustable pre -emphasis
network and extra audio input, sensitivity

that usually precludes the need for a
line

amplifier between

the

program

source and the audio input.

Audio Portions
Program audio enters the BTX-1B
through a resistive terminating pad and
an isolation transformer before reaching
the amplifier. A 5 -kHz low-pass filter
is included for use when the generator
operates in a system which includes a
stereo facility. The filter minimizes the
generation of SCA sidebands that interfere with the L -R portion of the stereo
information.

Active Pre -Emphasis Network
The audio amplifier includes an active
pre -emphasis network that reconnects for

75 or 150 microsecond time constants
or for no pre -emphasis at all which results in a "flat" characteristic for situations where the input audio is pre -

emphasized earlier. Also included is a
"telemetry input" which bypasses the
pre -emphasis network to allow the transmission of subaudible 20 to 30 Hz metering information.

Integrated Circuit Modulator
The subcarrier is generated by a
temperature compensated, solid-state oscil-

lator. A front -panel frequency vernier
provides touchup frequency control when-

ever appropiate. The subcarrier
quency

modulated

in

an

is fre-

intergrated

circuit which provides both "coarse" and
"fine" frequency control via potentiometers. The "fine" control is a front panel control.

a

subcarrier is "on". Two buffers and a
filter couple the modulated subcarrier to
the adjustable

output.

An additional

buffer amplifier connects a sample of
the output to the metering circuit.
Built -In Subcarrier Harmonic
Filter
The subcarrier harmonic filter is con-

which couple the modulated oscillator to
the module output.

Available in Two Fcrms
The BTX-1B SCA Subcarrier Generator is available as a plug-in module
for the exciter system from which it
draws operating power. For use with
earlier RCA exciter units, the BTX-1B
is offered in combination with a rack -

mount frame. The module plugs into
the frame in the same manner it does
into the exciter system. The rack -mount
frame accommodates two modules and

includes a power supply for operation
from commercial power lines. Requires
3% inches (89 mm) rack space.

nected between the two buffer amplifiers

Frequency Range of Subcarrier

Any SCA frequency
between 30 to 75kHz
0-4V, 10k ohms

Output Level (Adjustable)
±15% of carrier frequency
Modulation Capability
±0.2%
Subcarrier Frequency Stability
600 ohms
Audio Input Impedance (Balanced)
-15 to +10 dBm
Audio Input Level (Adjustable)
50-10,000Hz ±ldB*
Audio Frequency Response
1% max.
Harmonic Distortion (50-10,000 Hz)
-60dB max.
Noise Level, FM (Below 100% Mod)
-50dB max.
Noise Level, AM (Below Subcarrier Level)
Dimensions (Rack -Mount Unit)

31/2" H; 19" W; 1036" D (89, 483, 270 mm)
(Approx.)
17 lbs. (8kg)
Weight (Approx.)
Shipping Data (Approx.):
51/2" x 20" x 13" (140, 508, 330 mm)
Dimensions
.22 lbs. (10kg)
Weight
*50 or 1500 pre -emphasis, without low-pass filter, measured via wideband
frequency discriminator.

Recommended Semiconductor Spares
Rack -Mount Frame (Inc.. Power Supply).
Low -Pass Audio Filter
Module Extender

RO-393t
MI -560720
MI -560721
MI -560719

tOrcer "RO" kits from RCA parts and Accessories, Deptford, N. J.

urciering Information
SCA Subcarrier Generator Module, Type BTX-1B
MI -560714
(Includes low-pass audio filter)
Rack -Mount SCA Subcarrier Generator, Type BTX-1B
(Includes above plus module extender and
ES -560640
Blank Panel)
... ES -560641
As Above, with two SCA Modules
Please specify subcarrier frequency or frequencies

RA.2011A

Mono or stereo, one or two SCA subcarriers
Fully self-contained all solid state

Educational

FM Transmitter,

Rack -mount or desk -top cabinet

Plug-in module construction
Built-in power -output control
The

BTE-10AT

Educational

FM

Transmitter uses a standard Type BTE15A Exciter System with facilities for de-

termination of power output. It is available in two forms: one, housed in a metal
cabinet for desk- or table -top mount
and, two, less cabinet, for mounting in
ordinary 19 -inch (483 mm) equipment
racks.

All specifications are identical to those

of the exciter system except for power
output. The output of the BTE-10AT is
limited to 10 watts, in accordance with
the limitations of (FCC) Class D stations.

With the addition of a stereo module
(see Accessories), the BTE-10AT trans-

mits programming in stereo. SCA programming or telemetry return requires
the addition of an SCA subcarrier generator module (see Accessories).
Although termed an "educational"
transmitter, the BTE-10AT is useful as
an STL transmitter wherever local rules
allow. In such duty, it provides up to 15

watts of power output from

w
Cabineted model of transmitter.

its tran-

sistorized power amplifier.

Identical to those of BTE-15A Exciter except for:
Power Output
Dimensions:
Cabineted Model

10W'

171/4" H; 231/2" W; 171/4" D
(438, 596, 438 mm)

Rack -Mount Model

121/4" H;

19" W; 12%" D

(311, 483, 321 mm)

Weight

Incl. Cabinet: 60 lbs. (27kg)
Less Cabinet: 40 lbs. (18kg)
Shipping Data:
Less Cabinet
Incl. Cabinet
Dimensions (Approx.)....19" x 25" x 18"
22" x 28" x 24"
Weight (Approx.)

(483, 635, 457)

(559, 711, 610)

59 lbs. (25kg)

75 lbs. (33kg)

Exciter Module
Stereo Generator Module
SCA Generator Module

Mono Input Adapter Module
RF Portion of Exciter Module*
Crystal, with Oven (Please specify carrier freq.)
Crystal Oven, less crystal
FM Generator Module
(Please specify carrier frequency)
Stereo Generator Module, Type BTS-1B
SCA Subcarrier Generator Module, Type BTX-1B
(Please specify Subcarrier frequency)

RO-391
RO-392
RO-393
RO-394
RO-381
MI -560717

MI -560717A
M I-560712
MI -560713
MI -560714

Five in kit; duplicated in Exciter Module Spares Kit (R0-391). Order "RO"
kits from RCA Parts and Accessories, Deptford, N. J.

'Operable at 15W output where local rules allow.

Ordering Information
Accessories
Input/Output Plugs and Connectors, Set
Recomended Semiconductor Spare Kits for:
Main Frame

MI -560734

Educational FM Transmitter, Type BTE,10AT:
Cabineted Model
Rack -Mount Model

RO-390

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

(Please specify carrier frequency)

ELM

Broadcast
Systems

ES -560698
ES -560698A

catalog RA.2021A
(Replaces B.6500)

1 -kW FM Broadcast Transmitters,
Types BTF-1E2, BTF-i 1E2, BTF-1/1E2
All solid-state exciter
For mono or stereo

-with or without SCA
Designed for remote control

Direct FM exciter

omit

C.)

The Type BTF-1E2 is a one kilowatt FM Broadcast Transmitter
for any frequency between 87.5 and
108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the fines! possible performance
and reliability and is specifically
built to handle the stringent
requirements of multiplex transmission. The transmitter is FCC type
accepted and meets all requirements
for harmonic and spurious
radiation.

Itf

The transmitter uses a solid-state
exciter that employs the time -tested
and field -proven direct -FM system
of modulation. This modulation

principle gives the transmitter the
wide frecuency response and
extra stability needed for stereo
and other multiplex transmission.
The entire transmitter is housed
in a single cabinet which occupies

less than four square feet of
floor space. All meters and operating controls are conveniently

located on a panel near the top of
the transmitter. The exciter unit
includes a multimeter for
monitoring its circuitry.
The Types BTF-1+1E2 and
BTF-1/1E2 are expansions of the
basic transmitter. The BTF-1 t 1E2 is
a 2 -kilowatt transmitter using the
combined outputs of two 1 -kW power

amplifiers identical to the PA of
the BTF-1E2. This arrangement
results in a 2 -kW transmitter with
redundant power amplifiers.
The BTF-1/1E2 is a transmitter
with two separate, 1 -kW outputs for
situations where separate antennas
are used for vertical and horizontal
polarization. The transmitter is
essentially two BTF-1E2 units with
a common -to -both exciter.
12,NR
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Entirely solid-state exciter system, showing "Direct

FM"

exciter housed with optional stero generator and SCA generator units in place at the lower left.

BTF-1E2 power -amplifier cavity with shield covers removed.
Note well -spaced layout and component accessibility. The
Type 4CX1000 tube is at center.

The Type BTF-1E2 FM Transmitter provides 1000 watts output for stations operating in the 87.5 to 108 MHz
band. It is designed to provide the finest

programming may be transmitted simul-

are not disturbed by following power

taneously with stereo by the use of the
optional BTX-1B subcarrier generator.
The BTF-lE2 is type accepted for such

amplifiers.

polsible performance and reliability, and
is specifically built to meet the stringent

simultaneous program transmission.

the 15 -watt, three -stage amplifier as well

multiplex and stereo
service transmission. It is a simple and
compact unit, easy to install.
The BTF-1E2 Transmitter supplies
requirements

of

the latest in FM broadcast techniques.
Only one tube beyond the exciter is required to supply 1000 watts output. No
IPA stage is required. The transmitter
is extremely stable because it incorporates
RCA's time -proven "Direct FM" Exciter.
This exciter has all solid-state components.
Cross -talk and noise are kept to an absolute minimum.

Easy to Install and Operate
Other features incorporated in the
BTF-1E2 include silicon rectifiers which
provide long life with a minimum of maintenance. Accessibility is assured through
plug-in, modular design and relatively un-

crowded circuit assemblies, and hinged
mounting of the exciter. Mechanical and
electrical overload protection is provided.
To assure performance in accordance with
FCC requirements, the transmitter is supplied with harmonic filter. Provisions for
remote control have been provided in the
transmitter.

Solid -State FM Exciter
Excellent monaural, stereo and SCA
performance that more than meets industry and FCC standards are achieved by
the new modular, solid-state "Direct FM"
exciter.

High quality FM stereo transmission

can be obtained by the addition of a
Type BTS-1B Stereo Generator. SCA

Single Cabinet
The Type BTF-1E2 FM Transmitter
is completely housed in one cabinet with
total floor dimensions of only 26 by 21
inches. The cabinet is functionally styled
to present a pleasing appearance. All
meters and operating controls are conveniently located. Front and rear hinged
doors give easy access to all portions of
the transmitter.
Located at the front are the overload
relays and the tuning dials for the power
amplifier. A control panel and screen
supply are located next, followed by the
hinged mounted exciter. Concealed in the
bottom of the transmitter are the high voltage rectifier and power transformer. The
rear of the transmitter gives access to the
bias resistors, metering circuitry and
blower, followed by the rear of the

control panel and screen supply. A voltage regulating filament transformer is

mounted on the control panel.

Simplified Circuits
Modulation of the temperature compensated basic on -frequency oscillator is
achieved

by

applying

the

composite

stereo or SCA signals from the BTS-1B
and BTX-1B Generator modules, respectively, to a pair of push-pull variable capacitance diodes which are coupled to
the basic oscillator frequency determining
resonant circuit. The output of the basic
oscillator is isolated from the following
buffer amplifier by a 10 dB resistive atten-

uator. Thus, the stability and modulation
characteristics of the direct -FM oscillator

The output of the buffer amplifier, ap-

proximately 500 mW, is used to drive
as the binary divider chain in the AFC
circuit. The basic oscillator, buffer amplifier, and AFC circuit are mounted inside
an enclosure. The power amplifier is also
completely shielded.
Automatic frequency control (AFC)

for the on -frequency basic oscillator is
achieved by taking a sample of the buff-

er output frequency and dividing it by
two, 14 times. A low -frequency reference

crystal operating at 1/1024th of the desired output frequency is divided by two,
4 times. Integrated circuits operating in

the saturated mode are used

in both

binary dividing chains. The outputs from
the reference and basic oscillator binary

dividers are phase compared in a timesharing IC comparator. The output of
the circuit, which represents the AFC
error voltage, is filtered and applied to
another pair of variable -capacitance diodes

coupled to the basic oscillator tuned circuit. Thus, the basic oscillator is phase
locked to the 1024th harmonic of the oven
controlled reference crystal.
An off -frequency detector is incorpo-

rated in the design of the BTE-15A FM
Exciter. When the basic oscillator frequency is not phase locked to the reference crystal, an AC component appears
at the AFC output. This voltage operates
a relay whose contacts can be used to
turn off the FM transmitter.
Two multimeters are located on the
hinged door of the exciter in front of the
regulated power supply section. One of
these meters is used to indicate power
supply and operating voltages within the

RA.2021 A

exciter and 15 -watt RF Amplifier. The

capacitors in the power amplifier. A

power supplies. There is also an interlock

second meter is a peak -reading voltmeter
that is used to indicate all modulating
signal levels.
The RF power output of the BTE-15A

single tube, the 4CX1000A, is used in
the BTF-lE2 power amplifier and it is

in the air -blower circuit. If the blower
should fail or airflow be reduced below
the proper level, the transmitter is shut

can be continuously adjusted from the
front panel control from 7 to 15 watts.
The primary power is turned on with a
circuit breaker. RF output is turned on
with a front panel switch or through a

driven directly by the output of the exciter.

down to avoid possible damage.

Neutralizing Probe
A neutralizing probe is furnished with
the transmitter. It utilizes the multimeter
to indicate correct neutralization of the
power amplifier.

from the

The high voltage and screen power

transmitter filament supply. The exciter
will tolerate load mismatches from short
circuit to open circuit for a reasonable
time without damaging the output transistor. Another important feature prevents
automatic operation of the 41 kHz SCA
subcarrier when the BTS-1B Stereo Generator is in stereo mode.
Power Amplifier
The output of the exciter is fed to the
input of the ceramic 4CX-1000A amplifier tube. The amplifier input circuit is
a simple parallel resonant circuit, tuned
by a variable inductance with resistance
swamping for stability of operation. This
stage is neutralized by varying inductance
in series with the screen. The output cir-

supplies make use of silicon rectifiers in

cuit is a modified pi network using variable

gion, and a termination impedance at each

208/240 -volt relay operated

inductors for plate tuning and loading.
All capacitors in the final stage are of
the fixed ceramic type. A blower mounted

on the back of the RF compartment provides sufficient filtered air for cooling at
stations operating below 7500 feet altitude.

The filament transformer is of the automatic regulator type and keeps filament
voltage constant within one percent.
The power amplifier is new in many
respects. The variable inductors use no
sliding contacts. There are no variable

This combined with
choke input and adequate filtering rea bridge circuit.

sults in a well -regulated power source. A
variable transformer is used in the primary

of the screen power supply to control
power output of the transmitter. Filament
voltage regulation is provided for the
4CX1000A power amplifier tube.

Harmonic Filter
The harmonic filter supplied with all
RCA FM transmitters is more than a sim-

ple harmonic trap. The filter consists of
two M -derived half -T sections and three
constant -K, half -T sections. The M -derived

sections at the input and output provide
rapid cut-off in the second harmonic re-

end of the filter of 50 ohms. The use of
such a filter assures compliance with FCC
requirements regarding spurious and harmonic radiation.

Protective Circuits
Power circuits are protected by magnetically tripped circuit breakers as well
as overload relays. An interlock relay
prevents application of plate power until the filament has heated. Overload re-

lays are used in the plate and screen

The overload relays are reset remotely
or by means of a pushbutton switch on
the front panel. An overload indicator
lamp signals when an overload has taken
place. All relays are easily accessible. Access to high voltage areas is protected by
built-in high voltage shorting devices.

Control Features
The exciter includes a self-contained
multimeter. In the amplifier, provision is
made for metering plate current, plate
voltage, output power and vswr; a probe is
furnished for neutralizing the transmitter
and is used in connection with the multi meter. All tuning controls are located on
the front panel for easy accessibility.

They include key switches for filament
on -off, plate on -off, and overload reset.
The variable power control is also
mounted on the front as are the overload
indicator and plate power -on lights. The
use of latching relays make it possible to

control the transmitter with one button.
Remote Control Provisions
The BTF-lE2 transmitter incorporates
connections for remote control and remote meter reading when combined with
a remote control system such as the Types
BTR-13 or BTR-30. Terminals for transmitter on -off, plate on -off, overload reset,

plate voltage, cathode current, and power output are provided. To control transpower output remotely, an
accessory motor drive may be connected
to the screen supply control.

mitter

Dual -Amplifier Units

Simplified Block Diagram of BTF-1E2 Transmitter, showing
optional stereo and SCA subcarrier generators.

The BTF-lE2 is available also as a
2 -kW dual -power -amplifier transmitter in

two versions: a "BTF-1-plus-1E2" and a
"BTF-1-slash-1E2". The BTF-1-1-1E2 combines dual identical 1 -kW outputs to result
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The BTF-1+ 1 E2 and BTF-1/1E2 units
use separate power supplies for each power
amplifier. This redundancy enhances on air reliability. A redundant exciter is avail-

able at extra cost. See BTE-15A exciter
catalog pages for ordering information.
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Specifications
Power Output (BTF-1E2)
Output Impedance (1%" O.D. Unflanged Line)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level -1(100% mod.)

250-1000 watts

50 ohms

±75 kHz
±100 .kHz

±250 Hz max.
600/150 ohms

+10±2 dBm

±1 dB max.
75 or 50 us
or flat as desired
Harmonic Distortion -3(50 Hz -15 kHz)
0.5% or less
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.)
-65 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)
-50 dB max.
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.)
-15 to +10 dBm
Audio Frequency Response -2(50 Hz -15 kHz)
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant

adjustable

Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

600/150 ohms bal.
20-67 kHz

-50 dB referred to
±6 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.

Main channel modulation 70% by 50-15,000 Hz tones.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

Line
240/208 volts, single phase, 60 or 50 Hz}
Slow Voltage Variation
±5%
Power Consumption (BTF-1E2)
2800 watts (approx.)
Power Factor (approx.)
80%
Dimensions
H (mm)
W (mm)
D (mm)
Weight (kg)

BTF-1+1E2
BTF-1/ 1E2

77" (1956) 26" (660) 20%" (524) 790 lbs. (360)
77" (1956) 56" (1422) 20%" (524) 1630 lbs. (739)
77" (1956) 48" (1219) 205/8" (524) 1580 lbs. (717)

Altitude
Ambient Temperature Range

a center section which houses the combiner network. The
BTF-1/1E2 uses no center section. See text, preceding page.

-60 dB referred to

±75 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subchannel modulated 100% (±6 kHz/s) by 50-5000 Hz
tones. Subcarrier modulated 30% on main carrier.
Power Line Requirements:

BTF-1E2

The BTF-1+1E2 consists of two transmitter cabinets plus

7500 ft. max. (2290 m)

Accessories
Remote Power Control

M 1-27558

Recommended Spare Transistors for Exciter
M1-560718
Spare Crystal and Oven (Specify carrier frequency)....MI-560717
Spare Power Amplifier Tube
MI -34709
Remote Control System, Type BTR-15

ES -561150/1/2

Remote Control System, Type BTR-30

ES -561446

FM Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75

M1-560735

Stereo Monitor, Type BW-85

MI -560740

SCA Monitor, Type BW-95

M1-560745

Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
Audio Frequency response referred to 75 or 50 micro -second pre -emphasis

FM RF Amplifier, Type BW-100

MI -560738

curve.

Low -Pass Audio Filter (for SCA)

Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following

1 -kW RF Load and Wattmeter
Matching Transmission Line (Series)

-20° to +45°C

a standard 75 or 50 micro -second de -emphasis network.
' 50 -Hz operation requires constant -voltage transformer (MI -34319.2).

MI -560721
M I -19196L/ H
MI -561565

Ordering Information
1 -kW FM Broadcast Transmitter,
Type BTF-1E2
2 -kW FM Broadcast Transmitter,
Type BTF-1+1E2
2 -kW FM Broadcast Transmitter,
Type BTF-1/1E2

ES -27279C*
ES -560647*

*Includes one Solid -State Exciter (Type BTE-15A), equipped for main -channel

ES -560646*

Please specify assigned frequency, power -line frequency, operational altitude
(above sea level) and subcarrier-generator modules desired. Modules ordered
with transmitter are factory installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

operation only. Stereo and/or SCA subcarrier-generator modules optional.

IICII

Broadcast
Systems

catalog RA.2033
(Preliminary)

FM Broadcast Transmitter, 6kW,
Type BTF-3 plus 3ES1
Parallel transmitter for high reliability
All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter with or without
Stereo and SCA

Designed for unattended operation
Only two type tubes
Grounded -grid power amplifier
Compact and self-contained

The type BTF-3 plus 3ES1 is a six
kilowatt Broadcast Transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of Multiplex
Transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.
The transmitter uses one or two
Solid State Exciters, (as ordered)
employing time tested and field
proven direct -FM system of
modulation.

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube, grounded grid parallel
power amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote control
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplifies
the installation.

With the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 6 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter, four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to allow a single BTF-3E1 of the
BTF-3 plus 3ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
8CRA
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The BTF-34-3ES1 transmitter is actually two complete three kilowatt trans-

transmitter power/reflected front panel

mitter units (Type BTF-3ES1) combined
to make continuous operation practical at

The harmonic filter/directional coupler
supplied with the BTF-3+3ES1 are two

the 6 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies, etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF3 -I- 3ES1 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

meter.

separate units in a 50 ohm 1Y8" coax
configuration so as to be compatible with

the parallel output combining network
supplied with the combined transmitter.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center
combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid"
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

two 3 kW modulated carriers into one

able with the push of a button either

6 kW output. The reject load for the

locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially
and the second exciter and switching

combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

combiner is mounted within the center

system can be bought at a later date if

When the two 3 kW transmitters are

desired.

each of equal power out and are properly

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the

phased by the line strecher, the system
will easily achieve the full 6 kW to the
antenna system. If one transmitter is re-

two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts the extra exciter on
the line.

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 17 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn provides two out-

puts, each to a 8122 IPA Tetrode Tube.
This raises the power to the required
level to drive the final power amplifier
to 3 kW power output. The two 3 kW
outputs arc then combined to provide a
full 6 kW transmitter power out of the
combiner ccoupler. The output configuration uses a grounded grid tube a ceramic
triode 3CX3000A7 tube type.

Harmonic Filters/Directional
Couplers

duced in power or is completely disabled
the power output will be less than 6 kW

and can be as low as 1500 watts if one
transmitter is completely shut -down. The
uniqueness of the parallel transmitter
configuration is that program service can

be maintained on a reduced power basis
even if one of the parallel transmitters is
disabled. When one transmitter is disabled the 3dB hybrid coupler splits the
power from the remaining active transmitter so that half the power input goes
to the antenna and half to the reject load
unless an output switching system is employed (see 4 mode switching).

Adjustable Power -Output Control
Power output is controlled by means of
variable resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power

Power circuits in each 3 kW transmitter
are protected by magnetically tripped

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system
prevents turn -on at the plate power until
all filaments have heated sufficiently. In
addition, a stepping relay automatically
cycles power -off three times before lock-

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.

All tuning controls are located on the
front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indicators, plate power on -off and overload
reset buttons.

Remote Control
The BTF-3+3ES1 transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) and remote meter readings when
used with a remote control system. Terminals for transmitter on -off, plate on -off,
overload reset, and reading remotely plate
volatge, cathode current, and power out-

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter's rear lift off doors on each
3 kW unit.

Output Configurations
The basic BTF-3+ 3ES1 parallel transmitter comes with either one exciter and
no switching system or with two exciters
and a switching system, but with no output by-pass switching, as shown in Floor
Plan and Coaxial .Cable and Combiner
Configuration diagrams on the last page
of this catalog. Other switching configura-

a

tions such as manual output patch, and

output is adjustable from zero to a full
3 kW in each 3 kW transmitter unit or
6 kW in the combined transmitter.

also available. These latter systems are
both 4 mode switching systems as de-

The standard harmonic filter supplied
with the BTF-3ES1 transmitter is not a
simple harmonic trap. The filter consists of
two M -derived half -sections in series and
three constant -K half -sections configured

into a lumped inductive -capacitive network and is installed inside the transmitter cabinet. The M -derived sections at

the input and output provide cut-off in
the second harmonic region and above
and a 50 ohm termination impedance
at each end of the filter.
A built-in directional coupler is an
integral part of the harmonic filter and
provides reliable forward and VSWR
power indications that are read on the

Self -Protected Against Overload

Solid state FM Exciter
System, Type BTE-115,
with optional BTS-101

Stereo and BTX-101

SCA Generator.

motor driven output by-pass switching arc
scribed following:
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Four Mode Manual Patch

ANTENNA
BTF.3ESI

A method of achieving a interim power

POWER

of 3 kW to the station's antenna during

SUPPLY

periods when one of the individual BTF3ES1 transmitters is shut -down for repair
or routine maintenance is to by-pass the

shut -down transmitter using a manual
coax patching system as shown in the
diagram in the bottom right side of
this page. If Transmitter B for example

HARMONIC
FILTER

LINE

STRETCHER -

BIF 3ES1

HYBRID RING

B'E115

JOB HYBRID

POWER

EXCITER

COUPLER

SPL TIER

is shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch

RIF HSI

REJECT
LOAD

of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
1

to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend patch connections between Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus, the

RF continuity from the Transmitter A
to the antenna is complete and Transmitter B is taken off the antenna feed.
If Transmitter A is disabled the U bend
patch of Switch

1

is connected to Jacks

2 and 3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed.
Transmitter B is then connected to the
station antenna.

LEFT RIGHT

the network can be efficiently and quickly
assembled.
The four mode patching will allow for

-0-

STEREO
BTS 101

STEREO
GEN.

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR
AND

BL

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

SCA

The manual patch switches are 11/4"
coaxial in 3 poles and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output coax
combining network above the transmitter
and combining cabinets. All coax, 90°
elbows, fittings and couplers are pretested and cut to exact lengths so that

EXCI1ER
RF'
AMPLIf 1E R

-1

BTX 101
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OFF FRED.
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REFERENCE
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EXCIT R

AUDIO
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SUPPLY

TRANSMITTER

VARIABLE

above the transmitter and combining cabi-

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pre -tested and cut to exact
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SUPPLY

SUPPLY
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II

0
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ANTENNA
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0

0

lc

D
DUMMY
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SWITCH

TRANSMITTER
A

30.
HARM( SIC
SILT: P
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L

Typical Four Mode Switching System motor -

driven) of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual Transmitter.

TRANSMITTER

311'

4

0

HARM UNIC
11111R

SWITCH

SWITCH

TO

ANTENNA

0

-C
-C

operation ( optional ).

The motor driven coaxial switches arc
11/4" in a Double Pole Double Throw
(DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in the output coax combining network

TO 10kW

Block diagram of one of the Duplexed 3 kW
units of the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 FM Transmitter.

driven coaxial switching system as shown

in the diagram above. The motor dirven
switching system has the advantage over
the manual patch system that the output
mode can be quickly changed by a single
pushbutton action, and can be adapted
to automatic logic for complete automatic

3CX3000A7

6 kW EITF3 3ES1

Four Mode Motor Driven Switching
Another method of achieving an inantenna and by-passing one complete
BTF-3ES1 transmitter unit of the parallel system is to install a 4 mode motor

PA

8122

41 KHz

load, 3) Transmitter A into antenna and
B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

the station's

DRIVER

OFF FREQUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS
TO TRANSMITTER
CONTROL CIRCUIT

1) both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy

terim power of 3kW to

Block diagram of the B-F-3
plus 3ES1 FM Transmit er.

POWER

SUPPLY

AUDIO INPUTS

REJECT
LOAD

HARMONICFILTER

COMBINER

DUMMY
LOAD

0

lOPTIONAL/
SWI;GH

TRANSMITTER
A

3kW
HARM(3NIC
FI LTEA

L

0

REJECT

LOAD

Typical Four Mode Switching System (manual) for the BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Dual -ransmitter.

lengths to assist in the installation of the
system.

The four modes of the motor driven
by-pass switching are: 1) both transmitters

fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters
into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed

into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter
B into the antenna with A into the dummy load.

COAXIAL COUPLER.911 561537A

(ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR: 96.56"
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER-MI.5610604

ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 104.1r
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER-MI.5611361.1

6. ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 119.00"

6. ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR 104.12"

II

6. ELEV. ABOVE FLOOR. NM"

TOP OF TRANSMITTER

FLEX. ABOVE FLOOR 77 00-

22.00 -o-2200

1.50

-4.-

22.00

1.50

69.00

Floor plan for BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Transmitter.

BTF-3 plus 3ES1 Transmitter. Coaxial cable and combiner configuration for non -switching output systems.

Specifications
Performance
Power Output

1000-6000 watts
50 ohms

Output Impedance (1%" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation
-4-75 kHz
Modulation Capability
-4-100 kHz
Carrier Frequency Stability
-4-1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 ohms
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBmt
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz) ....±1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 ps3
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
0 3% max.4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ....-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to

+6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier.

- 60 dB referred to
±75 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to

Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier.

Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 1%", 50 ohm,
for use with Automatic Power Control
for use with Automatic Power Control
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System

Low Power/VSWR Protection Module
Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching
System

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353
MI -561080-9
MI -561080-5
Ml -561090
MI -561085
MI -561086

Ml -561089
MI -5607354;

MI -560738';
MI -560740G
MI -5697454;

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
'Frequency response referred to 75- or 50 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
"Other time constants available on request.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Modifications available for higher altitudes.
'Specify operating frequency.

Ordinarily three-phase power. Unit for single-phase power available. See
"Ordering Information" below.

Electrical
Power Requirements:

'Catalog RA.7711 B.

Line

240/208V, 50/60 Hz7
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
-4-10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
12,000W
Power Factor (approx.)
90%
Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)
Weight
Finish

69"W, 77"H, 221/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2100 lbs. (953 kg)
Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

7500 ft. max. (2290 m)
5000 ft. max. (1520 m)

Ambient Temperature Range

-20° to +45°C

Accessories
Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)
Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)
Service Slider Rails for Exciter
Spare Transmitter Tubes
RF Load and Wattmeters

MI -561023
MI -561026
MI -561066
MI -561073
ES -560920
MI -561029

Ordering Information
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
Combining and Dividing Equipment
ES -563016A
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with one Exciter (BTE-115),
Combining and Dividing Equipment
ES -563018A
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type

BTF-3+3E51 with two Exciters, Exciter

Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
No output switching
ES -563016B
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type
BTF-3+3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Dividing Equipment.
No output switching
ES -563018B
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (three phase) Type
BTF-3ES1 with two Exciters, Exciter Switching,
Combining and Dividing Equpiment and manual
or motor driven power ouptput switching
ES-563016D/E
Parallel 6 kW FM Transmitter (single phase) Type

BTF-3+3E51 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, Combining and Ewitching Equipment
and manual or motor driven power output
switching and control panel
ES-563018D/E
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Broadcast
Systems
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FM Broadcast Transmitters, 10kW,
Type BTF-5 PIu. 5ES;
Parallel Transmitter for high reliability
The type BTF-5 plus 5ES2 is a ten
kilowatt Broadcast transmitter for
operation at any frequency from 87.5
to 108 MHz. It is designed to provide
the finest performance and reliability
and is specially built to handle the
demanding requirements of multiplex
transmission. The combined transmitter is designed to meet all FCC
requirements for harmonic and
spurious radiation.

All solid-state, "Direct -FM" exciter
with or without Stereo and SCA
Designed for unattended oDeration

Only two type tubes
Grounded -grid power amplifier

Compact and self-contained

The transmitter uses one or two
solid state exciters (as ordered),
employing time tested and field
proven direct FM system of
modulation.

11111111,11
Mt

--

7E1.716.11

The combined transmitter is housed
in three cabinets and occupies less
than sixteen square feet of floor
space. The combining coaxial cable
and coupler can be mounted or
suspended above the cabinets to
provide easy installation.

This four tube grounded grid parallel
Power Amplifier configuration comes
fully tested to your individual
frequency with all remote controls
and ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) interface circuitry brought to
a single location. The self-contained
power supplies further simplifies
the installation.
With the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 10 kW
FM Parallel Transmitter four mode
manual patch or motor driven by-pass
output switching can be provided
to allow a single BTF-5E2 of the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 to be connected
directly to the antenna resulting in
reduced power of one-half, instead of
one -quarter power. The four modes
are: 1) both transmitters parallel into
the antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter
into antenna and second into the
dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3).
Automatic operation of the motor
driven by-pass switching system is an
optional accessory to the four mode
switching system.
(See switching systems diagrams
inside.)
8CRA
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The BTF-5 + 5ES2 transmitter is actu-

ally two complete five kilowatt transitter units (Type BTF-5ES2) combined
to make continuous operation practical
at the 10 kW power level. All major components except the combining equipment,

are duplicated within the system; dual
exciters (if desired), power amplifiers,
and power supplies etc.

Dual Switchable Exciters
The basic configuration of the BTF5 +5ES2 contains only one exciter (BTE-

115) which can be expanded to include
two exciters and exciter switching, so that
a back-up exciter system is always avail-

able with the push of a button either
locally or by remote control. The single
exciter system can be purchased initially
and the second exciter and switching
system can be bought at a later date if

The harmonic filter and directional
coupler supplied with the BTF-5ES2 are

Self -Protected Against Overload

two separate units in a 50 ohm 11/4"

are protected by magnetically tripped

coax line configuration so as to be com-

patible with the output combining network supplied with the combined transmitter.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter, almost directly over the center
combining cabinet is the hybrid combiner
coupler network, a "three -dB hybrid'.
coaxial unit. This assembly combines the

two 5 kW modulated carriers into one
10 kW output. The reject load for the
combiner is mounted within the center
combiner equipment cabinet of the transmitter.

desired.

When the two 5 kW transmitters are
each of equal power out and are properly phased by the line stretcher, the

With the purchase of two exciters the
system is so arranged so that one of the

system will easily achive the full 10 kW
to the antenna system. If one transmitter

two serves the combined transmitter while

the other operates as a "hot" stand-by.
In the event of trouble in the on -the -air
exciter, manual (or automatic optional)
switch -over puts the extra

exciter on

the line.

Grounded Grid Power
Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 17 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power

splitter which, in turn provides two outputs, each to a 8122 IPA tetrode tube.

This raises the power to the required
level to drive the the final power ampli-

fier to 5 kW power output. The two 5
kW outputs are then combined to provide a full 10 kW out of the combiner
coupler. The output configuration uses a

grounded grid using a ceramic triode,
3CX3000A7 tube type.

Harmonic Filters and
Directional Couplers

reduced in power or is completely
disabled the power output will be less
than 10 kW and can be as low as 2500
watts if one transmitter is completely
is

shut down. The uniqueness of the parallel
transmitter configuration is that program

addition, a stepping relay automatically
cycles power -off three times before lock-

ing out in the event of brief overloads
and power interruptions. The overloads
are reset by pushbuttons on the front
panel or by remote control.
All tuning controls are located on the

front panels for easy accessibility. The
variable power control is also mounted
on the front as are the overload indicators, plate power on -off and overload

reset buttons.

Remote Control
The BTF-5 +5ES2 transmitter incorporates connections for remote control
and for ATS (Automatic Transmitter
System) and remote reading when used
with a remote control system. Terminals
for transmitter on -off, plate on -off, overload reset, and reading remotely plate

voltage, cathode current, and power out-

splits the power from the remaining active

Output Configurations

transmitter so that half the power input
goes to the antenna and half to the reject
load unless an output switching system
is employed (see 4 mode switching).

Adjustable Power -Output Control
Power output is controlled by means
manual coax patching system as shown
of a variable resistor which controls the
screen voltage supplied to the IPA. Power

output is adjustable from zero to a full
5 kW in each 5 kW transmitter unit or
10 kW in the combined transmitter_

tions at the input and output provide
cut-off in the second harmonic region and

ed front panel meter.

prevents turn -on of the plate power until
all filaments have heated sufficiently. In

put are conveniently found inside the
transmitter rear lift off doors on each
5 kW unit.

of two M -derived half -sections in series
and these constant -K half -sections configured in a 50 ohm 13/8" coax cable in
line harmonic filter. The M -derived sec-

cable component to provivde reliable forward and VSWR power indications that
are read on the transmitter power/reflect-

circuit breakers in addition to overload
relays. An automatic sequencing system

service can be maintained on a reduced
power basis even if one of the parallel
transmitters is disabled. When one transmitter is disabled the 3 dB hybrid coupler

The harmonic filter supplied with the
BTF-5 plus 5ES2 transmitter is not a
simple harmonic trap. The filter consists

above. This filter consists of a series of
transmission line elements and several
shunt stubs tuned to the offending harmonic. Directional coupler is also a coax

Power circuits in each 5 kW transmitter

BTE-115 FM Exciter
System with BTS-101

Stereo and BTX-101
SCA Generator.

The basic BTF-5+5ES2 parallel trans-

mitter comes with either one and no
exciter switching system or with two
exciters and a exciter switching system,
but with no output by-pass switching, as
shown in Floor Plan and Coaxial Cable
and Combining Configuration Diagrams

on the last page of this catalog. Other
switching configuration such as manual
output patch, and motor driven output
by-pass switching are also available. These

latter systems are both 4 mode switching
systems as described following:
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Typical Four Mode Switching System (motor -

Block diagram of the BTF-5 plJs 5ES2 FM Transmitte-.
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Block diagram of one o' the Duplexed 5 kW
units of the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 FM Transmitter.

during periods when one of the individual
BTF-5ES2 transmitters is shut -down for

repairs or routine maintenance is to bypass the shut -down transmitter using a
manual coax patching system as shown
in the diagram in the middle right side
of this page. If Transmitter B for example
is shut -down the coaxial "U" bend patch

of Switch #2 is changed to make connection between Jacks 1 and 2, and the
U bend patch of Switch #3 is changed
to make connection between Jacks 1 and
4 with the U bend connections between

COMBINER

I
TRANSMITTER
A

5kW
HARMONIC
FILTER

10 kW BTF 5 5ES2

Four Mode Manual Patch
A method of achieving a interim
poper of 5 kW to the station's antenna

0

COMBINER

41 KHZ
MONO

J

ITCH_

DUMMY
LOAD
(OPTIONAL)

REJECT
LOAD

b

Typical Four Mode Switching System (manual) for the BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Dual Transmitter.

The manual patch switchers are We
coaxial in 3 pole and 4 pole configurations and are mounted in the output

patch system that the output mode can

coax combining network above the transmitter and combining cabinets. All coax,
90° elbows, fittings and couplers are pre-

logic for complete automatic operation

be quickly changed by a single pushbutton
action, and Scan be adapted to automatic

(optional).

tested and cut to exact lengths so that
the installation can be efficiently and

15/a'

quickly assembled.
The four mode patching will allow for

(DPDT) configuration and are mounted
in the output coax combining network

1) both transmitters to be fed into the
antenna, 2) or into a (optional) dummy
load 3) Transmitter A into antenna and
B into dummy load or 4) reverse of 3).

The motor driven coaxial switchers are

in a Double Pole Double Throw

above the transmitter and combining cabi-

nets. All coax 90° elbows, fittings and
couplers are pretested and cut to exact
lengths to assist in the installation of the
system.

Four Mode Motor Driven Switching

Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Thus the RF

A method of achieving an interim power

The four modes of the motor driven

continuity from the Transmitter A to the

of 5 kW to the station's antenna and bypassing one complete BTF-5ES2 transmitter unit of the parallel system is to

by-pass switching system are; 1) both
fed into the antenna 2) both transmitters
into a dummy load (optional) 3) Transmitter A into the antenna while B is fed
into the dummy load, and 4) Transmitter

antenna is complete and Transmitter B
is taken off the antenna feed. If transmitter A is disabled the "U" bend patch
of Switch is connected to Jacks 2 and
3 with Jacks 3 and 4 removed. Trans1

mitter B is then connected to the station's
antenna.

install a 4 mode motor driven coaxial
switching system as shown in the diagram
above. The motor driven switching sys-

tem has the advantage over the manual

B into the antenna with A into the
dummy load.
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Floor plan for BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Transmitter.

BTF-5 plus 5ES2 Transmitter. Coaxial cable and combiner configuration for non -switching output systems.

Spec ific3tions
Performance
Power Output
Output Impedance (15/8" O.D. unflanged)
Frequency Deviation, 100% modulation

1000-10,000 watts
50 ohms

+75 kHz
+100 kHz
Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
+1000 Hz max.
Audio Input Impedance
600 ohms
Audio Input Level (100% mod.)
+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Frequency Response (50 Hz -15 kHz) ....±1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 75 or 50 psa
Harmonic Distortion (50 Hz -15 kHz)
0 3% max.4
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ....-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.G
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
20-95 kHz
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to

±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15,000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier.

-60 dB referred to
±75 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a singe tone (30 to

Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by subcarrier.
Electrical
Power Requirements:

RF Load and WattmeterT
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/60 Hz
Elapse Time Meter for 115V/50 Hz
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 5 kW, 15,43!, 50 ohm,
Exciter Switching System
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Low Power/VSWR Protection Module

MI -561066
MI -561073
ES -560920
MI -561029
MI -561018-2
MI -561018-4
MI -561353
MI -561090
MI -561085
MI -561086

Automatic Operation of Exciter Switching
System

MI -561089

Type BW-75A FM Frequency and Modulation
Monitor (Specify Frequency)
Type BW-100B RF Amplifier
(Specify Frequency)
Type BW-85A FM Stereo Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
Type BW-95A SCA Frequency and
Modulation Monitor (Specify Frequency)

M I -560735G
M I -560738G

MI -560740G
MI -56974521

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network.
Frequency response referred to 75- or 60 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.
standard 75- or 50 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

240/108V, 50/60 Hz
Combined Voltage Variation and Regulation
+10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
18,000W
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

Weight
Finish

Service Slider Rails for Exciter
Spare Transmitter Tubes

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a

Line

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall)

Spare Crystal and Oven
(Specify operating frequency)

69"W, 77"H, 321/2"D
(1753, 1956, 826 mm)
2700 lbs. (1225 kg)
Textured vinyl in charcoal gray and
shadow blue, satin aluminum trim

Altitude:
60 Hz
6000 ft. max. (1829 m)'i
50 Hz
4000 ft. max. (1219 m)5
Ambient Temperature Range
-20° to +45°C
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Accessories
Remote Power Output Control
Directional Coupler (for Exciter output)

MI -561023
MI -561026

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

''Modifications available for higher altitudes.
'Specify operating frequency.
'Catalog RA.77118.

Ordering Information
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with one Exciter,
No Output Switching
ES -563020*
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching, No Output Switching
ES -563020**
Parallel, 10 kW FM Transmitter
Type BTF-5+5ES2 with two Exciters, Exciter
Switching and manual or motor driven
output switching
ES -563020**
*Includes one Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main -channel
operation; stereo and SCA subcarrier generators as ordered. Also includes
power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.
Includes two Solid State Exciter (Type BTE-115) equipped for main channel
operation and/or stereo and SCA as ordered. Also includes exciter switching, power dividing and combining equipment. No output switching.

"'Includes two exciter systems equipped for main channel and stereo/SCA
as ordered, power dividing and combining equipment, manual or motor
driven by-pass switching network, two coax type harmonic filters and
switching control panel.

Broadcast
Systems
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catalog RA.2045

FM Transmitter, 10kW,
Type BTF-5 Plus 5ES1

The Type BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a
ten -kilowatt transmitter for the FM broadcast station where continuous
operation is important. The transmitter combines two identical
five -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-5ES1)
to form a redundant ten -kilowatt
system The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption of

Parallel Transmitters for High Reliability
Designed for unattended operation
Expansible to 40 kW power level

ail -time.

Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA

The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is a single output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output

Only two tube types in entire transmitter

switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-5ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.

Ell OE trzwim
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The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 transmitter is
actually two complete five -kilowatt units,
(Type BTF-5ES1) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major
components-except the combining equip-

ment are duplicated within the system:
twin finals, twin power supplied, etc. (see
functional diagrams, on opposite page).

The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is intended for
operation into a single transmission line

by the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020A).

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

Interface to the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 is
accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter interface relay panel to permit

(3784 mm) long at frequencies below 98

deactivating the exciter RF amplifier out-

put when the individual 5kW amplifier
is turned off.
Power -Amplifier Stages

The exciter system delivers 17 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outDual, Switchable Exciters
puts, each to a IPA tetrode in each trans:
The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 includes two mitter section. This raises the power level
solid-state exciter systems arranged so
to drive the final power amplifier. The
and antenna system.

that one of the two serves the transmitter while the other operates as a
hot standby. In the event of trouble in
the on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic
optional) switch -over puts the extra ex-

citer on the line. Lighted indicators on
the control panel show the change in
status.

kW. The two 5 kW outputs are combined
to 10 kW in a hybrid combiner.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarly mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is

The exciter system
system

final stage raises the power level to 5

providing

is

the combiner network, a "three -dB

the BTE-115

hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly com-

monaural,

bines the two 5 kW modulated carriers
into one 10 kW output. The reject load
for the combiner is mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

excellent

stero and SCA performance that more
than meets the Industry, FCC regulations
and CCIR recommendations as achieved

Ten -Kilowatt FM Transmitter,

..900

MP

nE

11

is

149"

MHz and 129" (3277 mm) above 98
MHz, and is a series of transmission -line
elements with a uniform Mt" inch outer conductor diameter, a stepped inner con-

ductor and a shunt stub. Attenuation of
all harmonics is accomplished in a M derived section and a series of constant -

K, T sections. The filter has a broad
passband with a sharp high -frequency
cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency.

An optional filter configuration using
two 31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available for a non -switching transmitter and
two also will be supplied with either the
manual or motor driven four mode switching versions. The optional filter consists of a series of transmission line stubs.
Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished
by resonating the stub sections to various
harmonic frequencies.

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined
transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

RA. 2045 Page 3

of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c

B,ock diagram of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitter.

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge, display reject powei, reflected power and

ANTENNA
OTT 51
POWER

10 KW IITF-5 PLUSSES]

SUPP'

combined power output.

In the area immediately below the

LINE
STRETCHER

meter panel are reflectometer controls and
adjustments. Next are the control switches

for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that dis-

0-

DUMMY
1 (AU

HYBRID RING

By -Pass Switching Operation
The BTF-5 plus 5ES1 transmitter, by
virtue of its two independent transmitter
systems, can be arranged so that either
five -kilowatt system can be shut down
for major (or minor) maintenance while
the other feeds the antenna.
A four mode manual or motor driven

LOAD

BTE SFS!
POWE I
SUPPLY

LEFT -IP
AU310 INPUTS

RIGHT -OA

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

SCA

AUDIO
INPUT

STEREO
BTS 101

STEREO
GEN.

--FM

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR
AND
BUFFER

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-5 plus
5ES1 system extends even to separate

E'FCITER
F

SCA

GEN

AFC

1

SCA

67 KHz

SCA

GEN.

REFERENCE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

DRIVER

'A

F203/4C X25013

4CX5000A

V
TO OkW

OFF FPEOUENCY
RELAY CONTACTS
TO TRANSMITTER
CONTR 3 L CIRCUIT

OFF FRED.
DETECTOR

BTX 101

IS WATTS
87 108 MO,
1

AMPLIFIER

BOX 101

SCA

COMBINER

HI KHz
MONO

MONO

AUDIO

AMPLIFIER

INPUT

VARIABLE

EXCIT

OW

POWER

VOL-AGE

SUPPLY

HIGH
VOLTAGE

BIAS

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

PA

SUPPLY

to allow either one of the parallel transmitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems
power as would be experienced through
the combining network.
The four modes are 1) both dual transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters
into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into
antenna and other into dummy load; and
4) reverse of 3). Automatic operation of
the motor driven by-pass switching system is an optional accessory to the four
mode switching system.

RE IECi
LOAD

8TF SES1

by-pass switching system can be provided

diagrams). This results in a reduced
power of one-half instead of one -quarter

COUPLE

REJECT

"line -stretcher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs
and output power of the exciter system.
matically when the exciters are switched.

3DB HYBRID

POWER

SPLITTER

plays exciter reject power. Next is the
control knob for the adjustment of the

The audio connections to the stero and
and SCA subchannels are switched auto-

HARMONIC
FILTER

BTF 5ES1

Block diagram of one of the aiplexed 5 kW

units of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 FM Transmitters.

TRANSMITTER

1_

HARM( NIC
FILTER

1

2

9
SWITCH

TO

SWITCH

ANTENNA

3

0

9
2

1

COMBINE R

DUMMY
LOAD
10 PT ID NA LI

TRANSMITTER1_, HARMONIC
FILTER

REJECT
LOAD

Typical Four Mode Switching System (motor driven of the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 Dual Transmitter.

power supplies for each five -kilowatt section. These are units using solid-state

rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be
located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in
a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More infor-

mation on the five -kilowatt transmitter
will be found in the catalog section on
the Type BTF-5ES1. (See Catalog RA.
2041C).

Typical Four Mode Switching System manual) for the BTF-5 plus 5ES1 Dual Transmitter.

Specifications
Performance
F3 and F9
Type of Emission
87.5 to 108 MHz
Frequency Range
5 kW to 10 kW
Power Output
50 Ohms
Output Impedance (61/4" O.D. Unflanged Line)

+75 kHz
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
+100 kHz
Modulation Capability
+1000 Hz max.
Carrier Frequency Stability
600 Ohms
Audio Input Impedance
+10 -±2 dBm1
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) .... +1 dB max.2
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 ps,

EXHAUST FAN 6800 CM 1192m;
(NOT SUPPLIED)

' Ar

.=W
POWER SOURCE

I30i)

.

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

TO INCOMING

18131

3r

12"

1

u"1.1
152)

1152

^'--'S POWER

POWER

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER

SUPPLY

11/6- 0.0.
MI -27967-

as desired3

306 HYBRID
TO ANTENNA

0 3% or lesst
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ...-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.6
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable

U0

Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)

Subcarrier Input Impedance
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

if"

\1
140.29' 88 to 98 MHz
631

179 3r98 to 168 MHz
N135
3286)

NOTE:

Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
20-95 kHz

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATE() ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED

5KW

-50 dB referred to
±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to

TRANSMITTER UNIT
1762)

i

COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

5KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

36-

15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
±75 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

using narrow band detector.
Tube Complement
Driver
Power Amplifier

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX5000A

Electrical
Power Requirements:
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Line
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ...-±-10%
20,000 Watts
Power Consumption (approx.)
90%
Power Factor (approx.)

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

Mechanical

Dimensions (overall): Transmitter
Width
1141/4" (2882 mm)
Height
Depth
Weight (approx.)
Finish

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
2850 lbs. (1247 kg)

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

11,000 ft. (3352.8 m)5
9000 ft. (2743.2 m)

Ambient Temperature Range
-20° to +45°C
Specifications subject to change without notice.

FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-5 +5E51
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
ES -560992B
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
ES -560992C
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
ES -560992D10
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System
ES -560992E10
Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 9000 feet (2743 m) above seal level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/8", 50 -ohm, 20 kW

(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one for each parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (10 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

MI -560307-36
MI -561018-27
MI -560307-316
MI -5607358
MI -5607458
MI -5607382
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343

MI -561043-12
CB°
MI -561085
MI -561089

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
-Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
°Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.
'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
°AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
'For 117V/60 Hz power only; use Ml -561018.4 for 117V/50 Hz.
°Specify operating frequency.
"Catalog RA.77118.

'Includes 31/8 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven).
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catalog RA.2055

RCA
FM Transmitter, 20 kW
Type BTF-10 Plus 10ES1

The Type BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a
twenty -kilowatt transmitter for the
FM -broadcast station where continuous operation is important. The
transmitter combines two identical
ter -kilowatt transmitters (BTF-10ES1)
to form a redundant twenty -kilowatt
system. The dual design allows major
maintenance without interruption

Parallel Transmitters for High Reliability
Desicned for unattended operation

of air -time.

Expansible to 40 kW power level

The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is a single-.
output transmitter. Four mode manual
patch or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-10ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.

Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo
with or without SCA

Only two tube types in entire transmitter
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The BTF-10 plus 1OES1 transmitter is
actually two complete ten -kilowatt units,

Interface to the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is
accomplished through an Exciter/Trans-

(Type BTF-10ES1) combined to make
continous operation practical. All major

mitter interface relay panel to permit

components-except the combining equip-

ment are duplicated within the system:

deactivating the exciter RF amplifier output when the individual 10 kW amplifier
is turned off.

twin finals, twin power supplies, etc. (see

functional diagrams, on opposite page).
The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 is intended for
operation into a single transmission line
and antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 includes two
solid-state exciter systems arranged so
that one of the two serves the transmitter
while the other operates as a hot standby.
In the event of trouble in the on -air exciter, manual (or Automatic optional)
switchover puts the extra exciter on the
line. Lighted indicators on the control
panel show the change in status.
The exciter system is the BTE-115
system providing excellent monaural, stero

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See
Catalog RA.2020A).

Power -Amplifier Stages

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

=MIMI=

III

122"

mission -line elements with a uniform
3%8 inch outer -conductor diameter, a

stepped inner conductor and a shunt stub.

Attenuation of all harmonics is accomplished in a M -derived section and a
series of constant -K, T sections. The filter

The exciter system delivers 17 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two outputs, each to a IPA tetrode in each transmitter section. This raises the power level

has a broad passband with a sharp high frequency cutoff and excellent attenuation
above cutoff frequency. A pressurized unit

to drive the final power amplifier. The
final stage raises the power level to 10
kW. The two 10 kW outputs are combined to 20 kW in a hybrid combiner.

two

for outside installation is also available.

An optional filter configuration using
31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is
available for a non -switching transmitter
and two also will be supplied with either
the manual or motor driven four mode
switching versions. The optional filter
Hybrid -Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the trans- consists of a series of transmission line
mitter cabinet, almost directly over the stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by resonating the stub sections to
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
various harmonic frequencies.
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly comCenter Transmitter Control
bines the two 10 kW modulated carriers
into one 20 kW output. The reject load
In the center cabinet are the control
for the combiner is mounted within the
and metering functions for the combined
center cabinet of the transmitter.
transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

Twenty -Kilowatt FM Transmitter, Type BTF-10 plus 10ES1

.000

is

(3101 mm) long and is a series of trans-

I MEM
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000m
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of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c

ANTENNA
13TF IDES1
I

POWER

20 kW43TE 10 R 10ES1

overload and output line VSWR overload. Three meters, at the top edge,
display reject power, reflected power and
combined power output.

011513510

LINE

BTF 14.51

STRETCHER

In the area immediately below the
meter panel are reflectometer controls
and adjustments. Next are the control

0-

DUMMY
LOAD

HYBRID

amplifier chains.
Relays in this section switch inputs and
output power of the exciter system. The
audio connections to the stereo and SCA

subchannels arc switched automatically
when the exciters are switched.

ING

811, VII.
,,OURI I

ATE 14E51
REJECT

1J

JE

CAJ

LOAD

BTF ICES1

Block diagram of the BTF-10
plus 10ES1 FM Transmitter.
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SCA
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By -Pass Switching Operation

ET X 101
SCA

AFC

GEN

SC

67 KHz

The BTF-10 plus 10ES1 transmitter, by

virtue of its two independent transmitter
systems, can be arranged so that either
ten -kilowatt system can be shut down for
major (or minor) maintenance while the
other feeds the antenna.
A four mode manual or motor driven
by-pass switching system can be provided
to allow either one of the parallel trans-

IILT-

POWER

SPLITTER

switches for the exciter systems, a control -

ladder circuit -breaker and a meter that
displays exciter reject power. Next is
the control knob for adjustment of the
"line-strecher", which adjusts the phase
of the input circuits of the twin power -

SCA

AUCIO
INPUT

REF LIEN CE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

1

.-41w

C RIVER
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(-OA

C X2506
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OCX 140000
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AU010
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1.3N
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VOLTAGE
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SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Block diagram of one of the DLplexed 10 kW
units of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 FM Transmitters.

mitters to be connected directly to the
station's antenna (see switching systems
diagrams). This results in a reduced
power of one-half instead of one -quarter

power as would be experienced through
the combining network.
The four modes are: 1) both dual
transmitters into antenna; 2) both transmitters into dummy load; 3) one transmitter into antenna and other into dummy load; and 4) reverse of 3). Automatic

operation of the motor driven by-pass

TRANSMITTER
8

for

each

formation will be found in the catalog
section on the Type BTF-10ES1. (See
Catalog RA.205 IC ) .

SWITCH

TO

ANTENNA

3

02

DUMMY
LOAD

3

(OPTIONAL)
SWITCHI

TRANSMITTER
A

REJECT
LOAD

HARMONIC
FILTER

Typical Fcur-Mode Switching System (motor driven)

of the BTF-10 plus 10ES1 Dual FM Transmitters.
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FILTER

3

2

0

TO

SWITCH

SWVITCH

3

o

section. These are units using solid-state
rectifiers throughout for reduced maintenance and' minimal operating expense.
The power supply cabinets need not be

a basement room or in a shelter external
to the transmitter building. More in-

0-

o

ten -kilowatt

located in the same room as the transmitter unit where space is a problem.
They might, for example, be located in

SWITCH

o

to the four mode switching system.

power supplies

HARMONIC
FILTER

COMBINER

switching system is an optional accessory

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-10 plus
10ESI system extends even to separate

I

WILY

0

COMBINER

DDUMMY
LOAD

3

0
SWITCH,
2

TRANSMITTER
A

HARMONIC
FILTER

y

-

REJECT
LOAD

Typical Four -Mode Switching System (manual)

for the BTF-10 plus 10ES- Dual Transmitter.
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Specifications
Performance
F3 and F9
Type of Emission
87.5 to 108 MHz
Frequency Range
10 kW to 20 kW
Power Output
50 Ohms
Output Impedance (61/2" O.D. Unflanged Line)
+75 kHz
Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
+100 kHz
Modulation Capability
+1000 Hz max.
Carrier Frequency Stability
600 Ohms
Audio Input Impedance

EXHAUST FAN 61300 CFM 1192m3/
(NOT SUPPLIED/

1305:

TO INCOMING

POWER SOURCE

POWER SOURCE

18131

12-6+6- 32"
Mitml 3-bo(152

(1521

r"--' POWER

POWER

+10 ±2 dBm1
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz) ....+1 dB max.3
Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant ....0, 25, 50 or 75 psi
0 3% or less4
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.) ...-68 dB max.
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)... -50 dB max.4;
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.) ....9 to 30% adjustable
Subcarrier Input Impedance
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk

TO INCOMING

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER

SUPPLY

3.1/8- 0.0
IA 7561506

305 HYBRID
TO ANTENNA

t
129.9 188 Le 108 MU,)
(32991

NOTE:

20-95 kHz

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATE() ABOUT TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT LINE AS REQUIRED

10 KW

-50 dB referred to
±6.0 kHz deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Main channel modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to
15000 Hz) and 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band de-

TRANSMITTER UNIT

17621_.]

COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

10 KW

TRANSMITTER UNIT

30"

tector.
Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

-60 dB referred to
±75 kHz deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone.
Subcarrier modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to
5000 Hz), main channel modulated 30% by a subcarrier,

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

using narrow band detector.
Tube Complement
Driver
Power Amplifier

Two 7203/4CX250B
Two 4CX10000D

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation ...±10%
Power Consumption (approx.)
38,000 Watts
Power Factor (approx.)
90%

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall):
Width
Height
Depth
Weight (approx.)
Finish

Transmitter
1141/4" (2882 mm)

77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
2950 lbs.
(1336.4 kg)

High -Voltage
Power Supply
64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
23" (585 mm)
1680 lbs. (762 kg)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.

Altitude:
60 Hz
50 Hz

9000 ft. (2740 m)3
7500 ft. 2286 m)5

Ambient Temperature Range
-20° to +45°C
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Ordering Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type -10 plus 10ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (20 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filter (20 kW ea.)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

ES -560994B
ES -560994C
ES-560994CP"

ES-560994El"

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator
AM Noise Reduction Kit
Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spare Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/2", 50 -ohm, 20 kW

(for use with Automatic Power Control,
use one for each parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (20 kW)
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven
By -Pass Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System

M I-560307-36
MI -561018-27
MI -560307-31"
MI -560735s
MI -560740s
MI -560745s
MI -560738s
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343

MI -561043-8
CB"
MI -561085
MI -561089

'Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
-Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
"Other time constants available on request.
'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following a
standard 50- or 7.5 -microsecond de -emphasis network.

'Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
"AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
',For 117V/60 Hz power only; use Ml -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
`Specify operating frequency.
'Catalog RA.7711B.

'Includes 3,:a inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven).

Rte

n

Broadcast
Systems

TRADEMARK'S) S REGISTERED
MARCAIS) REGISTRADAIS)

catalog RA.2071C
(Replaces RA.2071B)

FM Transmitter, 40kW,
Type, BTF-40L)i

Dual -system exciters, amplifiers, power supplies

Ready for remote control

Built for continuous operation
Direct -FM for full -fidelity mono or stereo with or without SCA

Only two tube types in entire transmitter

MS®

-A J J

OaC-

The Type BTF-40ES1 is a forty -kilowatt transmitter for the maximum power FM -broadcast station where
continuous operation is important.
The transmitter combines two
identical twenty -kilowatt transmitters
to form a redundant forty -kilowatt
system. The dual design even allows
major maintenance without
interruption of air -time.
The BTF-40ES1 is a single -output
transmitter. Four mode manual patch
or motor driven by-pass output
switching can be provided to allow
either BTF-20ES1 to be connected
directly to the antenna.

MAI
massa Q

WI

RA.2071
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The BTF-40ES1 transmitter is actually

the "Direct FM" solid state units. (See

two complete twenty -kilowatt units, (Type

Catalog RA,2020A)

BTF-20ES1) combined to make continuous operation practical. All major components-except the combining equipment
and the harmonic filter-are duplicated

Interface to the BTF-40ES1 is accomplished through an Exciter/Transmitter
interface relay panel to permit deactivating the exciter RF amplifier output when
the individual 20 kW amplifier is turned

within the system: twin finals, twin power

(see functional diagrams,
on opposite page).
supplies, etc.

The BTF-40ES1 is intended for opera-

tion into a single transmission line and
antenna system.

Dual, Switchable Exciters
The BTF-40ES1 includes two solid-state

exciter systems arranged so that one of
the two serves the transmitter while the
other operates as a hot standby. In the
event of trouble in the on -air exciter,
manual (or Automatic optional) switch over puts the extra exciter on the line.
Lighted indicators on the control panel
show the change in status.
The exciter system is the BTE-115 system providing excellent monaural, stereo

and SCA performance that more than
meets the Industry, FCC regulations and
CCIR recommendations as achieved by

off.

Power -Amplifier Stages
The exciter system delivers 17 watts of
modulated carrier to a hybrid -ring power
splitter which, in turn, provides two out-

puts, each to a pair of IPA tetrodes, in
each transmitter section. These raise the
power level to drive the final power amplifier. The final stage raises the power
level to 20 kW. The two 20 kW outputs are
combined to 40 kW in a hybrid combiner.

Hybrid Combiner Network
Ordinarily mounted above the transmitter cabinet, almost directly over the
center unit, (see floor plan, last page)
is the combiner network, a "three -dB
hybrid" coaxial unit. This assembly combines the two 20 kW modulated carriers
into one 40 kW output. The reject loads

for the combiner are mounted within the
center cabinet of the transmitter.

Coaxial Harmonic Filters
The single harmonic filter

impom

0 0 0--

MME

mimmino

o o om-

MI
I I I

tr

122"

mission -line elements with a uniform 61/8 -

inch outer -conductor diameter, a stepped
inner conductor and a shunt stub. Atten-

uation of all harmonics is accomplished
in an M -derived section and a series of
constant -K, T sections. The filter has a
broad passband with a sharp high -frequency cutoff and excellent attenuation above
cutoff frequency.

An optional filter configuration using
two 31/8" 61" (1549 mm) filters is available for a non -switching transmitter but
two will be supplied with either the manual or motor driven four mode switching
versions. The optional filter consists of a
series of transmission line stubs. Attenuation of harmonics is accomplished by
resonating the stub sections to various
harmonic frequencies.

Central Transmitter Control
In the center cabinet are the control
and metering functions for the combined

Forty -Kilowatt FM Transmitter, Type BTF-40ES1

emononom

is

(3101 mm) long and is a series of trans-

RA.2071

transmitters. Push -buttons provide control

of combined unit on/off and plate power
on/off. Lighted indicators signal d -c over-

Block diagram of the BTF-40ES1 FM Transmitter.
ANEENNA

E

load and output line VSWR overload.
Three meters, at the top edge, display
reject power, reflected power and combined power output.
In the area immediately below the meter

panel are reflectometer controls and adjustments. Next are the control switches
for the exciter systems, a control -ladder
circuit -breaker and a meter that displays
exciter reject power. Next is the control
knob for adjustment of the "line -stretcher", which adjusts the phase of the input

0-

400.: PING

3 DB11160 D

PO: ER

COUPLER

SP, TER

REJECT
LOAD

REJ CT
LOAD

Relays in this section switch exciter

BTF-20E SI
POWEF
SUPPLE

system inputs, outputs and primary power.

S EREO
LEFT

17

B TS-101
STEREO
GEN.

AUDIO INPUT`

Built for Continuous Operation

FILTER

RIF .0C1

circuits of the twin power -amplifier chains.

The audio connections to the stereo and
SCA subchannels are switched automatically when the exciters are switched.

HARMONIC

BTF20ES.

STRETCHER

RIGHT

DIRECT FM
OSCILLATOR
AND
BUFFER

EXCITER

RF

I

AMPLIFIER

15 WATTS

6' 106 MHt

The BTF-40ES1 transmitter, by virtue
of its two independent transmitter systems,
is arranged so that either twenty -kilowatt

BTX !DI

SCA
AUDIO
INPUT

SCA
DEN
67 KHz

REFERENCE
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR,

AFC
SC

DR vER
74314CX250E,

system can be shut down for major (or
minor) maintenance while the other feeds
the antenna.

SCA

INPUT

OFF- FRED

SCA
OEN.

A four mode manual or motor driven

antenna (see switching systems diagrams).
This results in a reduced power of one-half
instead of one -quarter power as would be

experienced through the combining net-

DETEC-OR

SCA

Al KHz

MONO

AUDIO
INPUT

by-pass switching system can be provided

to allow one of the parallel transmitters
to be connected directly to the station's

; FREQUENCY
RBA,' CONTACTS ..,2003,,RIcVxE2RscE
'0 TRANSMITTER
GINTROL C RCUIT

S TS -101

AUDIO -IA

MONO
AMPLIFIER
VARIABLE
OW

EXCITER
POWER

VOLLTAGE

SUPP _V

SUPPLY

NIGH
VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

Block diagram of one of the diplexed 20 -kW units of the
BTF-40ES1 Transmitter, showing optional Stereo and SCA.
r
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TRANSMITTER

HAFT.Tr4IC

work.

SWITCH
T712

both dual
transmitters into antenna; 2.) both transmitters into dummy load; 3.) one trans-

The four modes are:

FR

BIAS

:URAL,

TO

ANTENNA

1.)

COMBINER

0

mitter into antenna and other into dummy

load; and 4.) reverse of 3.). Automatic
operation of the motor driven by-pass
switching system is an optional accessory
to the four mode switching system.

Redundant Power Supplies
The redundancy of the BTF-40ES1 system extends even to separate power supplies for each twenty -kilowatt section.
These are units using solid-state rectifiers
throughout for reduced maintenance and
minimal operating expense. The power

supply cabinets need not be located in
the same room as the transmitter unit
where space is a problem. They might,
for example, be located in a basement
room or in a shelter external to the transmitter building. More information on the
twenty -kilowatt transmitter will be found
in the catalog section on the Type BTF20ES1. (See Catalog RA.2061C)

DUMMY
LOAD

SWITCH

TRANSMITTER

HAFTITI:EPAIC

REJECT
LOAD

A

L

J

Typical four mode switching system (motor driven)
for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter.
r
4

TRANSMITTER J HARMONIC

104

FILTER

TO

ANTENNA
,

COMBINEK
DUMMY
LOAD

TRANSMITTER
A

1

13SWI;TCH:

HARMONIC
FILTER

REJECT
LOAD

L

Typical four mode switching system (manual)
for BTF-40ES1 Dual Transmitter.
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EXHAUST FAN 6800 CFM 092n110
(NOT SUPPLIED)

Specifications
Performance

F3 and F9

Type of Emission

87.5 to 108 MHz
40 kW
Power Output
50 Ohms
Output Impedance (61/8" O.D. Unflanged Line)

0

Frequency Deviation 100% modulation
Modulation Capability
Carrier Frequency Stability
Audio Input Impedance
Audio Input Level-(100% mod.)
Audio Frequency Response-(30-15,000 Hz)

Sri

252

(305)

(8131

MIN

1IS2)

±75 kHz
±100 kHz
±1000 Hz max.

'POWER

--,POWER
SUPPLY

SUPPLY

HARMONIC FILTER
6','; 0 0
MI -561575

600 Ohms

+10 ±2 dBrril

SOB HYBRID -

±1 dB max.2

Pre -emphasis Network Time Constant....75 or 50 ps, as desired3
Harmonic Distortion (50-15,000 Hz)
0.3% or less4

FM Noise Level (referred to 100% FM mod.)
AM Noise Level (referred to 100% AM mod.)
Subcarrier Input Level (100% mod.)

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

TO INCOMING
POWER SOURCE

Frequency Range

TO ANTENNA

\OLD
0

II

12.08.188

-68 dB max.
-50 dB max.6

9 to 30%
adjustable
Resistive 600 Ohms bal.

Subcarrier Input Impedance
20-95 kHz
Subcarrier Frequency
Main-to-Subchannel Crosstalk
-50 dB referred to ±6.0 kHz
deviation of the subcarrier by a 400 Hz tone. Main channel
modulation 70% by a single tone (50 to 15000 Hz) and 30%
by subcarrier, using narrow band detector.

TO 108 MHz/

13101)

NOTE

2013
TRANSMITTER UNIT
1762/

I

HARMONIC FILTER MAY BE
ROTATED ABOUT TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT LINE AS REOUIRED
COMBINING
EQUIPMENT

20 KW
TRANSMITTER UNIT

30'

-60 dB referred to ±75 kHz
deviation of the main carrier by a 400 Hz tone. Subcarrier
modulated ±4.0 kHz by a single tone (30 to 5000), main
channel modulated 30% by subcarrier, using narrow band

Sub -to -Main -Channel Crosstalk

PARENTHETICAL DIMENSIONS
ARE IN MILLIMETERS

detector.

Tube Complement
Driver: four 7203/4CX250B; Power Amplifier: two 4CX15000A

Electrical
Power Requirements:
Line
240/208 Volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
Combined Line Voltage Variation and Regulation
±10%
Power Consumption
72,000 Watts (approx.)

Power Factor (approx.)

Mechanical
Dimensions (overall):
Width
Height
Depth
Weight (approx.)
Finish

90%

High -Voltage

Transmitter

Space -saving floor plan. The separate, unitized
power supplies may be installed in a basement,

another room or other convenient place. Wire
ducts shown are not furnished.

Power Supply

64" (1626 mm)
49" (1245 mm)
77" (1956 mm)
321/2" (825 mm)
23" (585 mm)
2950 lbs. (1336.4 kg) 2050 lbs. (329.8 kg.)
1141/4" (2882 mm)

Textured Vinyl in midnight blue and
shadow blue, satin -aluminum trim.
Altitude
7500 ft. (2290 m)5
Ambient Temperature Range
-20° to +45°C
Specifications subject to change without notice.

AM Noise Reduction Kit

Ordering Information
FM Broadcast Transmitter, Type BTF-40ES1:
With Single Harmonic Filter (40 kW)
With Dual Harmonic Filters (20 kW)
As Above, plus Manual Switching System
As Above, plus Motor Driven
Switching System

Manometer
Elapsed -Time Indicator

ES -560996B
ES -560996C
ES -560996D71,

ES -560996E1°

Please specify assigned frequency, power line frequency (if
other than 60 Hz), ambient temperature and installation altitude if greater than 7500 feet (2300 m) above sea level. Stereo

and/or SCA facilities ordered with transmitter are factory
installed.
Level measured at input to pre -emphasis network, referred to 400 Hz.
,Frequency response referred to 50- or 75 -microsecond pre -emphasis curve.
'Other time constants available on request.

'Distortion includes all harmonics up to 30 kHz and is measured following
a standard 50- or 75 -microsecond de -emphasis network.
` Larger blowers available for operation at higher altitudes.
' AM Noise reduction kit required when operating at half power.
'For 117V/60 Hz power only; use MI -561018-4 for 117V/50 Hz.
'Specify operating frequency.
'Catalog RA.7711B.

"Includes 31/4 inch coaxial switches (either manual or motor driven) and
50 kW dummy load and wattmeter.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-75
Stereo Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-85
SCA Freq. and Mod. Monitor, Type BW-95
RF Amplifier, Type BW-100 (for off -air mon.)
Crystal and Oven Spares Kit (for Exciter)
Electron Tube Spares, Complete Set
Automatic Power Output Control Panel
Directional Coupler, 31/8", 50 -ohm, 20 kW (for use
with Automatic Power Control, use one for each

parallel transmitter)
RF Load and Wattmeter (50 kW)
RF Load 40/50 kW
Automatic Operation of Motor Driven By -Pass
Switching System
Automatic Operation of Exciter
Switching System
Directional Couplers (Mounted on
11" sections of unflanged 50 -ohm line):
Forty Kilowatt (We" line)
Forty Kilowatt (31/8" line)
Twenty Kilowatt (31/8" line)

RCP

Broadcast
Systems

M I-560307-36
MI -561018-27
M1-560307-31
MI -560735s
MI -5607408
MI -5607458
MI -5607388
MI -561066
ES -560613
MI -561343

MI -561043-4
CEP
CB6
MI -561085

MI -561089

MI -560708A
M1 -560708E
MI -560708B

TRACIEmARNIS/ H REGISTERED
TAARGAISI AEGISTRADAISI

catalog RA.3011 B
(Replaces RA.3011A)

Transmitter Remote Control System,
ype b
With 30 metering channels and 60

individual control functions, the all
solid-state Type BTR-30A1 Remote
Control System handles most of
today's remote control requirements.

Designec explicitly for the broadcaster, it incorporates many new
faatures. Flexibility and adaptability
are easily obtained with the
BTR-30A1. Wire or radio (STL)

For AM or FM transmitters
Fail-safe design

Thirty metering channels

service is selected by simply plugging
in the appropriate printed -circuit

Sixty control functions

nodules. Audible or subaudible
telemetry return is chosen in the
same manner. No rewiring is

Computer -type logic circuitry

recessary.

r\

Pt I, OVC1,7

AlholIPCH

AMIICIOIVS
DC

MC DEL RTR-30A

1

Pt Or

STU NO UNIT

RENIONE CONTROL CENTER
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All Solid State
The circuitry of the BTR-30A1 is of

The Local Remote buttons are illuminated
red and green for quick indication of sys-

modular construction, using carefully
chosen combinations of integrated circuits
and discrete components. Only one step-

per relay is used in the transmitter unit.

tem status. Swing -away front panels on
both units provide access to all printed
circuit modules, and all initial and routine
adjustments are made from the front of

Separate switching decks are provided on
the stepper relay to provide complete isolation between the controlled circuits and
between the metered circuits in the transmitter. Solid-state, computer -type logic
circuitry is used in the studio unit in place
of a stepper relay or mechanical logic devices thus increasing reliability. The studio

the equipment. An extension board
provided for testing each module.

unit is essentially noiseless.

surveillance, sensing such things as illegal
entry, temperature, flooding and the like.

is

Five -Input Alarm System
Included with the BTR-30A1 is a five
input alarm system. A contact closure is
used to activate any one of the five inputs. This can be utilized for continuous

Quick Access to Circuitry

The alarm signals are returned to the

are of special interest. An indication of
the stepper relay position is provided on
the front panel of the transmitter unit.

studio unit as part of the telemetry information. When an alarm condition exists,
a visual indication is given at the control
point by the amber Alarm lamp.

This is especially useful during calibration.
Color -coded, push-button switches on the
transmitter unit are used for local control.

Fail -Safe Design
The Model BTR-30A1 requires one

Some features of the Model BTR-30A1

Rear view of transmitter -control unit showing barrier -strip
connections for the 60 control
and 30 metering function.

communications -grade

C61

11

46.)

,s

fa)

<4

g)

loss of primary power or control information reception to the transmitter unit
or malfunction of the equipment itself.
The fail-safe tone generated in the studio
unit also actuates the stepper relay at the
transmitter unit. The tone is momentarily
interrupted, creating, in effect, short -duration pulses which control the stepper. An
interruption of approximately 15 seconds
trips the fail-safe circuitry. Two functions,
designated On/Raise and Off/Lower, can
be performed on each of 30 control channels selected via individually numbered
pushbuttons. A metered indication of the

parameter being controlled can be observed simultaneously. The frequencies
used are Fail/Safe 920 Hz, On/Raise
790 Hz, and Off/Lower 670 Hz. High -Q
temperature -stabilized toroidal inductors

0111.10.

e

vCmJ
(.:Li?'

RE MOTE CONTROL CENTER

TRANSMITTER UNIT

42('

0'

MODEL /ITR- 30A

0

signal

circuit between the control point and the
transmitter site. Fail-safe provisions meet
all existing FCC requirements for AM
and FM broadcast and function with the

Fold -down front panel in transmitter -control unit
provides quick access to all modules. Note
10 -turn potentiometer!. on panel.

14

(4!))

two-way,

Transmitter -control unit,
Type BTR-30A1. Note
window at upper left
which displays position
of stepper relay. (See
preceding page for
Studio Unit.)

RA.3011 Page 3

and capacitors are used in all oscillator
and tone detector circuits to assure drift free operation. Control outputs are available from the BTR-30A1 in the form of
normally -open, isolated relay

Ora,

g Information

The ETR-30 system is adaptable to virtually aiy transmitter remote -control situation.
The several systems listed below are engineered to satisfy most situations in AM,
FM mono or FM stereo broadcasting.

contacts.

These contacts are rated for 50 -watt non inductive loads.

AM Radio Systems

STL Subcarrier

Telemetry is accomplished by convert-

ing the DC sample voltages from the
transmitter to a frequency in the 20 Hz

Telemetry via

Control via

Voltage -Controlled Oscillator
Land
Lines

26 kHz1

External
Generator2

Laid
Lines

System
Catalog

Transmitters

to 30 Hz spectrum by means of a linear,
voltage -controlled oscillator. This signal
is relayed to the studio unit and converted
back to a dc voltage proportional to the
input sample for display on any of the

For Wire or Radio Link
Two basic versions of the Type BTR30A1 are available; one for wire interconnection and one for radio (STL)
service.

Wire Service
For wire service, only a single voice grade telephone line (full duplex) is required for interconnection, dc continuity

in not required. The 20 Hz to 30 Hz
telemetry information is returned to the
studio unit by means of an amplitude modulated 1280 Hz signal. Thus, all
audio signals appearing on the telephone
line are confined to 670 Hz to 1310

Identification
ES -561446-1
ES -561446-5

ES -561446-6
ES -561446-15

4 -inch taut -band, panel -mounted meters.

Multitum calibration controls are provided on the transmitter unit.

i

ES -561446-16

1Subcarrier generator included in studio unit.
2External subcarrier generator not included.
3Subaudible telemetry equipment not included. See "Remote Control Accessories"
section of catalog.

FM Mono Radio Systems
Telemetry via

Control via
STL

Subcarrier

Land
Lines

26 kHz1

External
Generator2

Transmitter Subcarrier
Land
Lines

6; kHz1

External
Generator2

System
Catalog

identification
ES -561446-1

ES -561446-3

ES -561446-4

Hz spectrum.

ES -561446-5

Radio (STL) Service

ES -561446-13

For radio service, the BTR-30A1 is designed to mate with STL equipment. Control information is transmitted to the
transmitter unit on subcarriers multiplexed

ES -561446-14

on the STL. Included in the BTR-30A1
are a control subcarrier generator and detector. These are printed circuit modules.
A 26 -kHz control subcarrier frequency is
used for monaural or dual -stereo aural

ES -561446-15

1Subcarrier generator included in system.
Subcarrier generator not included in system.

FM -Stereo Radio Systems

STL systems and 110 -kHz for composite -

Control via

stereo aural STL. Telemetry information

sinusoidal and subaudible, 20 Hz to
30 Hz. The return path of the telemetry
information can be via a 67 -kHz SCA
channel of the FM transmitter, the main
channel of an AM transmitter or other
radio circuit capable of handling 20 Hz
to 30 Hz. The information may be recovered with a Type TMR-1 FM Multiis

plex Receiver. For AM situations, metering telemetry Tomes back via a subaudible
signal modulated on the carrier using
MIU-1 and MRU-1 units (see Accesories). Audible telemetry information is
available on special order for voice radio
circuits.

Telemetry via

STL Subcarrier
Land
Lines

110 kHz1

External
Generator2

Transmitter Subcarrier
Land
Lines

67 kHz1

External
Generator2

System
Catalog

Identification
ES -561446-1

ES -561446-8

ES -561446-9
ES -561446-10
ES -561446-13
ES -561446-14
ES -561446-15

1Subcarrier generator included in system.
2Subcarier generator not included in system.
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TRANSMITTER CONTROL UNIT

STUDIO CONTROL UNIT

FAIL-SAFE
RAISE
SWITCH

SUBCARRIER
GENERATOR
OSCILLATOR
lAIS

CONTROL
INPUT

CONTROL
OUTPUT

RELAY

SUBCARRIER
DEMODULATOR

&"*" (RADIO LINK

(RADIO LINK

ONLY)

ONLY)

FAIL
SAFE

4C1

o

FAIL-SAFE
DETECTOR

LOWER

SWITCH
LOWER

r%

METERS

OSCILLATOR

RAISE RELAY

P OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

RAISE

LIMITER

DETECTOR

STEPPER
CONTROL AND

-a

OSCILLATOR

SWITCHING

RAISE
OUTPUT

2°
3

31

LOWER RELAY

FAIL-SAFE
1000 Hz
LOW- PASS
FILTER

J

PUSHBUTTON
ENCODER

1--"

111

LOWER
DETECTOR

a

LOWER
OUTPUT

2*
3

31 POSITION

TELEPHONE

PUSHBUTTON

LINE

STEPPER
COIL

--

STEPPER
DETECTOR

DECK

METERING
DEMODULATOR

METERING
PROCESSOR

METERING
INPUT

METERING
OUTPUT

ZENER CALIB.

12130Hz

METERING

16

METERING
VOLTAGE

METERING

INPUT

CONTROLLED -

3

OSCILLATOR

a

"READ. t

ALARM

ALARM
DETECTOR

"ALARM t

30

0-_,'

ALARM SIGNALS

ENCODER

ALARM
INPUT
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BTR-30A1 Block Diagram. The Subcarrier Generator and Demodulator units are required
only when an air link between studio and transmitter replaces the land -line link.

Specifications

Accessories

Metering
30 telemetry channels, plus calibration
Control Functions
60; 30 On/Raise, 30 Off/Lower
Meters
3, taut -band with carefully controlled
ballistics. Provisions for 7 external meters

Voltage Pickup, 115/230Vac

MI -27516

Tower Light Monitor and Control Unit
Tower Light Monitor
Power to Linear Converter, Type PLC -1

MI -27519

Relay, DPDT, 120Vac Coil
Panel Relay (For 8 MI -561471 Relays)

M I-561471

Metering Stability
Better than 1% with weekly checks
Telemetry Input Voltage
1-10Vdc
Telemetry Input Impedance
20,000 ohms
Telemetry Frequencies:
Audible
Subaudible
Control Frequencies

1280 Hz

20-30 Hz
Fail -Safe -920 Hz;

On/Raise-790 Hz; Off/Lower-670 Hz
Control Subcarrier Frequencies
26 kHz or 110 kHz
Interconnection Requirements:
Ordinary voice -grade two-way telephone line,
Wire
600 ohms, 20 dB allowable loss from
650 Hz -1350 Hz. (DC continuity not required)
Radio:

Control Circuit

Control subcarrier generator and
detector provided. Input and output
0.5V rms, 2,000 ohms nominal

Telemetry return path capable of
handling 20 Hz -30 Hz, sinusoidal
Transmitter Control Unit Output
0 dBm, 500 ohms
Studio Unit Input
0 dBm, 8,000 ohms nominal
Zener diode
Calibration Reference
All silicon diodes, integrated
Semiconductor Devices
circuits and JEDEC registered transistors
-10°F to +140°F
Operating Temperature Range
(-12°C to 60°C)
120/240 V, 50/60 Hz,
Power Requirements
Studio Control Unit -15W, Transmitter Control Unit -25W
Telemetry Circuit

Dimensions:

101/2" (267mm) H, 19" (483mm) W,
81/2" (216mm) D
83/4" H, 19" W, 101/2" D
Transmitter Unit
(222 x 483 x 267 mm)
60 lbs. (27 kg)
Weight (shipping, approx.)
2.2 cu. ft. (0.67m3)
Shipping Volume (approx.)

Studio Unit

MI -27544

MI -561179

MI -561470

Sampling Kit, Plate Voltage, 10 kV max.,
Type PVK-1
Sampling Kit, Plate Voltage, 10-20 kV,
Type PVK-2
Relay, DPDT, 24Vdc Coil (socket included)
Relay, DPDT, 120Vac Coil (socket included)
Relay, Latching, DPDT, 24Vdc Coil
(socket included)
Relay, Time -Delay, DPDT, 24Vdc Coil
(socket included)

M I-561482

Panel, Relay (For 8 MI -561448 Relays)

MI -561449

Metering Insertion Unit, Type MIU-1
Metering Recovery Unit, Type MRU-1
Monitor Adapter, Modulation, Type MMA-1

MI -561458

Chopper -Stabilized DC Amplifier, Type CSA-3
Tower -Light Monitor Kit, Type TLK-1
Line -Voltage Monitor Kit, Type LVK-1
Sampling Kit, Plate Circuit, Type MBB-1
Temperature Sensing Kit, Type TSK-1
Indicator, Status -Studio System, Type SCS-2

MI -561461

Alarm, Tolerance, Type TAU -2 (Frame only)

M I-561469

Alarm, Tolerance, Type TAU -2 (Module for above)

MI -561184

Combiner, Multi -System, Type MSC -1

MI -561479

Receiver, Telemetry, Type TMR-1

MI -561182

M I-561483
MI -561448-1

MI -561448-2
MI -561448-3
MI -561448-4

MI -561459
MI -561460

MI -561462
MI -561463
MI -561464

MI -561465
ES -561156

nil Broadcast
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Transmitter Remote Control System,
Type BIR-15B Series

With 15 metering channels and 30 individual control functions, the entirely

solid-state Type BTR-15B Series Remote

Control Systems handle most of today's
radio transmitter remote control requirements. Designed explicitly for broadcast
operations, these systems incorporate many
features not available in earlier designs.

Wired or Wireless Control
The BTR-15B is offered in two basic
forms: one uses an a -c coupled, voice grade, duplex telephone pair (Type BTR15BW) and a second, (Type BTR-15BR)
for use with a subcarrier on an STL or
other suitable wireless link (see Specifications). Further, any of these are easily
convertible at any time through certain

Wired or wireless control
Noiseless studio unit
Fail-safe design

module changes.

Provision for 4 external meters

Noiseless Operation
In consideration that the studio unit
might need to operate near an on -air
microphone, it is designed to be essen-

Convertible, accessible design

tially noiseless. The entire system is almost noiseless in operation, no stepper
relay is used in either unit.
Fail -Safe Design
Meeting or exceeding all FCC requirements for AM/FM, the fail-safe facilities
of the BTR-15B function automatically
when either of two circumstances takes
place: loss of commercial (primary) power; or a failure in the interconnecting
circuitry (wired or wireless).

Provision for 4 External Meters
For those who want the extra convenience of a separate meter for each
Studio Unit
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telemetry function, the BTR-15B includes

provisions for the connection of up to 4
external meters. Each meter circuit is
independent of the others to eliminate
the common -return limitation.
Each external meter can be labelled
and scaled according to its function (Requires additional meter panels, see Accessories).

Convertible, Accessible Design
Each model is convertible to the other
through the changeover of certain plug-in
Consequently, the BTR-15B
sidesteps premature obsolescence because
of changing conditions at studio or
transmitter.
As a result of the unit's excellent accessibility, changeover is extremely simple.
modules.

Transmitter Unit

12YB
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Power Requirements
Telemetry Channels
Control Functions
Metering Provisions

15 (plus calibration channel)
30 (15 on/ raise; 15 off/lower)
One time-shared meter;

provision for up to 4 external meters
Within ±1%
Metering Stability
(with weekly transmitter -unit checks and daily studio -unit
checks, exclusive of operator setting or reading error).
1 to 10 V,
positive or negative
Up to 350 V to ground

Telemetry Source Voltage Requirements

Telemetry Input Isolation
Telemetry Input Impedance
Telemetry Tone Frequencies

20,000 ohms

800-1200 Hz or 20-30 Hz
(Approx.)
300 to 400 Hz
Control Frequencies (Approx.)
26 kHz or 110 kHz
Sub -carrier Frequencies (nominal)
Interconnection Requirements
Type BTR-15BW: Ordinary voice -grade, duplex telephone

Transmitter Unit
Studio Unit

120/240 V; 50/60 Hz, 20 W. nom.
120/240 V; 50/60 Hz, 20 W. nom.

Dimensions

Transmitter Unit

H; 19" W; 135/8" D.
(133 x 483 x 346 mm)
51/4" H; 19" W; 135/8" D.
Studio Unit
(133 x 483 x 346 mm)
Weight (approx.)
20 lbs. (9 kg)
60 lbs. (27 kg)
Shipping Weight (each unit, approx.)
Cube
5.7 ft." (0.16 m")
51/4"

is
Extra Meters
MI -561444*
Meter Panels:
ES -561443-1
One Meter
ES -561443-2
Two Meter
ES -561443-3
Three Meter
Ml -560191-16
Subcarrier Generator (67 kHz; for telemetry)
Subcarrier Demodulator (67 kHz; for telemetry) ....MI -560141-17

circuit, 600 -ohm impedance; up to 30 dB loss of fre-

quencies between 400 and 1200 Hz. D -c continuity unnecessary.

Type BTR-15BR: Control sub -carrier and detector included.
Input and output levels 0.5V rms (Cu 2,000 ohms nominal.

Telemetry return path handles 20 to 30 Hz sinusoidal
waveform. Transmitter Control Unit telemetry output:
Up to 6V p -p behind 600 ohms, unbalanced. Studio
Control Unit telemetry input: 1.5V p -p, bridging, unbalanced.

Front and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

Transmitter Remote Control System, Type BTR-15B Series:
For use with voice -grade, two-way telephone circuit, (d -c
continuity unnecessary):
Type BTR-153W

ES -561157

Type BTR-153R:
(26 kHz sub -carrier)
(110 kHz sub -carrier)

ES -561158-26
ES -561158-110

For use with Studio -Transmitter Link (STL):

Please specify desired range(s)

Broadcast
Systems
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(Replaces RA.3051A)

Remote Control Accessories
Here are devices and accessories
to expand the telemetry and
control Linctions of transmitter
remote -control systems.

Voltage Pickup-M1-27516

Sampling kits
Temperature alarm
Tolerance alarm

Motor kit

Tower Light Monitor and Control
Unit-M1-27519

Tower Light Monitor-MI-27544

Power to Linear ConverterM1-561179

Relays and Relay Panels-

Converters

M1-561470, 71, -561448, 49

Plate Voltage Sampling KitsM1-561482, 83

Remote Power Output ControlM -561023

Reversible Motor Kit-Type RMK-1
Transmission Line Sampling KitsTypes RFK-1. -2, -3

Metering Insertion Unit-M1-561458

Metering Recovery UnitMI-561459

Modulation Monitor AdapterMI-561460

Chopper -Stabilized DC AmplifierM1-561461

Tower -Light Monitor KitM1-561462

Line -Voltage Sampling KitM1-561463

Plate -Circuit Sampling KitM1-561464

Temperature Sensing KitM1-561465

. Tolerance Alarm-M1-561469, 184
Note:

See "AM Antenna Accessories" RA.6311B

for RF Ammeters and remote control
accessories. For phase monitors see the
AM phase monitor catalog RA.6411B.
1 BRA
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Voltage Pickup Unit
Installed at the transmitter, this device senses the presence

Tower Light Monitor Unit
Incorporating only the monitoring functions of the unit

of a -c voltage -115 or 230V-and converts it into a signal
compatible with the remote -control system.

above, the Tower Light Monitor is intended for lighting circuits where control is separate. Handles up to 20A of a -c
current.

Ordering Information
Voltage Pickup

Ml -27516

Ordering Information
Tower Light Monitor

Ml -27544

Tower Light
Monitor Unit

Voltage Pickup Unit

Tower -Light Monitor and Control Unit
Connected to the tower -lighting circuit of an antenna array,
this unit provides metering and control of the circuit via the

remote -control system. It provides a d -c voltage proportionate

to the current (up to 20A) in the lighting circuit and includes
a relay for on -off control of the lighting circuit.

Ordering Information
Tower Light Monitor and Control Unit

MI -27519

Power -to -Linear Converter, Type PLC -1
Amplifies low-level d -c current sample (which represents
the transmitter power output via reflectometer) and amplifies
it to a level compatible with the TCR-15. Remote Control
System and/or automatic logging equipment. The unit includes both logarithmic and linear

Specifications
Input Impedance
2200 ohms1
Input Level
15 to 500 µA
Output Load
5000 ohms (min.)
Output Levels (log, and fin.)
1.5V dc, 10k ohms
Temperature Range
0 to 150-F (-18 to 66°C)
Power Requirements
120V ac, 50-480 Hz, 5W
Dimensions
5" x 71/2" x 2" (127, 191, 51 mm)
Weight (Approx.)
2 lbs. (910g)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
3 lbs. (1.4 kg)
' Input impedance convertible in the field to any value less then 4700 ohms.

Ordering Information
Power -to -Linear Converter,
Type PLC -1 (Not shown)

MI -561179

Relays and Relay Panels
For use with any remote control system, these relays and
relay panels provide isolated control circuitry. Panels hold up
to eight relays and require eight inches (203 mm) clearance
behind. Relays are all double -pole, double -throw units with
momentary or latching action available.

Specifications
Panel Dimensions
51/4" H, 19" W (133, 483 mm)
Weight (Panel and eight relays, approx.)
10 lbs. (4.5 kg)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
12 lbs. (5.5 kg)

Tower Light Monitor
and Control Unit

Ordering Information
Relay, DPDT, 120V coil
Relay Panel (for Ml -561471-1 above)

Ml -561471-1
Ml -561470
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Plate Voltage Sampling Kits, Type PVK-1, -2
Samples plate voltage for telemetry via remote control.
PVK-1 kit for all voltages below to 3 kV; PVK-2 for voltages
above 3 kV and less than 20 kV.

Ordering Information
Plate Voltage Sampling Kite (Please specify
nominal plate voltage):
For Voltages 1 to 3 kV, Type PVK-1
For Voltages 3 to 10 kV, Type PVK-1
For Voltages between 10 and 20 kV,
Type PVK-2

Ml -561482-11
Ml -561482-21

Ml -561483

'Please specify plate voltage.

Reversible Motor Kit, Type RMK-1
A 120 -volt, a -c, reversible motor for operation of transmitter
controls. A flexible 6 -inch (152 mm) shaft (included) couples
the motor to any %4 -inch (6 mm) control shaft. Motor oper-

ates at one rpm and is equipped with an adjustable clutch
to prevent control -stop damage. Power connectors and local control switch included.

-"ons
Motor Torque
Shaft Velocity
Power Requirements
Dimensions
Weight (Approx.)
Shipping Weight (Approx.

120 inch -oz.

1 rpm
120V, 50-60 Hz, 5W
.3" x 4" x 7" (76, 02, 178 mm)
1 5 lbs. (681g)
2 lbs. (910g)

Ordering Information
Reversible Motor Kit

Type RMK-1

Transmission Line Sampling Kits, Type RFK-1,-2,-3
Converts RF voltage to d -c for telemetry of transmission
line or common -point currents. RFK-1 is for AM -broadcast
frequencies and uses an input coaxial cable that functions as
one leg of a capacitive voltage -divider network; the RFK-2

and -3 are for FM -broadcast operations and use samples
from an unpressurized coaxial transmission line. Connector is
BNC-type. Attaches to line with stainless -steel straps.

Ordering Information
Transmission Line Sampling Kits:
For AM Broadcast Frequencies
For FM Broadcast, 31/2 -inch T/L
For FM Broadcast, 15/8 -inch T/L

Type RFK-1
Type RFK-2
Type RFK-3

RA.30518 Page
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Modulation Monitor Adaptor, Type MMA-1
Develops a d -c voltage proportional to the audio output
of any modulation monitor. Functioning as a peak -reading
audio detector, the response of the system is limited only by
the ballistics of the meter the unit drives. Internal strapping
provides pre -emphasis for accurate modulation indication. The
MMA-1 can drive local extension meters or an RCA remote

control system. Powered from current production Remote
Control Systems.

Specifications
Input Requirements:
-20 to +10 dBm
Level
Impedance
600 ohms, balanced
2V dc max.
Output Level
+10; -10,/ dc, 15 mA
Power Requirements (Regulated)
2" x 9" x 3.5" (51, 229, 89 mm)
Dimensions
lb. (454g)
1
Weight (Approx.)
2 lbs. (910g)
Shipping Weight (Approx.) ..

Ordering Information
Modulation Monitor Adaptor, Type MMA-1

MI -561460

Chopper -Stabilized DC Amplifier, Type CSA-3
Allows sampling of sensitive d -c circuits in frequency moni-

tors, reflectometers and the like without affecting the usual
operation of the sampled device. The amplifier uses a floating
input so that the sampled circuit can be positive, negative or
isolated by as much as 400V above ground. Gain and bias
(zero -adjust controls included (screw -driver adjustments).

Specifications
45
Gain Characteristics (Adjustable, voltage)
2200 ohms2
Input Termination
15 µA
Input Sensitivity (1.5V output)
0 to 150°F (-18 to 66°C)
Ambient Temperature Range
120V, 50-60 Hz, 10W
Power Requirements
525" x 7.5" x 2" (133, 191, 51 mm)
Dimensions
2 lbs. (910g)
Weight (Approx.)
3 lbs. (1.4 kg)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
=Input resistor field convertible to any value up to 4700 ohms.

Ordering Information
Chopper -Stabilized DC Amplifier, Type CSA-3 ..

MI -561461

Metering Insertion Unit, Type MIU-1

Specificatiors

Connects between the program line and transmitter audio
input to inject telemetry information as subaudible tones into
the modulation envelope. Performs three additional functions: one, it filters out program audio in the spectrum used
for telemetry; two, provides and on/off function for the sub -

Subaudible Frequency Range
20 to 30 Hz
Insertion Loss
5 dB
Filter Attenuation (20-30 Hz) ..
50 dB min,
Power Requirements
None
Dimensions
3 75" x 19" x 4" (89, 483, 102 mm)
Weight (Approx.
3 lbs. (1.4 kg)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
6 lbs. (2.7 kg)

audible metering signal; three, provides an audio pad for
adjustment of total modulation to the 110 -percent point when
operating without subaudible telemetry. (not illustrated.)

.

Ordering Information
Metering Insert on Unit, Type MIU-1 (not shown)

MI -561458
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Tower Light Monitor Kit, Type TLK-2
Monitors a -c currents in tower -lighting systems. Provides
a means of sampling current for display on remote metering.
Responsive to flash rate of the beacon and to the number of
obstruction lights in operation.

Specifications
2 to 50 A ac
Dimensions
4" x 2.25" x 2.25" (102, 57. 57 mm)
Weight (Approx.)
lb. (454g)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
1.5 lbs. (671g)
Sensitivity Range

tllt MMORs NS

MODEL -LK-2

1

TOWER LIGHT
IHETERIAG KIT

.

MADE

1./.11 S.

Ordering Information
Tower Light Monitor Kit, Type TLK-2

MI -561462

Line Voltage Sampling Kit, Type LVK-2
Samples power line voltage for remote monitoring. Contains transformer rectifier and filter for conversion of singlephase a -c voltage into proportional d -c voltage for telemetry.

Specifications
Voltage Range
Dimensions
Weight (Approx.)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)

120 to 440Vac

3" x 5" x 2.5" (76, 127, 64 mm)
1.5 lbs. (671g)
2 lbs. (910g)

Ordering Information
Line Voltage Sampling Kit, Type LVK-1

M -561463

Metering Recovery Unit, Type MRU-1
A complementary device to the Metering Insertion Unit
described above. The Type MRU-1 recovers the subaudible
telemetry information from a demodulated air signal. Connects between the audio output of a modulation monitor and
the telemetry input of a transmitter remote -control system
unit. (Not illustrated.)

Specifications
Input:
Impedance

600 ohms

-20 to +10 dBm

Level (at 100% mod.)
Power Requirements
Dimensions
Weight (Approx.)

None
.

3.75" x 19" x 7" (89, 483, 118 mm)
8 lbs. (3.6 kg)

Ordering Informatior
Metering Recovery Unit (Not shown)

Type MRU-1
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Remote Power -Output Controls

Specifications

A reversible, 120V a -c motor for operation of the power output control of RCA low -power FM transmitters. Includes

Weight (Approx.)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)

mounting brackets and all necessary hardware. (Not illustrated.)

lb. (454g)
2 lbs. (910g)
1

Ordering Information.
Remote Power -Output Control:
For RCA Type BTF-3E1, -5E2 Transmitters

MI -561023

Plate Circuit Sampling Kit, Type MBB-1
Samples plate current (or plate voltage using an external,
series resistor). Particularly useful in circuits operating above
ground potential or with a positive ground. External shunt or
series resistors are required but not included. Shunt required
when sample current exceeds 5mA.

fications
Sensitivity (1V output)
3 mA
Insulation Potential (Max. peak)
10,000V dc
Dimensions
4" x 4" x 7" (102, 102, 178 mm)
Weight (Approx.)
lb. (454g)
1
Shipping Weight (Approx.)
2 lbs. (910g)

Ordering Information
Plate Circuit Sampling Kit, Type MBB-1

MI -561464

Temperature Sensing Kit, Type TSK-3
Providing an accurate means for monitoring building, air -

inlet, exhaust or similar temperatures, the kit converts a
temperature into a d -c potential which may be indicated on
a remote -control and/or automatic logging systems. Features
a linear transfer characteristic and needs no conversion tables
or graphs for interpretation. Operating power available from
BTR-15 or -30 Remote Control System.

Specifications
Temperature Range
Dimensions
Weight (Approx.)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)

0 to 140'F (-18 to 60`C)
31/2" x 2" x 7" (89, 51, 178 mm)
lb. (454g)
1
1.5 lbs. (671g)

Ordering Information
Temperature Sensing Kit

Type TSK-3
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Tolerance Alarm, Type TAU -3
Monitors telemetry sample voltages and triggers alarm when
samples exceed preset limits. Handles one to eight samples per
rack frame, is entirely electronic without moving parts, calibrates easily and provides visual indication of out -of -tolerance
condition. Used with an external reference voltage, the tolerance alarm modules function as ratio -alarm units.

Specifications
to 8 per frame, plug-in modules
Trip Point Hysteresis (Centered on Input)
=0.005V
Input Requirements (Gnd. ref.)
-3 to +3V dc
Input Impedance
30,003 ohms
Indicator (Each Module)
Light -Emitting Diode
Channels

Ouptuts:
Transistor Switch
Alarm
Relay Power (Relay not supplied)
16V dc, 600 ohm load
External Reference Voltage
Twice Sample Voltage but less than +8V dc
(If Used)
22,000 ohms
External Ref. Input Impedance
0 to 140°F (-18 to 60°C)
Ambient Operating Temperature
120/240V, 50-60 Hz, 30W max.
Power Requirements
Dimensions (Frame) _19" W; 31/2" H; 71/2" D (483, 89, 191 mm)
9 lbs. (4.1 kg)
Weight (Frame & 10 Modules, approx.)
15 lbs. (7 kg)
Shipping Weight (Approx.)

1

Ordering Information
Tolerance Alarm System, Type TAU -3:
Module
Main Frame (For 1 to 10 nodules)

fitedION

000000000000000 0
.0sEL, ASSOCIATES.

TOLKOANC AEAgMLIMIT

MODEL TAU-

MI -561184
MI -561469
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(Preliminary)

Automatic Power Output Control,
ypt BTC-10u

Use with AM, FM, and TV -ransmitters

The Type BTC-100 Automatic Power
Output Control is a transmitter
accessory used to increase or
decrease automatically and to maintain a constant transmitter power
output of any AM, FM, or aural
pertion of a TV Transmitter.

Any power output

Voltage comparator solid slate circuitry
Fail Safe protection

,.
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As a transmitter accessory, the BTC-100
can be an important component of a total
automatic transmitter and is operated
independently of other controlled parameters. It is a system that is simply installed
either in a 83/4" x 19" panel space directly

in the transmitter being controlled or in
an adjacent equipment rack.
The BTC-I00 samples the RF power
through a calibrated directional coupler
or other stable RF source and compares

power will cause the BTC-100 to actuate
relays

that operate the raise or lower

circuitry of the transmitter.
A double set point type power indicating meter on the BTC-100 Control Panel
provides fail safe operation.
The meter contains adjustable indicators

that can be set to give a high and low
trip point for disabling the automatic

this power with a standard reference volt-

power control should the indicated operating power go above or below the preset

age generated internally. Any change in

limits. A "dead band" adjustment for

narrow or broadened comparative range

of power governs the constancy of the
automatic control unit. The BTC-100
allows for delayed operation to permit
the transmitter to come up to power after
a cold start.
Extensions of the automatic or manual
switching mode give the operation of the
BTC-100 the capability of remote control,

providing main transmitter to auxiliary
switching, transmitter shut -down and reset

after the power is adjusted to the proper
level, status indication and alarm.

Specific Current Input (100% power)

133 micro amps

Power Stability (at a constant ambient
temperature with range of 0-45°C)
Power Requirements

120/240V, 50/60 Hz, 30 watts

25 lbs. (11 kg)

Weight
Dimensions

_,_3%
.

..

83/4" H x 19" W x 6" D (222 x 483 x 152 mm)

Arrpecznripc
For AM
BW-51 Modulation Monitor

For FM
Directional Coupler
CSA-3 DC Chopper -Stabilized Amplifier
PLC -1 Power to Linear Converter
TAU -2 Tolerance Alarm
Modules for TAU -2
For BTF-20E/20E1 use MI -561043-4.
For BTF-10E/10E1 use MI -561043-8.

MI -561043'
MI -561461
MI -561179

..MI -561469
MI -561184

For BTF-5E,i5E1 use MI -561043-12.

For Aural TV, on request.

nericsrirsrs 1-sfnernpfirsn
MI -561042

IIFront and Cooper Streets, Camden, New Jersey 08102, U.S.A.

BTC-100 Automatic Power Control
Installation Material

i

Broadcast
Systems

MI -561353
MI -561358

RCA

catalog RA.4011B
(Replaces RA.4011A)

Studio -Transmitter Links and
Remote -Pickup Links ("STL" and "RPL")
STL equipment for 150, 220, 300, 450 and 960 MHz

RPL equipment for 150 and 450 MHz

All systems entirely solid-state
Receivers and transmitters of matched characteristics
Here are abridged specifications,
in tabular form, for several studio -to transmitter links and equipment
for remote program pickup.
STL equipment provides a high -quality

air link between the studio location
and a transmitter site at some remote
point. STL gear is used in AM, FM
and, at times, TV facilities wherever
quality with economy are the watchwords. Because the link is owned by
the facility using it, it remains under

the control of the facility which
isn't the case with leased facilities.
When local considerations allow,
STL equipment carries high -quality
programming cross-country as
micrcwave links.
RPL equipment is used for the relay
of programming, produced on location, to the studio or transmitter
sites via frequency -modulated radio.
The equipment operates from an
automotive electrical system (12V)
or from commercial power lines.
RCA distributes the STL and RPL
products as well as the appropriate
accessories of two manufacturers:
"Marti" and "Moseley". Marti gear is
made by Marti Electronics, Inc., of
Cleburne, Texas. Moseley equipment
comes from Moseley Associates, Inc.,
of Goleta, California.
The specifications reproduced here
are abridged and arranged tabularly
for your convenience. The manufacturer's literature used as the

source for this chart is available
from any RCA Broadcast Sales
Representative or Radio Station
Equipment Product Management,
RCA Building 2-5, Camden, N.J.
08102. We recommend that you
review the manufacturer's literature
before placing your order for
systems and accessories.
1BRA
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770
1.11.1101,11

URAL TL TA.NSMITTEA

Moseley STL transmitter,
PCL-101. Requires only 3.5
inches of rack space and
turns out 10 to 15 watts of
RF power. Available for
148-174, 215-240 or 300-330,
450-470 and 890-960 MHz
operation.

MODEL PCL -101

=MEM
*,,PAL .TL RCEIVIRA

NIO ..... AMINOCIATIE

a
NMOZI.

'01

Moseley STL Receiver,
PCL-101. Companion to
transmitter above. Occupies
only 1.75 inches of rack
space and uses only
15 watts of power.

Marti R-200. Companion to
transmitter at left. Occupies only
5.25 inches of rack space and
requires only 15 watts of power.

-

Rd.

Marti STL-8 transmitter. Typical of
Marti STL equipment. Operates
in the 890-950 MHz radio spectrum
at five watts output. Requires only
5.25 inches of rack space.

1.1

pus

MAW.. ,.....a..11.41/VNIO

Moseley STL Transmitter, PCL-505.
Provides up to 15 watts power output
in 890-950 MHz spectrum. Available
for composite stereo as PCL-505/C.

Moseley STL receiver, PCL-505.
Companion to transmitter at left.
Requires only 5.25 inches of rack
space and only 15 watts power.

.4%.

-1-.4 dB 30-15k
-.±.4 dB 30-15k

±.0005

-±.0005
-1.7.0005

-±.0005

+.0005
+.0005

± 0005
-17.0005

-1-.0005

±-.0005
±-.0005

±.0005
+.0005
-±.0005

1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
25 @ 60

2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20

2 a 20
15 @ 60

2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20

70 p 60

0.7 p 20
0.7 @ 20
0.7 @ 20
20 @ 60
20 @ 60

32 p 60

88-108
148-174
215.250
300-340
450-470
942-960

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

88-108
148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Marti STL-25/100
STL-25/150
STL-18/215
STL-18/300
STL-15/450
STL-8/9

Manufacturer &
Model Number

Moseley PCL-101'

Moseley PCL-505:

Moseley PCL-505'
(composite input)

Marti STL-25/100
STL-25/150
STL-18/215
STL-18/300
STL-15/450

-1-0.5 dB 30-15k
-1-0.5 dB 30-15k
-1-0.5 dB 30-15k
-±0.5 dB 30-15k

-±.0005

+.0005

-±-.0005

-±.0005
±-.0005
-±.0005
±-.0005

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
Note 4
Note 4
Note 4
Note 4
Note 4

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-30 to +60
-30 to +60
-30 to +60
-30 to +60
-30 to +60
-30 to +60

(600S))

Range

-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60

50/60
120/240

120'240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230

Note 6
Note 6
Note 6
Note 6
Note 6

+10
+10
+15
+15
+18
+18

-

15

50,160

i 20/ 240

220

100
100
100
100
100

330
330
330
330
330

15

50/60
50/60
50/60

120/240
120/240
120/240

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

15
15

30
30
30
30
30
30

15

15

15

Volts

-

Freq.

45
45

45
45
222
222
222
222

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

19

19
19
19

19
19
19
19

19

19

19

19

19

210

210
210
210
210
210
483
483
483
483
483
483

45

14
19

222
222

356
356
356
356
356
483
483
483
483
483

45
45
45
45
45
14

19

356
356
356
356
356
483
483
483
483
483

45
14
19

19

11

11

19

36

8

16

16

16

16

16

16

8

8

8

7.3
7.3
7.3

7.3
7.3
7.3

36
36
36
36
36

8
8

8

36
36

36
8

36

36
36
36
36
36

kg

9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

8

Weight

20
20
20
20
20
20

15
15

15

15

15

15

15
15

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

5.4
12
15
15

54
5A

12
12

12

5.4
5.4
12

kg

Weight
lbs

8

8

8

8

8

19

11

19

8

279
279
279
279
356
483
483
483
483
483

210

210
210
210
210
210

45
45
45
45

483
483
483
483
483
483

11

222
222
222
222
222
222

406
406
406
406
406

lbs
19

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

Millimeters

19

19

19

19

19

19

483
483
483
483
483

406
406
406
406
406

356
356
356
356
356

D

D

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

31/2

89
89
89
89
89

483
483

89
89
89
89
89

483
483
483

483
483
483
483
483

W

Millimeters

89
89
89
89
89

H

W

110
110
110
110
110
110

19
19
31/2

16
16
16

16

19
19
31/2
31/2

16

19
19

16
16

31/2

31/2

90

80
80
80
80
80

19

16

31/2

19

31/2

80

19

14

19

31/2

31/2

14

19

31/2

16
16

14

19

31/2

19

14

19

31/2

31/2

14

19

-a-

W"

31/2

80
80
80

45
45
45
45
45

H"
D"

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

-

H

D"

_

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

W"

Dimensions

115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

1201240

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

Watts

Power Requirements

'(input) 3.5V P -P, 200011, resistive, unbalanced, type BNC connector.
'(Sensitivity) microvolts (RMS) at quieting level.
"(Output) 3.5V P -P, 100011 unbalanced, type BNC connector.

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

50,60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

H"

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

180
180
180
180
180

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

Watts

90
90
90
90
90

Freq.

Power Requirements

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-55
-55
-55
-55
-55
-55

(dB)

Volts

Output

±22.5
±52.5

-1-17.5

-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005

-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005

±.0005

±.0005

-1-.0005

±.0005

-1-.0005

-±.0005

-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60

Input

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Temp'

-

(dIm 60011)

_

15-18
15-18
12-15
6-8

Selectivity

62
64
66

±8
±8
±17.5

21-25
21-25

60
60
60

1.0% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.5% 50-15k

-1-1.0 dB 30-15k

±1.0 dB 30-15k

.4% 30-60k
.4% 30-60k
- .4% 30-60k
4% 30-60k
4% 30-60k

±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k

'Other frequencies in 148-470 MHz spectrum available on special order.
'(AM Noise) below carrier level.
(Temp. Range) for freqeuncy stability (^C).

R -200/950F

Stability %

Sensitivity'

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Moseley PCL-505/C
(composite input)

±60
±60
±60
±60
±60

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

68

68

68
68
68
68
68

.4%
.4%
4%

-17.4 dB 30-15k

±.4 dB 30-15k

±40
±40
±40
±40
±40

±.4 dB 30-15k

±12
±40

±5
±5
±10
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005

(%)

±.0005

(kHz)

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

.4%

-1-1.5 dB 50-15k
-1-1.0 dB 50-15k
-±1.0 d13 50-15k
68
68
68

(W)
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

60
60
60
60
60

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

1.`_-1.5 dB 50-15k

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
AM=
Power DeviaFreq.
tion
Out
Stabliity Spurious Noise

-1-1.5 dB 50-15k

S/N

Ratio
(dB)

Distortion
(%

Freq. Resp.
(Hz)

Moseley PCL-505

450-470
890-960

148-174
215-240
300-330

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Moseley PCL-101'

Manufacturer &
Model Number

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Abridged Specifications -Studio Transmitter Links (STL)

150-172

450-470

150-172

450-470

Marti RPT-40/R30

Marti RPT-25/R-50

Marti RTP-1/150

Marti RIP -1/450

148-170

450-470

Marti RPT-40/R-30

Marti RPT-25/R-50

S

450-470

Moseley RPL-4

max.

2.75%

max.

max.
2.75%

2%

max.

45

45

50

50

55

1.3%
30-10k
1.3%

2%

55

Ratio
(dB)

30-10k

Dist.
-v

1

1

20-25'

36-40'

10-13

10-13

±.0005

±.0005

-±.0005

±-.0005

Stability
%

0.5 @ 20

0.5 @ 20

1.0 @ 20

1.0 @ 20

Sensitivity'
(%)

±22.5 kHz

±17.5 kHz

±44 kH

±22 kH

Selectivity

FCC

FCC

-60

-60

60°C

50°C

-10 to

50°C

-10 to

45°C

-20 to

45°C

-20 to

-20 to

60°C

-20 to

-60

-60

Temp.
Range

Spudoust

4 dBm°

2 volts

-65 to

2 volts

-65 to

4 dBm6

-70 to

-70 to

+10 dBm

-60 to'

+10 dBm

-60 to'

Load

r
r

7.-V1
I

1)

+10

+10

+10

+10

-65
-65
-95
-95

Output

(dBm at 6000)

Input

-

al

0C

3a
CA

0.a)

om
m-0

0-

ma)
N-

0M

A0 m

ago)
.p.m3
o,

7"3,
7133

C

0)CD

-0
00-3

0 m

1

10

350ma

7A
250ma

30

30

10

10

Power (W)

8.75

8.75

1.75

1.75

H"

19

19

19

19

W"

Dimensions

8.25

8.25

10

10

23/a

23/4

15

15

14.5

14.5

W"

45

45

H

222

222

-

8

8

12

12

11

11

D"

6.9

6.9

381

381

863

863

W

Millimeters

20

20

305

305

279

279

D

71/2

51/4

20

20

16

16

483

483

483

483

W

Millimeters

210

210

452

452

D

16

16

8

8

lbs

7.3

7.3

3.6

3.6

kg

Weight

3.3

2.4

9.1

9.1

72

72

kg

Weight
lbs

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

25

25

159

159

102

102

H

Nominal 36W, 40W max.
'Nominal 20W, 25W max.
'Microphone at quieting level, measured through 4 kHz filter (low pass audio).
(Sensitivity) Microvolts at dB of quieting.

50/60

50/60

50/60

ifcmcD

a

Freq.

50/60

>5K

115/230

115,230

120/240

120/240

Volts

DC

6.25

6.25

4

4

H"

155

7A

155

45W (AC)
2A (DC)
45W (AC)
2A (DC)

Power

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

-

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

11 to 12.6

DC

DC

11 to 12.6

11-15

DC

50/60

50/60

13.6

115/230

115/230

DC

11-15

DC

50/60

11-15

120/240

50/60

Freq.

120/240

Volts

Primary Power

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Power Requirements

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

±-.0005

±-.0005

-±.0005

-±.0005

±-.0005

-±-.0005

(%)

Freq.
Stab.

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Spurious'

-

±9

±5

±9

±5

±12

±5

Power DeviaOut
lion
(W)
(kHz)

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

-±-2.0 dB

60 to 7.5k
±2.0 dB
60 to 7.5k

.:..-_1.5 dB

30-10k'
-±1.5 dB
30 to 7.5k
-±1.5 dB
30 to 12k

30-10k
±.-1.5 dB

Freq.
Rosy.

S/N

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

'Two 50-150 mike inputs one 50,000 ohms unbalanced input. Mike input level
-60 to -40 dBm; line level -15 to 10 dBm, 600 ohm source.
=Audio response extended to 15,000 Hertz on special order.
'(Spurious) Below carrier level (dB).

148-174

Rang*
(MHz)

Moseley RPL-3

Model Numb*,

Manufacturer and

450-470

Moseley RPL-4

Freq.

148-174

(MHz)

Moseley RPL-3

Model Numb*,

Manufacturer and

Freq.
Range

Abridged Specifications -Remote Pickup Links (RPL)

nen

catalog RA.4011B
(Replaces RA.4011A)

Studio -Transmitter Links and
Remote -Pickup Links ("STL" and "RPL")
STL equipment for 150, 220, 300, 450 and 960 MHz

RPL equipment for 150 and 450 MHz

All systems entirely solid-state
Receivers and transmitters of matched characteristics
Here are abridged specifications,
in tabular form, for several studio -to transmitter links and equipment
for remote program pickup.
STL equipment provides a high -quality

air link between the studio location
and a transmitter site at some remote
point. STL gear is used in AM, FM
and, at times, TV facilities wherever
quality with economy are the watchwords. Because the link is owned by
the facility using it, it remains under
the control of the facility which
isn't the case with leased facilities.
When local considerations allow,
STL equipment carries high -quality
programming cross-country as
microwave links.
RPL equipment is used for the relay
of programming, produced on location, to the studio or transmitter
sites via frequency -modulated radio.
The equipment operates from an
automotive electrical system (12V)
or from commercial power lines.
RCA distributes the STL and RPL
products as well as the appropriate
accessories of two manufacturers:
"Narti" and "Moseley". Marti gear is
made by Marti Electronics, Inc., of
Cleburne, Texas. Moseley equipment
comes from Moseley Associates, Inc.,
of Goleta, California.
The specifications reproduced here
are abridged and arranged tabularly
for your convenience. The manufacturer's literature used as the
source for this chart is available
from any RCA Broadcast Sales
Representative or Radio Station
Eouipment Product Management,
RCA Building 2-5, Camden, N.J.
08102. We recommend that you
review the manufacturer's literature
before placing your order for
systems and accessories.
1 BRA
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Moseley STL transmitter,
PCL-101. Requires only 3.5
inches of rack space and
turns out 10 to 15 watts of
RF power. Available for
148-174, 215-240 or 300-330,
450-470 and 890-960 MHz
operation.
AURAL SIC TRANSMITTER

MODEL POL -101

NM

IN

Al *L STL RCEIVI

=

Moseley STL Receiver,
PCL-101. Companion to
transmitter above. Occupies
only 1.75 inches of rack
space and uses only
15 watts of power.

Marti R-200. Companion to
transmitter at left. Occupies only
5.25 inches of rack space and
requires only 15 watts of power.

LJ II

Marti STL-8 transmitter. Typical of
Marti STL equipment. Operates
in the 890-950 MHz radio spectrum
at five watts output. Requires only
5.25 inches of rack space.

flk

1-84A

ROM. 11. varrun

Moseley STL Transmitter, PCL-505.
Provides up to 15 watts power output
in 890-950 MHz spectrum. Available
for composite stereo as PCL-505/C.

Moseley STL receiver, PCL-505.
Companion to transmitter at left.
Requires only 5.25 inches of rack
space and only 15 watts power.

1.0% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.6% 50-15k
0.5% 50-15k

Stability %
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005

±-1.0 dB 30.15k
-1-1.0 dB 30-15k
-10.5 dB 30-15k
-1-0.5 dB 30-15k
±0.5 dB 30-15k
-1-0.5 dB 30-15k

Sensitivity'
1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
1.5 @ 20
25 @ 60

2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20
70 @ 60
0.7 @ 20
0.7 @ 20
0.7 @ 20
20 @ 60
20 @ 60
32 @ 60

88-108
148-174
215-250
300-340
450-470
942-960

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

88-108
148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Marti STL-25/100
STL-25/150
STL-18/215
STL-18/300
STL-15/450
STL-8/9

Manufacturer &
Model Number

Moseley PCL-101'

Moseley PCL-505'

Mosley PCL-505'
(composite input)

Marti STL-25/100
STL-25/150
STL-18/215
511-18/300
STL-15/450

100
100
100

100
100

220

1.0005
-1.0005
-1.0005

+.0005
1-.0005

330
330
330
330
330

180
180
180
180
180

90
90
90

90
90

-1-.0005

1.0005

1-.0005

-1-.0005

1.0005
±.0005

-1-.0005

1.0005

-1-.0005

1-.0005

-1-.0005

-1.0005
-1.0005

Freq.

-1-.0005

1-.0005

-1-.0005

±.0005
±.0005

-1-.0005

-1-.0005
-1-.0005

-1.0005

1.0005
1.0005

-1.0005

-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005
-1-.0005

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

120 240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120'240
115,'230

Note 6
Note 6
Note 6
Note 6
Note 6

+10
+10
+15
+15
+18
+18

115'230
115/230
115/230
115/230
115/230

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120"240

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

Freq.

Volts

15

15

15

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

19

1/5

30
30
30
30
30
30

14
19

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

14

19

14
19

19

19

19

19

19

19

14
14
14

19
19

31/2
31/2

19

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

222
222
222
222
222
222

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

16

16

16

89
89
89
89
89

483
483

89
89
89
89
89

222
222

222
222
222
222

210
210
210
210
210
210

483
483
483
483
483
483
483
483

483

356
356
356
356
356
483
483

356
356
356
356
356
483
483
483
483
483
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

8

279
279
279
279
356
483
483
483
483
483
45
45
45
45
45

36

16

16

16

16

16

16

8

8

8

8

8

7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3

36
36
36
36
36

36
8

8
8

36
36
36
36
36

kg

8

Weight

9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4

36
36
36
8

8

8

8

8

lbs
D

W
H

15

20
20
20
20
20
20
210
210
210
210
210
210

15

15
15

483
483
483
483
483
483

15

15

15

15
15

15

12

12

12

12

12

kg

Weight
lbs

406
406
406
406
406

406
406
406
406
406

356
356
356
356
356

D

483
483
483
483
483

483
483
483

483
483
483
483
483

W

Millimeters

89
89
89
89
89

H

16
16

16

16

16

Millimeters

19
19

19

19

19

19

19

110
110
110
110
110
110

31/2

31/2

31/2

19

19
19

31/2

3 V2

31/2

19
19

16

19
19

31/2

31/2

16

19

31/2

31/2

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

14

14
19
19

14
19

14

14
14
19

14
19

14
19

19

11

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

11

19

11

19
19

11

19

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

D"

W"
H"

15

15

15

15
15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

Watts

Dimensions

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

120/240

50/60

-20 to +60 Note 4 120/240 50/60
-20 to +60 Note 4 120/240 50/60
-30 to +60 +10 115/230 50/60
-30 to +60 +10 115/230 50/60
-30 to +60 +10 115/230 50/60
-3010 +60 +10 115/230 50/60
-30 to +60 +10 115/230 50/60
-30 to --60 +10 115/230 50/60

Note 4

- 20 to +60

-70
-70
-55
-55
-55
-55
-55
-55

14

19
19

31/2
31/2

14

19

W"

31/2

H"
D"

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

-

80
80
80
80
80

- 70

120 /240
120 /240

120/240
120/240
120/240

45
45
45
45
45

-20 to +60 Note 4 120/240 50/60
-20 to +60 Note 4 120/240 50/60

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60

120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240
120/240

50/60
50/60
50'60
50/60
50/60

Watts

80
80
80
80
80

+10
+10
+10
+10
+10

Freq.

50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

(6009)

Range

-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60
-20 to +60

Volts

-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70

Input

Power Requirements

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Temp'

Power Requirements

-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60

(dBm 6009)

Output

±.0005
±17.5 1.0005
±17.5 ±.0005
±22.5 ±.0005
±52.5 -1-.0005

±8

-1-8

±60
±60
±60
±60
±60

±40
±40
±40
±40
±40

±10
112
±40

±5
±5

Stabliity Spurious Noise
(dB)
(kHz)
(%)

lion

-

'(Input) 3.5V P -P, 20000, resistive, unbalanced, type BNC connector.
'(Sensitivity) microvolts (RMS) at quieting level.
"(Output) 3.5V P -P, 10000 unbalanced, type BNC connector.

21-25
21-25
15-18
15-18
12-15
6-8

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

(W)

Out

AM'

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Power Devia-

Selectivity

60
60
60
62
64
66

68
68
68
68
68

68
68
68
68
68

60
60
60
60
60

S/N

Ratio
(dB)

'Other frequencies in 148-470 MHz spectrum available on special order.
'(AM Noise) below carrier level.
';Temp. Range) for freqeuncy stability (°C).

R -200/950F

2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20
2 @ 20
15 @ 60

.4% 30-60k
.4% 30-60k
.4% 30-60k
.4% 30-60k
.4% 30-60k

±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k
1.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k
±.5 dB 30-75k

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Moseley PCL-505/C
;composite input)

.4%.4%
.4%
.4%

.4%

±.4 dB 30-15k
±.4 dB 30.15k
±.4 dB 30-15k
1.4 dB 30-15k
±.4 dB 30-15k

148-174
215-240
300-330
450-470
890-960

Moseley PCL-505

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

±1.5 dB 50-15k
±1.5 dB 50-15k

±1.0 dB 50-15k
-11.0 dB 50-15k

Moseley PCL-101'

450-470
890-960

Distortion
(%

Freq. Resp.
(Hz)

-1-1.5 dB 50-15k

(MHz)

y
Freq
Range

148-174
215-240
300-330

Manufacturer &
Model Number

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Abridged Specifications -Studio Transmitter Links (STL)

450-470

150.172

450-470

Marti RPT-25/R-50

MartiRTP-1/1W

Marti RTP-1/450

450-470

148-170

450-470

Moseley RPL-4

Marti RPT-40/R-30

Marti RPT-25/R-50

-1-.1.5 dB

45

45

50

50

55

55

(di)

Ratio

1

1

20-25'

36-40'

10-13

10-13

±.0005

-1-..0005

±.0005

:1.7.0005

Stability
%

0.5 @ 20

0.5 @ 20

1.0 @ 20

1.0 @ 20

Sensitivity'
(%)

±22.5 kHz

±17.5 kHz

±44 kH

±22 kH

Selectivity

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

60 to 7.5k
±-2.0 dB

-±-2.0 dB

60 to 7.5k

1.3%
2%
max.
2%
max.
2.75%
max.
2.75%
max.

30-10k

1.3%

30-10k

Dist.

-65
-65
-95
-95

I

t

a

-.

Temp.
Range

50°C

50°C

-10 to
2 volts

2 volts

-65 to

-65 to

4 dBm6

-10 to

45°C

4 dBm°

-70 to

45°C

-20 to

-70 to

-60 to'

+10 dBm

4-10 dBm

-60 to'

Load

Input

+10

+10

+10

+10

-

-20 to

60°C

-20 to

60°C

-20 to

Output
(dim at 6000)

Ir.
r.b

Spurious'

FCC

FCC

-60

-60

-60

-60

Spuriova'

11-15

-

11)

(D

c

V

cr3
sa
7 DO
am
cn

-NN -

.....

0 CO
7
0 .° TI

CD 3

a? co

7 -0

C

"

1V -C3

9cFx1

-

10

30

30

10

10

Power (W)

8.75

8.75

1.75

1.75

H"

19

19

19

19

W"

Dimensions

'(Sensitivity) Microvolts at dB of quieting.

CD 7 3

o

350ma

250ma

7A

6.25

6.25

4

4

H"

8.25

8.25

10

10

0"

23/a

23/4

15

15

14.5

14.5

W"

45

45

H

8

8

12

12

11

11

D"

222

222

-

Dimensions

6.9

6.9

381

381

863

863

W

_.

Millimeter.

20

20

305

305

279

279

D

71/2

51/4

20

20

16

16

483

483

483

483

W

210

210

452

452

D

16

16

8

8

lbs

kg

7.3

7.3

3.6

3.6

Weight

3.3

2.4

9.1

9.1

72

72

kg

Weight
lbs

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

25

25

159

159

102

102

H

CHARCHARACTERISTICSFreq.

Millimeters

TRANSMITTER

Nominal 36W, 40W max.
'Nominal 20W, 25W max.
'Microphone at quieting level, measured through 4 kHz filter (low pass audio).

50/60

50/60

50/60

<-0m
=c 7.
o

Freq.

50/60

>3K

115/230

115,230

120,240

Volts

DC

DC

DC

155

7A

155

45W (AC)
2A (DC)
45W (AC)
2A (DC)

Power

-

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

11 to 12.6

11 to 12.6

50/60

DC

115/230

13.6

DC

50/60
50/60

11-15

DC

115/230

120/240

11-15

50/60

Freq.

Primary Power

120/240

Volts

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

Power Requirements

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

-2.7.0005

±9

-

-±-.0005

±-.0005

±9
±5

:1-.0005

±-.0005

±5

±.0005

(%)

Freq.
Stab.

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

±12

±5

Power MovieOut
Non
(W)
(kHz)

'Two 50-150 mike inputs one 50,000 ohms unbalanced input. Mike input level
-60 to -40 dBm; line level -15 to 10 dBm, 600 ohm source.
=Audio response extended to 15,000 Hertz on special order.
'(Spurious) Below carrier level (dB).

148-174

Moseley RPL-3

(MHz)

Rang

150-172

Marti RPT-40/R30

Manuf
and
Model Number

450.470

Moseley RPL-4

Freq.

148-174

Moseley RPL-3

1

30-10k
-±-1.5 dB
30-10k2
±-1.5 dB

(MHz)

30 to 7.5k
±-1.5 dB
30 to 12k

Freq.
Resp.

Range

Manufacturer and
Model Number

S/N

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Abridged Specifications -Remote Pickup Links (RPL)

